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--• ABSTRACT

WILDCAT is a conceptual design of a catalyzed D-D, tokamak,

commercial, fusion reactor. WILDCAT utilizes the beneficial fea-

tures of no tritium breeding, while not extrapolating unnecessar-

ily from existing D-T designs. The reactor is larger and has

higher magnetic fields and plasma pressures than typical D-T

devices. It is more costly, but eliminates problems associated

with tritium breeding and has tritium inventories and throughputs

approximately two orders of magnitude less than typical D-T reac-

tors. There are both a steady-state'version with Alfven-wave cur-

rent drive and a pulsed version. Extensive comparison with D-T

devices has been made, and cost and safety analyses have been in-

cluded. All of the major reactor systems have been worked out to

a level of detail appropriate to a complete, conceptual design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

WILDCAT Is a conceptual design of a deuterium-fueled, confercial, tokamak

reactor. The primary purpose of the study has been to assess the consequences

•of the deuterium fuel cycle when all of the tradeoffs, constraints, and opti-

mizations of an integrated design are considered. This report presents a

detailed analysis of the WILDCAT device including both a steady-state and a

pulsed version and a comparison with similar D-T devices, in particular
1 2

STARFIRE. A previous report treated the studies which led to the choice of

the important WILDCAT parameters. The pulsed version is described mainly in

that report. The steady-state version is developed in this report and is the

reference version.

This introduction presents the scope and guidelines of the study, an

overview of the principle features of WILDCAT, and a summary of conclusions

regarding WILDCAT in particular and D-D tokamak reactors in general. Section

2 includes a description of the reference parameters, including those associ-

ated with the MHD equilibrium, and the sensitivity of the design to these

parameters as well as a description of the burn cycle, the limiter impurity

control concept, the Alfven-wave current driver, and the ECRH preionization

system. The analysis of the first-wall lifetime and the nuclear analysis of

the blanket and shield are presented in Sec. 3 along with thermal hydraulic"

considerations and a description of maintenance and repair procedures. Sec-

tion 4 describes the four magnetic systems: toroidal coils, ohmic heating

coils, equilibrium field coils, and correction field coils. The fuel process-

ing and tritium handling systems are discussed in Sec. 5. An extensive cost

analysis, which is directly comparable to the STARFIRE costing, is presented

in Sec. 7. A description of the thermal storage system required for pulsed

operation and an analysis of the problems associated with disruptions are

treated in the two appendices.

1.1. Scope and Guidelines

WILDCAT has been a two-year study with the goal of developing an attrac-

tive and well-defined conceptual design for an alternate-fueled reactor. It

is the first in-depth study of a deuterium-fueled tokamak reactor. The

deuterium-based fuel cycle has been chosen because it is substantially closer

1-1



to practical realization than other alternate fuel cycles. In a similar man-

ner, the tokaraak configuration has been chosen because it has been mots exten-

sively studied and is probably closer to reactor viability than any other con-

cept. In particular, the choice has been to make WILDCAT a commercial, toka-

mak reactor that is similar in purpose to STARFIRE in order to have a con-

venient means of comparison between D-D and D-T systems.

The primary guideline has been to make as much use as possible of the

beneficial features of the D-D fuel cycle, that is, of not breeding tritium,

while at the same time not extrapolating unnecessarily from existing D-T toka-

mak designs, in particular STARFIRE. In this way, a fair comparison of the

advantages and penalties of a D-D reactor relative to a D-T reactor can be

made.

WILDCAT is not a modification of STARFIRE. It is a complete reactor

study in itself and has been optimized from the initial design stages for D-D

operation. On the other hand, many of the systems do not have to be

essentially different from the corresponding systems in STARFIRE. It is thus

possible to use much of the STARFIRE analysis, so that WILDCAT is a reasonably

well-defined system even though the effort that has gone into the study is

less than the STARFIRE effort.

1.2. Overview ., ^

A D-D reactor for the purposes of this study is one for which the only

source of fuel is deuterium and which does not breed tritium. The important

reactions in a D-D reactor are:

D H

D I

D H

D H

h T — w - n ( l '

h 3 H e — ^ - p |

- D • » p ( 3 .

h D -^-n(2 .

1.06) + "*He(3.52)

[14.67) + **He (3.67)

.03) + T(1.01)

.45) + 3He(0.82),

where the energies of the reaction products are shown in MeV. The tritium and
3He which are produced by fusion reactions in the plasaa and which diffuse out

instead of reacting with the deuterium may be reinjected. If all of the trit-

ium and 3He is replaced, the reactor is termed a Semi-Cat-D reactor. WILDCAT

is fully catalyzed (Cat-D), since reinjection of the tritium and 3He provides

the best reactor performance.
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The major disadvantage of a D-D reactor is that the reaction rates are

substantially lower than for D-T. The reactivities, <av>, of the last three

reactions are significantly lower than those for D-T. The D-T reaction rate

is also low because there is not much tritium in the absence of tritium fuel-

ing. This effect can be seen quantitatively in Table 1-1, which shows the

power densities in WILDCAT if it were operated as a D-T, D-3He, or D-D reac-

tor. Some of this disadvantage can be made up by a more efficient

blanket/shield since there are no constraints regarding tritium breeding, but

the power density is still substantially more than an order of magnitude less

than for a D-T reactor.

Table 1-1. Power Densities for Different Reactor Types

All of the cases have the WILDCAT plasma parameters
except there is no iodine impurity. Neutron energy
multiplication in the blanket/shield has not been
included.

Reactor Type

D-T

D-3He

Cat-D

*e
(kev)

, 10
30

30

30

Power Density

(MW/m3)

83
13

'• 1 ..

1

As a consequence, in order to have a resonable power output for WILDCAT,

it is necessary to increase the size, the toroidal field, and/or the plasma

beta relative to values for, say, STARFIRE. These are the three parameters

which most influence the power apart from the plasma temperatures and the

reactivities. The choice for WILDCAT has been to extend each of these param-

eters somewhat from the STARFIRE values and to also produce less thermal

power. In this case no individual parameter is unreasonably extrapolated be-

yond a value considered viable for STARFIRE. A schematic comparison of

WILDCAT and STARFIRE is shown in Fig. 1-1. The increase in size is readily

apparent. The thicker coils are an indication of the higher field. It can

also be seen that the space between the plasma and the peak field position of

the toroidal coils has been reduced in order to make more effective use of the
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WILDCAT STARFIRE

P(h « 2915 MW

Bmax « 14.35 T

•INBOARD'
BLANKET/SHIELD

THICKNESS

Ro > 8 .58 m

Pfh * 4000 MW

B m o x " " T

<£> «6.7%

Ro * 7.0 m

Fig. 1-1. A schematic comparison of WILDCAT and STARFIRE.



toroidal field. This is possible since the inboard blanket/shield can be made

thinner when there is no tritium breeding. In addition, the plasma has been

made less D-shaped, which reduces the requirements on the equilibrium field

coil system.

In all fairness, both WILDCAT and STARFIRE would probably operate at the

same value of beta (the highest practical), but at the present time that value

is not known. Consequently, the choice has been made to extend all of the

parameters in order not to extend any one of them excessively. In all likeli-

hood, a higher beta in STARFIRE would not result in a higher power density and

smaller reactor. The wall loading in STARFIRE was primarily determined by

first-wall/blanket design and materials considerations. Thus, a higher beta

in STARFIRE would likely result in a correspondingly lower toroidal magnetic

field, with the other features remaining unchanged.

WILDCAT is shown in cross section and plan view in Fig. 1-2 and the

important reference parameters are listed in Table 1-2. Additional parameters

are given in Tables 2-1 and 2-3 as well as throughout the report. Two ver-

sions have been considered: a steady-state version and a pulsed version. The

steady-state version, which is more desirable from many points of view, relies

on an efficient rf current drive using compressional Alfven waves. This

driver requires 120 antennas inside the chamber leading to maintenance and

reliability problems but also to increased coupling efficiency. The pulsed

version, while less speculative for current drive, is more expensive because

of the power supplies and the large thermal storage system required.

Two versions have been developed because it is not clear that steady-

state operation is as practical for a D-D reactor as it appears to be for a

D-T reactor. For a D-D reactor with its typically larger plasma current

and/or lower fusion power, the current driver requires a larger fraction of

the gross electric power than for a similar D-T system, so much so that unless

a very efficient current driver, such as the Alfven waves, is possible, steady-

state operation is not feasible. The lower hybrid wave current drive used for

STARFIRE, for example, would not be practical for WILDCAT.

It is necessary to operate WILDCAT at a higher temperature, T - 30 keV,

than STARFIRE: Typically, an ignited plasma cannot be achieved for T < 25

keV, depending on the plasma density and temperature profiles. This higher

temperature operation is a further disadvantage. (Table 1-1 shows the

decrease in power density for a D-T reactor if it were operated at 30 keV.)
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Table 1-2. A Summary of the WILDCAT Reference Parameters

Parameter

Major radius, m

Aspect ratio, A

Peak toroidal field, T

Plasma beta

Average electron temperature, keV

Plasma current, MA

Plasma elongation

Safety factor
Edge
Axis

Neutron wall load, MW/m2

14.06 MeV
2.45 MeV

Net heat load, MW/m2

Thermal power, GWt

Net electric power, MWe

Steady-State

8.58

3.25

14.35

0.11

30

29.9

1.6

3.0

1.0

-0.50
0.10

1.00

2.9

810

Pulsed

8.58

3.25

14.0

0.11

30

29.2

1.6

3.0
1.0

"0.46
"0.09

0.83

2.6

850

Table 1-3. Economic Comparison of STARFIRE and WILDCAT (1980 Dollars)

Plant

Cost

Total

Cost

Cost

Parameter

capacity, MW

of reactor plant equipment, M$

capital cost, constant, M$

of capacity, constant, $/kWe

of energy, constant, mills/kWh

STARFIRE

1200

969

2400

2000

35.1

WILDCAT

Steady-State

812

1497

3077

3788

62.8

Pulsed

849

1885

3844

4528

73.8

Since WILDCAT does not have to breed tritium, the blanket/shield can be

optimized to have a thinner inboard extent (82 cm vs. 120 cm for STARFIRE)

leading to more efficient use of the toroidal field and to increased neutron

energy multiplication (2.02 vs. 1.14). These benefits help to overcome the

reduced reaction rates and lead to a 60Z more efficient blanket in terms of
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power generation. In addition to enjoying increased blanket energy multipli-

cation, the blanket/shield has been designed for personnel access after 24 h

and uses as ouch as possible materials which are not resource limited and

which have lower activation. Ninety percent of the material in WILDCAT can be

recycled after 40 y.

About one-half of the neutrons produced in WILDCAT are 14-MeV, D-T neu-

trons. Their blanket neutron energy multiplication is 1.54 and they contri-

bute about 33% of the thermal power. Even though WILDCAT is termed a D-D

reactor, the largest single source of power (38%) is, in fact, the neutrons

and heating from the D-T reaction." -The 2.5-MeV, D-D neutrons have a higher

energy multiplication of 4.43, but only contribute 19% of the thermal power.

The remainder of the thermal power comes from fusion heating (45%) and rf

heating (<4%). A further breakdown of the power production is given in Table

2-4. The numbers given are for the steady-state case, but the pulsed case is

not essentially different apart from having no rf heating.

The first wall is PCA stainless steel consisting of a corrugated plate

bonded to a backing plate. There is a 3-mm beryllium cladding bonded to the

corrugated part, which faces the plasma. Light-water coolant flows in the

closed part of the corrugations. The configuration is shown in Fig. 3-1. The

lifetime is estimated to be 20 y, or half of the expected plant life, and is

limited primarily by sputtering loss of the beryllium cladding. The longer

lifetime (compared to STARFIRE with a 6-y replacement schedule for first-wall/

blanket sections) is due to the lower neutron flux of the D-D fuel cycle for a

fixed heat load on the wall. The heat load is 1 MW/m2 for both STARFIRE and

the steady-state version of WILDCAT. The pulsed version is limited to less

than this value because of increased materials damage resulting from the

pulsed loading.

The WILDCAT steady-state burn cycle is characterized by long start-up and

shut-down times to minimize power supply requirements and extra tritium and
3He injection to provide heating during startup. The burn cycle starts with a

19-s "ohmic heating" period during which enough current (1 MA) is induced for

the rf current drive to take over. This is followed by a 20-min "current

inducement" period with low deuterium density and rf heating from the Alfven

waves at 107 MW. After a "fusion power ramp" period of 19 min with extra

tritium and 3He, the plasma is brought to full operating conditions, and
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Iodine is added for burn control. The burn then continues for typically up to

6 mo. Shutdown is similar to startup. The small amount of extra tritium and

3He for startup is recovered and stored during the rest of the cycle.

The pulsed verson burn cycle is described in Ref. 2. The startup and

shutdown are necessarily faster, and all of the current is generated by the

poloidal coils. The power supply requirements for the ohmic heating and

equilibrium field system are substantially larger. In addition, t.iermal

storage is required to keep the power to the turbine constant during the dwell

period between cycles. The D-D reactor requires a substantially higher value

of nx, but the confinement is still compatible with empirical scaling laws.

Impurity control is via a pumped limiter. The heat loads on the limiter are

somewhat higher than for STARFIRE, but a limiter similar to that for STARFIRE

is expected to be adequate.

Disruptions present a potential problem for WILDCAT. Because of the

large amount of energy stored in the plasma (8.3 GJ vs 1.1 GJ for STARFIRE and

240 MJ for INTOR ), disruption scenarios whicn>are marginal for other devices

become deleterious for WILDCAT, involving more melting and vaporization of the

wall. No solutions to this problem have been identified for WILDCAT except to

operate the plasma in a mode where disruptions do not occur, except perhaps as

very low probability accidents. It is not unreasonable to expect our under-

standing of plasma behavior to be sufficiently advanced for this to be possi-

ble by the time that one would consider building WILDCAT, and quite likely

similar requirements would be necessary for other than near-term devices in

any event. A small number of disruptions should not be catastrophic.

The high toroidal fields (14.35 T for the steady-state version and 14.0 T

for the pulsed version) present problems primarily related to the stresses,

which increase as the square of the field. The conductor design iself is

similar to that for STARFIRE, utilizing various amounts of Nb3Sn in the

regions with different field strengths. Substantially more material, however,

is required. The out-of-plane loads are supported by filling essentially all

of the space between the outer legs of the toroidal field coils with rein-

forced concrete, as shown in Fig. 1-2. There are three blocks (upper, Mid-

dle, and lower) between each coil. The Middle block has a plug for access to

the limiter, which can be removed as a drawer-like unit, and the rest of the

interior of the machine, especially the current-drive antennas. This support
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concept is relatively inexpensive and appears to adequately handle the large

forces. A detailed structural analysis has not been performed, however.

A small ohmic heating system has been supplied for the steady-state case,

and a larger, conventional ohmic heating system with a solenoid, for the

pulsed case. The pulsed reactor dasign is substantially constricted by the

need to supply a large number of volt-seconds (695). The plasma has been made

less D-shaped to reduce the requirements on the equilibrium field system. For

the pulsed version these two systems repesent a large, additional cost item.

The real advantages of WILDCAT lie in not having to breed tritium and in

reduced tritium inventories and throughputs. Both factors should lead to in-

creased safety. It should be noted, however, that the higher magnetic fields

in WILDCAT would probably result in increased magnet safety issues compared to

STARFIRE. This study has not made an in-depth safety comparison of DT-fueled

and alternate-fueled fusion reactors, nor could this be done at this time.'

The benefits of not breeding tritium, including not having to deal with liquid

lithium or not having to extract tritium from solid breeders, are also diffi-

cult to quantify at this time. It is, however, most likely that the ease with

which tritium can be bred will determine the desirability of D-D reactors.

The reduced tritium inventories and throughputs in WILDCAT (approximately

two orders of magnitude less than for STARFIRE) are, however, a significant

and quantifiable advantage. The vulnerable inventory is 15 g vs. 397 g for

STARFIRE, and the nonvulnerable inventory is 20 g (33 g for the pulsed ver-

sion) vs. 11,000 g for STARFIRE. The tritium throughput is 10 g/day vs. 760

g/day for STARFIRE. Normal releases of tritium are reduced from 13 Ci/day to

0.31 Ci/day, and accidental releases are reduced from 10 g to 0.56 g. In

addition, no significant inventory of the more toxic HTO or T 20 has been

identified. Additional savings lie in longer-lived vacuum pump valves (plant

life vs. 2 y for STARFIRE) and lack of necessity for a ventilation stack.

Even with the reduced inventories, there is still enough tritium present that

no major tritium handling systems could be eliminated, and in view of the

higher gas loads, the tritium/vacuum/fuel system is roughly the same size as

for STARFIRE.

The power flow diagrams for WILDCAT are shown in Fig. 1-3. It has been

determined that the turbine could have a high efficiency (35.7%, same as for

STARFIRE), helped in part by using the lower-grade heat from the limiter as
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feedwater heating. The main difference in the two flow diagrams is the lack

of the rf system as a net power loss in the pulsed case.

WILDCAT has been costed in a manner exactly analogous to that for

STARFIRE. A summary of the cost analysis is shown in Table 1-3. Both the

steady-state ($3077 M) and the pulsed ($3843 M) WILDCAT power plants are con-

siderably more costly than the comparable STARFIRE design ($2400 M ) . These

cost increases are principally due to the more massive reactor. The toroidal

field coils are also larger and have four times the stored energy. The pulsed

WILDCAT power supplies are an order of magnitude larger than those for the

steady-state system. The reactor power output is reduced from STARFIRE, which

lowers the balance of plant costs. The structures costs remain essentially

the same as for STARFIRE. The net result is a significant increase in capital

costs. When this capital cost is coupled with the reduced net power output,

the WILDCAT cost of electicity is Increased over the STARFIRE design by 180%

for the steady-state design and by 2102 for the pulsed design. Both designs,

of course, have many assumptions which could substantially impact the cost.

1.3. Conclusions

A D-D reactor such as WILDCAT is quite similar to a D-T device in that

approximately one-half of the neutrons produced are 14-MeV neutrons from the

D-T reaction, and most of the energy comes from these D-T neutrons. It is, in

fact, largely a D-T reactor operated without tritium fueling.

The principal advantages of the D-D reactor arise from the lack of neces-

sity to breed tritium. This feature makes the use of lithium and lithium

compounds unncessary. In addition, the blanket/shield can be optimized for

reactor power performance rather than for tritium breeding. In particular,

the inboard section can be made thinner, leading to beter utilization of the

toroidal magnetic field, and increased neutron energy multiplication can be

achieved, leading to a greater power output. The tritium levels in a D-D

reactor appear to be as much as two orders of magnitude less than in a compar-

able D-T reactor. This can lead to increased safety, and perhaps reduced

requirements on components such as piping. However, there is still sufficient

tritium that it is not possible to eliminate any major components of a D-T

tritium-handling system if worker and public safety is to be assured.
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The principal disadvantage of a D-D reactor is that the plasma power

density is less than 2% of that of a tritium-fueled reactor. As a conse-

quence, a D-D reactor must necessarily be substantially larger and/or operate

at substantially higher fields or higher plasma betas than a D—T reactor of

comparable thermal power. The design of larger devices and higher-field

magnets is, of course, more difficult. Moreover, since the auxiliary systems,

such as plasma heating, current drive, magnet power supplies, and vacuum

pumping are then typically larger, the parasitic power losses represent a

larger fraction of the thermal power, resulting in lower efficiency and even

further reduced net electric power. The larger energy stored in the plasma is

a more serious problem in the event of a plasma disruption.

A second disadvantage is that a D-D reactor must likely operate at higher

temperatures (25-30 keV compared to 8-10 keV for a typical D-T system).

Cyclotron and bremsstrahlung radiation losses both increase with temperature.

It is not known if diffusion losses increase or decrease with temperature in

these temperature ranges, but there are models such as ripple diffusion and

trapped particle modes which show loses increasing strongly with temperature.

These factors affect the achievement of ignition. Using the assumptions made

in the present study, ignition in a D-D reactor appears to require an order-

of-magnitude larger confinement parameter, nx, and an order-of-magnitude fewer

impurities compared to a D-T, reactor.

A third feature of a D-D reactor is that a larger fraction of the power

coming out of the plasma is in the form of heat (charged particles or radia-

tion) rather than neutrons. If neutron damage of the first-wall/blanket/shield

system were the limiting factor, this would be an advantage. For the type of

design considered in this report, this becomes a disadvantage for a D-D reac-

tor. STARFIRE, for example, supports a total wall load of 4.8 MW/m2 with a

heat load of 1.0 MW/m2, while the WILDCAT steady-state version supports a total

wall load of only 1.7 MW/m2 for the same heat load. The reduced neutron flux

does lead to longer life for the first-wall/blanket, however.

It is especially difficult to overcome the disadvantage of lower power

production, and it would seem that D-D reactors would not be built for power

production if it were possible to utilize D-̂ T reactors. If, however, D-T reac-

tors (because of problems associated with tritium fueling and/or breeding or

lifetime limitations due to neutron damage effects) are not feasible, then D-D
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reactors could likely be built in their place with reasonable extrapolations of

parameters considered adequate for D-T reactors.
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2. PLASMA ENGINEERING

This section presents plasma engineering analyses for the major aspects

of WILDCAT. Section 2.1 contains a description of the reference design and

the rationale for the parameter choices with discussions of the MHD equilib-

rium in Sec. 2.2 and the sensitivity to the important parameter choices in

Sec. 2.3. The burn cycle is described in Sec. 2.4 along with impurity control

in Sec. 2.5. The current-drive concept appears in Sec. 2.6, and the ECRH

startup is described in Sec. 2.7. These analyses are typically similar to

those done for D-T systems, but the range of parameters is often different.

2.1 Reference Design

In Ref. 1 a number of studies leading to the choice of parameters for the

pulsed version of WILDCAT were described. In many cases the same choices are

also applicable to the steady-state, reference version. In particular, the

blanket/shield thickness, scrapeoff thickness, beryllium concentration, plasma

temperatures, density and temperature profiles, cyclotron reflection coeffi-

cient, confinement time ratios, particle reflection coefficients, as well as

most MHD equilibrium parameters, have been chosen the same as in Ref. 1. The

values of these parameters are listed in Table 2-1. As. for the pulsed ver-

sion, the steady-state version is assumed to be fully catalyzed; that is, all

of the tritium and 3He that diffuses out is replaced into the plasma.

It is useful to review the reasons for selecting some of the more impor-

tant parameters. The impurity concentration, which is represented as the con-

centration of a single;species, beryllium, was chosen to be a little more than

half the maximum fractional concentration of beryllium that would still alTow

ignition. This allows some margin for operation. It was shown in Ref. 1 that

for a given species the maximum concentration that would allow ignition is an

order of magnitude less for a D-D reactor than it would be for a D-T reactor,

as well as that the allowed concentration decreases approximately exponen-

tially with atomic charge. It has not been demonstrated, of course, that a

reacting plasma can be kept as clean as the 3Z beryllium concentration would

indicate. In addition to beryllium another impurity, taken to be iodine in

the WILDCAT design, is added to increase the radiation and hence reduce the

heat load on the limiter as well as to provide burn control. This is possible
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Table 2-1. Parameters from Previous Work

Plasma elongation,a K 1.6

Plasma D-shapedness,a d 0.2

Safety factor at limiter, q(a) 3.0

Safety factor at axis, q(0) 1.0

Average electron temperature, T (keV) 30

Cyclotron reflection coefficient, r 0.9
c

Ratio of particle to election energy confinement times, T !%„ 0.25
P E

Ratio of ion energy to election energy confinement time, T T/T_ 4.0
h

Pressure profile exponent, o 1.4
b P

Density profile exponent, a 0.7
^b

Temperature profile exponent, a_, 0.7

Beryllium concentration, n /n 0.03

Proton recycling coefficient, R 0.90
P

^He recycling coefficient, R4 0.75
Scrapeoff width, A (m) 0.2

Inner blanket/shield thickness, £_:, (m) 0.82
DO

aThe plasma boundary is specified by:

R « RQ + a cos(9 + d sin 6) and Z « <a cos 9 ,•-"

where RQ and a are the major and minor radii.

''The profiles are proportional to ̂  , where ^ " (• ~ +)/(+ - + )•
W At At VI

iff is the MHD flux function, and t|i ,and $ are its values at the limiter
and axis, respectively.

since the confinement required for ignition in WILDCAT does not have to be as
2

good as the empirical scaling laws indicate it would be. Iodine is added

until the required confinement time for power balance is equal to that pre-

dicted by empirical scaling.

The average electron temperature, T , is chosen to be slightly higher

than the lowest temperature that allows ignition, because the performance is

better for lower temperatures. The reason the performance is better at lower

temperatures is related to the fact that the peak temperature in the plasma

(the temperature at which most of the power is produced) is beyond the maximum

in <av>/T2 for all of the D-D reactions whenever it is high enough (~50 keV)
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to allow ignition. For the density and temperature profiles chosen (somewhat

arbitrarily, since the plasma transport is not known for a high-temperature,

reacting plasma) the lowest average temperature is 25-30 keV. The peak temp-

erature is 45-50 keV, relatively independent of the profiles.

The most important parameters are the maximum toroidal field, B^p.,, the

major radius, RQ, and the total average plasma beta, 8t> since the power is

proportional to B|i Rj|s2 for a beta limited device. The major diasdvantage of

a D-D reactor is that it has less than 5% of the reactivity of a D-T reactor

even after improvements such as blanket/shield optimization have been made.

For WILDCAT it has been chosen to compensate for this disadvantage by making

the toroidal field, the major radius, and the plasma beta a little larger and

the power a little less than values for a typical commercial reactor such as

STARFIRE. It could be argued that the plasma beta would probably be the same

(the highest possible value) for both WILDCAT and STARFIRE. The situation

with regard to beta limits is, however, uncertain. Beta values as high as

those specified for either STARFIRE or WILDCAT have not yet been obtained, and

the theory is also not definitive. Current experimental and theoretical pro-

grams are expected to resolve these uncertainties in the next several years.

Similarly, no large, toroidal, superconducting magnets with the fields

required by either STARFIRE or WILDCAT have been built; however, there is sub-

stantial confidence that such technology could be developed. In view of the

nature of both of these design studies, it was deemed most appropriate to

extend each of the important parameters so that none of them would be an

unreasonable extrapolation from STARFIRE.

The aspect ratio, A, is the last of the important parameters to be dis-

cussed here. In Ref. 1 a sequence of reactors differing in aspect ratio, but

having the same values of wall load, ohmic-heating magnetic field swing, and

MHD credibility was presented. A choice was made among these based on the

considerations of the last paragraph. For the RF-driven, steady-state case

the ohmic-heating field swing is not a restriction, allowing some extra free-

dom in choosing design parameters.

A similar sequence of steady-state reactors with Alfven wave current

drive is shown in Table 2-2. These devices all have a net first-wall heat

load of 1 MW/«2 a maximum toroidal field of 14 T, and sufficient iodine to

make the required confinement equal to that predicted by empirical* scaling,
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Table 2-2. A Sequence of Possible Design Choices

All have the same net first-wall heat load, P w n e a t n e t " 1.0
MW/m2, and the same toroidal field, B-F<, - 14 t. The plasma
beta is assumed to scale as 0.36/A. Iodine has been added to
make a

EMP
1. The average temperature is T - 30 keV.

A

2.4

3.0

3.25

3.5

4.0

Ro

(m)

8.8

8.8

9.1

9.5

10.5

Bt

0.15

0.12

0.11

0.10

0.09

h
(MA)

48

34

31

29

26

VE
(1020 s/m2)

38

30

28

27

26

PT

(GW)

3.8

3.2

3.1

3.2

3.4

PRF
(MW)

150

116

115

118

128

(10-5)

4.4

4.0

3.8

3.7

3.4

that is, a
EMP

1. (a_._ is the ratio of the required confinement to that pre-
EHP

dieted by empirical scaling. ) The net heat load consists of the heat load

from the radiation power and from one-half the charged particle diffusion

power from the core of the plasma. The other half of the charged particles

are assumed to hit the limiter. The value of 1 MW/m2 for the net heat load /

was determined in Ref. 3 to be the maximum permissible from failure considera-

tions for a steel structure. The value of 14 T for the field strength is also

considered to be near the practical design limit. The plasma beta has been

assumed to scale as 0.36/A. This gives fairly optimistic values for 0t, but

the scaling (for equal MHD credibility) Is consistent with Ref. 4. (STARFIRE

falls on a similar sequence scaling as 0.24/A.)

Simple cost estimates Indicate that both the capital costs and the cost

of electricity for the choices in Table 2-2 are the same within the limits of

errors in the costing. In view of this insensitivity to cost a reactor simi-

lar to that chosen in Ref. 1 for the pulsed version was taken as the reference

case in order to make use of much of the analysis already done for the pulsed

version. The magnetic field was raised slightly to raise the net heat load up

to 1 MW/m2. The steady-state reference parameters along with those for the

pulsed version are given in Table 2-3.

The steady-state version, rather than the pulsed, has been chosen as the

reference case because steady-state operation solves many design problems.
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Table 2-3. WILDCAT Reference Parameters

(The numbers In parenthesis are for the pulsed version.)

Major radius, RQ (m)

Aspect ratio, A

Peak toroidal field, B T p c (T)

No. of TF coils, Mjpg

Total average plasma beta, 0t

Plasma current, I_ (MA)

Temperature (keV)

Average electron, Tg

Peak electron, T e Q

Average ion, T

Average densities (m-3)

Proton, n_

Deuterium, nD

Tritium, nT

Helium 3, S3

Helium 4, 1H4

Electron, ng

Impurities

Beryllium, nBe/5p

Iodine, nj/np

Energy confinement parameter, n^Tg (s/m3)

14.06-MeV neutron multiplication, e ^ Qg

2.45-MeV neutron multiplication, e_ . c

Wall loading: total, Pw (MW/a
2)

14.06-MeV neutron, P w (14.06)

2.45-MeV neutron, Pw (2.45)

Charged particle, P w d i f f

Radiation, P w > r a d

Net heat, P W ) h e a t > n e t

Rf heating power, Prf (MW)

Thermal power, PT (GWt)

Net electric power, Pe (MWe)

2-5

8.58

3.25

i

14.35 (

12

0.11

29.9

30

52

32

1.2

1.7

8.2

1.9

5.0

2.6

0.03

3.8

2.7

1.54

4.43

1.7

0.50

0.10

0.13

0.87

1.00
107

2.9

810

:i4.o

i (29.2)

(1.

(1.

(7.

(1.

(4.

(2.

(2.

(2.

(1

(0

(0

(0

(0

(0

1) X

7) x

8) x

8) x

3) x

4) x

2) x

4) x

.5)

.46)

.09)

.13)

.70)

.83)

(0)

(2• 6)

(850)

)

101?

1020

1017

1019

1018

1020
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If, however, the rf current drive were lower-hybrid waves, as for STARFIRE,

the auxllliary power required to drive the rf system would be too large a

fraction of the thermal power to be practical. There are two effects that

cause this to be so. First, the plasma current is higher, requiring more rf

power, and second, the thermal power is less because of the lower reactivi-

ties. The Alfven-wave current drive has one of the highest current-to-

required-power ratios of candidate current drivers, and it is only because of

this low power requirement that the steady-state version of WILDCAT is via-

ble. It should be recognized that STARFIRE could also be made more efficient

if Alfven wave current drive could be used. A further description of current

drive is given in Sec. 2.6.

The power breakdown for the steady-state reference version is shown in

Table 2-4. It can be seen that most of the energy comes from the D-T reac-

tion. The major source of plasma heat, however, is from the D-3He reaction,

and nearly all of this energy is necessary for the ignited operation. For

this reason it is diffficult to divert any of the 3He to run separate D-3He

reactors, for example.

2.2 MHD Considerations

The only important feature of the MHD equilibrium that is different for

D-D reactors from D-T reactors is that it is even more important to have a

high beta. Many of the MHD parameters for STARFIRE were chosen to represent

the most likely values for obtaining a high beta equilibrium, and the same

considerations apply to WILDCAT. For this reason most of the MHD parameters

have been taken to have the sane values as for STARFIRE. The three exceptions

are discussed below.

The specified plasma profiles are assumed to vary as ^ , where

* * (*4 ~ *)^(*» ~ • )» a n d ^t an(* *a a r e t h e v a l u e s of t h e f l u x function, i|> ,

at the limiter and magnetic axis respectively. The flux function is constant

on the magnetic surfaces, so this choice assumes the pressure, density, and

temperatures are also. (It is necessary that the pressure be constant on a

flux surface for MHD equilibrium, but it is not necessary that the density and

temperature separately be constant.) The pressure profile exponent, ap, has

been taken to be 1.4 for both STARFIRE and WILDCAT for the reason that such

broader profiles seem to support higher beta.4 In STARFIRE, however, the den-
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Table 2-4. Power Breakdown in MW for WILDCAT

D + D + n + '•He

Ions
Electrons
Total plasma heating
14.06 MeV neutrons
Blanket enhancement
Total Neutrons
Total

D + 3He + p + 4He

Ions
Electrons
Total plasma heating
Total

D + D + p + T

Ions
Electrons
Total plasma heating
Total

D + D + n + 3He

Ions
Electrons
Total plasma heating
2.45 MeV neutrons
Blanket enhancement
Total neutrons
Total

Rf heating

Ions
Electrons
Total plasma heating
Total

Thermal power

90
54

620
336

221
703

105

li

38
_8

124
425

11

i6.

2915

144

956

924

189

46

549

107

2915^

1109

924

189

595

107

2915
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sity was assumed to be peaked with otn * 1.1, and the temperature, broad with

ce.p » 0.3. This choice optimized the lower-hybrid current drive and also opti-

mizes the power. Both present experiments and expected refueling and/or recy-

cling at the wall would indicate, however, a broad density and a peaked temp-

erature. For WILDCAT a compromise of a • a_ « 0.7 has been taken. This

choice should be considered more conservative than that for STARFIRE. Neither

the experimental nor theoretical plasma physics basis is sufficient to accu-

rately characterize the profiles at this time.

For STARFIRE the plasma was taken to be more D-shaped having a value

d » 0.5 in the expressions for the plasma edge:

R = Ro + a cos(6 + d sin 9)

Z = <a sin 6 ,

with Ro being the major radius; a, the minor radius; and K, the elongation.

The MHD stability appears to increase with d, but it has been found difficult

to design equilibrium field coils outside the toroidal field coils when d _>.

0.25, especially when no inboard EF coils are practical. ' For WILDCAT with

its larger size and higher plasma current, it has been felt necessary to keep

d • 0.2 in order to keep the EF system reasonably sized. The indicated in-

crease in beta with d in this range of d is not particularly large in any

event.*

The third exception is that WILDCAT has a higher beta than STARFIRE, as

discussed in the previous section. A stability analysis has not been per-

formed for the WILDCAT equilibrium. It would clearly be unstable to the

existing theoretical stability codes. The most optimized,' theoretically

stable, equilibria have a maximum beta scaling approximately as

B t ~ 0.5 A~
2'3 or about 8% for WILDCAT. The PEST4 results for low N mode

stability for more conventional equilibria (like the WILDCAT reference equi-

librium) scale approximately as 8 ~ 0.7/qA or about 7% for WILDCAT. On the

other hand, it is not clear that these calculations include all of the phys-

ical effects that might give rise to stable, higher beta equilibria. For exam-

ple, the sawtooth oscillations that regularly appear in experimental tokamaks

seen to have a safety factor near the center that is less than unity and hence

unstable. Instead of being catastrophic, however, the instability causes the

current profile to reshape itself, and the plasma continues to operate with an

equilibrium somewhat different than the one that would have been analyzed in a
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stability code. Since In general the large existing stability codes only

examine the stability of a particular equilibrium and do not indicate how the

unstable equilibrium would evolve, it is not clear that the equilibria found

to be unstable in the codes would not evolve to similar, stable equilibria or

to nondestructive oscillations such as the sawteeth. Such a scenario is made

more plausible by the fact that the stability codes are sensitive to the

parameters of the equilibria they investigate, small changes in parameters

sometimes giving rise to large differences in stability.

Further support for higher than commonly calculated values of beta Is the

appearance of the second stability region. If a plausible means can be found

for the stable evolution of low beta equilibria into the second stability

region, betas as high or higher than that assumed for WILDCAT may be

feasible. Indeed, it is possible that the unstable equilibria may as a

consequence of their instability naturally evolve through the unstable region

into the second stability region. It is in any event premature to assume the

beta limits for a reacting plasma are well known.

The parameters for the WILDCAT equilibrium are presented in Table 2-5,

some of the profiles are shown in Fig. 2-1, and the magnetic fields and

current density contours are shown in Fig. 2-2.

2.3 Design Sensitivity

The choice of the major design parameters, B ^ ^ gt, and Ro, has been

made on the basis of minimum extrapolation from D-T devices tempered by some

consideration of technology limitations. This choice is by no means unique,

so that it is interesting to examine how WILDCAT would be changed if other

design choices were made. It is also interesting to note what the device

would look like if some or all of the STARFIRE values for these parameters

were used. Such a study Is presented In Table 2-6, which shows how some of

the major characteristics of WILDCAT would change over a broad range of values

of B T F C, 3t, and RQ.

Clearly, higher values of these three parameters give more power and

require more rf power and plasma current. For lower values of the three

parameters the required confinement, even though it is less in magnitude,

needs to be better than would be predicted by empirical scaling;2 that is,

aEMP (the ratio of the required confinement time to that predicted by the *
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Table 2 -5 . MHD Parameters

Major radius, RQ (m) 8.58

Elongation, K 1.6

D-shapedness,- d 0.2

Aspect r a t i o , A 3.25

Safety factor at l imi te r , q(i|i ) 3.0

Safety factor at ax is , q(ip ) 1.0

Toroidal beta, 3 t - 2yp7B2Q o . l l

Poloidal beta, (3

Bp - 2yp/[/B2dJl// it] 2.2

6 (Callen and Dory)a 2.9

6 (Shafranov)b 2.6
P

8 (Zakharov and Shafranov)c 2.7
p

Diamagnetic function, F2 - R2B| » F2(l - fi$B)

At wall, F0 (T-m) 70.6

Profile exponent, 0 1.7

Well depth, 6 0.20

Pressure profile exponent, at 1.4

Magnetic axis, Rfl (m) 9.5

Peak pressure, p0 (MPa) 8.0
Average pressure, p (MPa) 3.0
Inductive volt seconds, A<t>lnd (V-s) 509
External field at axis, B z o (T) 1.3
Plasma current, I_ (MA) 30

aSee Ref. 9.
bSee Ref. 10.
cSee Ref. 11.
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Fig. 2-2. Poloidal field lines and current density.

scaling) is greater than unity. If this confinement scaling does in fact

continue to hold for the conditions typical1 of ignited D-D reactors, then

these cases would not be viable. (A reduction in the beryllium impurity

level, however, would reduce C»EMP» in some cases to as low as unity.)

It should be noted that the heat load on the first wall exceeds the

accepted limiting value of 1 MW/m2 for a PCA wall for the higher values of

the three parameters and is less than optimum for the lower values. If the

device were designed with different parameters, some consideration of the

first-wall load and the apsect ratio with regard to the combination of param-

eters would likely be made, as it has been for the reference design.

The last line in Table 2-6 shows what the device would be like if all of

the STARFIRE parameters were used. The power would be reduced to 1% of the

design value and the first-wall heat load to 10Z. Confinement would have to

be nearly six times better than predicted by empirical scaling. The plasma

current would be 17 MA. (The lower STARFIRE value of 10 MA for these param-

eters was achieved by further optimization of the MHD equilibrium.) The

required rf power to the plasma would only be 20 Mw compared to 90 MW for
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Table 2-6. Sensi t ivi ty of WILDCAT to Major Parameter Changes

If ot£Mp < 1 with no iodine, then iodine has been added to

make aEMP • 1. In a l l cases, T » 30 keV, A - 3.25,

K * 1.6, d » 0 .2 , and a 3% beryllium impurity is present .

r

(s)

(W)

(S)

(W)

(S)

(W)

<s)

BTFC

(T)

8.0
10.0
11.1
12.0
14.0
14.4
16.0

14.4

14.4

11.1

0.111

0.06
0.067
0.08
0.10
0.111
0.12

0.111

0.067

Ro
(m)

8.58

8.58

6 .0
7.0
8.0
8.58

10.0

7 . 0

aEMP

4 .3
1.8
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.6
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

5.8

(10"5)

0 .
0.
0 .
0.9
3.6
3.8
4 .0

0 .
0 .
1.0
3.3
3.8
3.9

0 .
1.7
3.4
3.8
4 .0

0 .

V E
(1020 s/m3)

1 1 .
12.
1 3 .
14.
24 .
2 7 .
4 0 .

12 .
1 \
i\ /
2 2 .
27 .
3 1 .

12 .
15 .
2 2 .
27 .
40 .

1 1 .

P T

(GW)

0 . 3
0.7
1.1
1.5
2 .6
2 .9
4 .0

0 .9
1.2
1.6
2 .4
2.9
3.2

0 .7
1.3
2 .2
2 .9
4 .6

0 . 2

p r f
(MO

18 .
3 6 .
4 9 .
6 2 .
9 9 .

107.
149.

4 2 .
7 5 .
8 4 .

100.
107.
113.

3 9 .
6 1 .
8 9 .

107.
160.

2 0 .
i

h
(MA)

17.
2 1 .
2 3 .
25 .
29 .
30 .
3 3 .

27 .
2 8 .
28 .
2 9 .
30.
30 .

19 .
2 3 .
2 8 .
30 .
36.

17 .

p w,hea t ,ne t
(MW/m2)

0.09
0.22
0.23
0.47
0.91
1.00
1.49

0.31
0.37
0.52
0.82
1.00
1.14

0.45
0.65
0.88
1.00
1.27

0.10

(S) STARFIRE paraneter(s) .

(W) WILDCAT reference case.



STARFIRE, even though the current Is larger. This represents the Increased

efficiency of the Alfven wave current drive coapared to the lower hybrid waves

used in STARFIRE.

2.4 Burn Cycle

A burn cycle has been developed for WILDCAT and is sunuarized in Table

2-7. Most of the burn cycle has been analyzed using the profile-averaged,

time dependent, advanced fuel computer code described in Ref. 1 with modifi-

cations to model the Alfven wave rf current drive. The code solves particle

balance equations for the fuel and fusion product species, i.e., protium, deu-

terium > tritium, 3He, and "*He, as well as for beryllium, oxygen, and iodine.

The beryllium comes from sputtering of the first wall and liniter coatings.

Oxygen comes from various leak sources, and iodine is intentionally added to

the plasma to establish a power balance through increased radiation. The

electron density is determined by requiring charge neutrality. The code

solves energy balance equations for the ions, taken as one species for this

purpose, and the electrons. Plasma heating by ohraic heating, fusion product

slowing down, and external rf heating are included, and losses are due to

transport and radiation.

The rf current drive has been modeled in a similar manner to the STARFIRE

study, using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig 2-3. This circuit models

the coupled dynamics of the plasma, poloidal coils, rf system, and the power

supplies. Both the ohmlc heating (OH) and equilibrium field (EF) coils are

represented as single equivalent inductances, and the plasma is represented as

a series combination of inductance and resistance. The Alfven wave current

drive is represented as a controlled current source in the plasma loop. The

coupled system of Fig. 2-1 is described by the following set of equations:

dInH dl_
^ - "OH.p - £ - VOT (2-1)

VP

p
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Table 2-7. WILDCAT Burn Cycle Parameters

Type of burn cycle

Plasma initiation method

Initiation power, MW

Startup

Ohmic heating period, s
Rf current inducement period, min
Fusion power ramp period, min
Total start-up time, min
Required rf power, MW
Required OH power, MW
Required EF power, MVA

Burn time

Burn control method

High-Z control material

Shutdown time, min

Steady state

ECRH

5

19
20
19
39
107
40
83

Continuous

Enhanced radiation

Iodine

30

'OH6

EF

lEF

LEF

LP 0 1
RF

r

Fig. 2-3. Plasma current drive model.
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I - f(l ,8J • (2-4)
kit P t

The M terms represent mutual inductances. The required current, 1EF, needed

to maintain MHD equilibrium is a function of Ip and (5t and is determined by

these quantities as the plasma evolves through a sequence of equilibria during

the burn cycle. The plasma resistance, Rp, is computed at each time step

using the neoclassical Spitzer resistivity. The rf current, Irf, is given as

a function of rf power, Prf, according to the following algorithm (whose deri-

vation is discussed in Sec. 2.6):

,2_5)
(2 5>39.5 x 10-20 S e

where ne is the average value of electron density, and gt is the plasma

toroidal beta. All units are MKS. This algorithm applies for

ne > 0.1 x 10
2° m"3 , Tg > 1 keV> and Ip < 1 MA, these conditions being

assumed necessary for proper absorption of the collisional Alfven wave.

In evaluating the burn cycle for WILDCAT, use has been made of the many

studies of the burn cycle for D-T reactors, particularly STARFIRE,3 which is

also steady state and the previous study of the pulsed D-D reactor.1 The lat-

ter study showed several problems related to the startup period. These are:

(1) large power supplies (>1 GW) are needed to change the current in the

poloidal coils for any reasonable startup time; and (2) thermal energy storage

is needed to compensate for the necessarily long plasma down time. Such ther-

mal storage is needed to maintain a constant thermal input to the turbine

generators. It is expected that steady-state operation would eliminate these

problems, and this has been borne out in the study. Another potential problem

with the pulsed D-D burn cycle Is that extra tritium has to be used to heat

the plasma to ignition. A tritium rich startup is needed to avoid a very

excessive external heating requirement. The problem with this technique is

not the extra tritium itself, but rather that very good control of the tritium

density appears to be needed. Too little tritium causes the plasma to fizzle

out while too much causes a too rapid temperature rise and an excessive EF

voltage requirement. While the computer simulations indicate that adequate

control could probably be achieved, this is of course uncertain due to
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uncertainties in the particle diffusion coefficients and other parameters.

For steady-state operation it has been found that a tritium-rich startup is

still needed. However, the control problem appears co be considerably

easier. This is due to the much longer start-up tine that can be used for the

steady state case. The longer start-up time also reduces the EF and OH power

requirements and the need for thermal storage, two very expensive items.

2.4.1 Plasma Initiation

The purpose of the plasma initiation (breakdown) system is to create a

low density, ionized plasma front the initial fill gas. The initiation re-

quirements for WILDCAT are examined in Sec. 2.7. As concluded in the STARFIRE

study, an electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) initiation system is one

of the most attractive from an engineering standpoint. Such a system elimi-

nates the complexities of high voltage initiation coils and their power sup-

plies. Accordingly, ECRH has been adopted as the reference, initiation system

for WILDCAT. The ECRH system for WILDCAT is similar to that of STARFIRE,

i.e., -5 MW delivered to the plasma through a series of waveguides built into

the first wall. Steady-state operation helps the initiation process because

there is as much time as needed between burn pulses to thoroughly pump impuri-

ties from the torus.

2.4.2 Startup

Various features of the WILDCAT startup phase are shown in Figs. 2-4

through 2-10. Startup is the most important part of the burn cycle in setting

the plasma driving system requirements. As with a D-T device, a number of

control algorithms need to be used to control density, rf power, etc. The

startup developed for WILDCAT and described here is not unique; however, it is

typical of the strategies to be employed for a future fusion reactor.

The start-up phase begins just after plasma initiation. At this point

the torus is filled with a fresh charge of ionized deuterium at low density

and temperature. Although WILDCAT uses rf current drive, a small OH coil is

included to induce some of the initial plasma current. This coil is reverse

biased prior to startup. It is then ramped down in 19 s through the use of a

constant voltage power supply. During this "ohmic heating" period the plasma

is heated by ohmic heating and by external rf power. The rf power is varied
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so as to apply a net heating power of 3 MW to the plasma. This is done to

gradually heat the plasma so as to minimize resistive losses. The rf power

also serves to induce plasma current once the curent reaches 1 MA. Once the

OH coil is fully discharged, it is disconnected and serves no further

function. The OH power supply requirement is set during this period, and is a

very modest 40 MW. This is much less than the 2160 MW needed to operate the

OH coil for the pulsed D-D cycle.

The next period in the startup is the "current inducement" period, which

begins after the 19-s ohmic heating period and lasts for about 20 min. The

purpose of this phase is to allow the rf system to induce in the plasma its

share of the full plasma current of 30 MA. Of this current, about 55% needs

to be supplied by the rf drive, the rest coming from the coupling to the OH

and EF systems. At the start of this period the rf power is ramped up to its

full value of 107 MW. It is held constant thereafter. The plasma deuterium

density is kept at a low value of about 10% of the full operating density.

The low density serves two purposes. First it makes for a more efficient use

of the rf power to induce current [see Eq. (2-5)], although this is not a

critical consideration. Second it allows for an easier approach to ignition

in the subsequent phase of the startup.

The third and final phase of the startup is the "fusion power ramp" phase

during which the plasma is brought to full cperating conditions. For a

steady-state reactor starting off cold the fusion power must be ramped up

gradually. This is to minimize thermal stress in the first wall, blanket, and

heat transport system. A second requirement is to minimize the amount of

external heating power needed to reach ignition. The ideal case for WILDCAT :

is to use no more than the 107 MW needed anyway for rf current drive. This is ;

the approach used.

As Mentioned previously, extra tritium must be added to heat WILDCAT to

ignition. The reason for this is that the D-D reaction is negligible for

temperatures below -15 keV. In contrast, the D-T reaction is significant at

~6 keV. Therefore, the D-D reaction is not of much use in heating the plasma

during most of the startup. The D-3He reaction lies somewhere between D-T and

D-D in terms of effectiveness, it has a lower cross section than D-T but a

higher percentage (100% vs. 20X) of the fusion energy goes into heating of the

plasma.
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The tritium and 3He densities are controlled in the following way. (See

Fig. 2-4.) Prior to the fusion ramp phase T and 3He are merely allowed to

build up In the plasma due to the very small amount of D-D fusion. At the

start of the fusion ramp phase a pulse of tritium equivalent to about 1.5% of

the full deuterium density is injected. At the same time a ramp of both the

deuterium and 3He densities is begun. All of these densities are controlled

by varying the respective refueling currents. After the initial pulse of

tritium is injected, the T density is modulated so as to maintain a net heat-

ing power of 5 MW. The fusion powers corresponding to the D-T, D-D, and D-3He

reactions over this period are as shown in Fig. 2-10. Also shown is the total

fusion power. (This is not equal to the thermal power, which is greater due

to neutron multiplication in the blanket.) As shown, the D-T fusion power is

much higher during this period than its equilibrium value during the burn.

The peak value of total fusion power is, however, only about 25% greater than

the burn value. This over-power condition and the different mix of neutron

and surface heating during this period do not appear to be detrimental to the

reactor.

During the last minute of startup iodine (not shown) is added to the

plasma to begin to stabilize the final operating point. This operating point

is reached after a total of 39 min. At this time the plasma has reached full

density, temperature, and current, and the startup is completed.

During the startup period the EF current is increased to keep the plasma

in MHD equilibrium. The EF current is a function of plasma current and plasma

beta. The required EF voltage and the instantaneous EF power (vEF x IEF) are

shown in Figs. 2-4 and 2-5. The EF reactive power requirement is given by the

product of the individual maximum values of current and voltage:

R MAX MAX
EF EF EF

Since the voltage is high at the beginning and the current high later,

dividing the EF system into two separate power supplies with switchover at

approximately 90 8 gives a lower requirement for each supply. The largest

reactive power requirement is then P™ - 83 MVA. As with the OH system, this

is much less than the 1000 MVA needed for pulsed operation.1
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2.A.3 Burn Phase

The normal burn phase of WILDCAT lasts on the order of up to six months.

Most of the features of the burn phase area are covered in the discussions of

the WILDCAT operating parameters in Sees. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.6. To summarize

briefly, the plasma current is driven in steady state by the Alfven wave rf

system. Impurities in the plasma, specifically '•He and P from fusion and Be

from sputtering, are held to steady state values by the impurity control sys-

tem. The D, T, and 3He densities are maintained by the refueling system,

which recycles all of these ions that are pumped out plus adding D ions to

make up for those lost by fusion. A small iodine concentration is also main-

tained in the plasma to stabilize the operating point.

2.4.4 Shutdown

The general types of shutdown envisioned for a steady-state fusion reac-

tor are a "normal" shutdown used once or twice a year to routinely shut the

plant down and an "emergency" shutdown used in accident or other non-routine

situations. These types of shutdowns have not been examined in detail but

have been compared to the equivalent scenarios for STARFIRE. Like STARFIRE,

the normal shutdown period for WILDCAT would be essentially the reverse of the

startup period. Since there are no particular time limitations, the shutdown

parameters can be made to have the same or reduced power supply requirements

as for startup. Normal shutdown is accomplished by gradually reducing the

fusion power, e.g., by reducing the rate of tritium and 3He reinjection.

The emergency shutdown for a WILDCAT-type reactor might be a problem.

The STARFIRE analysis subdivided emergency shutdowns into two generic types

labeled "abrupt" emergency shutdown and "rapid" emergency shutdown. In the

abrupt shutdown the plasma fusion power was terminated almost instantaneously

(in less than 100 us) by causing a plasma disruption to occur. A disruption

could be caused by a number of means, such as by injecting excess high-Z mate-

rial into the plasma. The abrupt shutdown would be used for critical system

failures such as loss of cooling to minimize damage to the reactor. The trou-

ble with this technique for WILDCAT is that a disruption appears to result in

catastropic damage to the first wall. (See Appen. B.) Therefore, an inten-

tional disruption might be counterproductive. The rapid emergency shutdown,

however, could be an acceptable option for WILDCAT. As employed for STARFIRE,
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this nethod also used a disruption to terminate the plasma but with a preced-

ing internal of 2.5 s in which most of the plasma energy was radiated and

convected away.

The rapid shutdown is initiated by terminating the refueling current and

the rf current drive power. The plasma thermal energy for STARFIRE was

reduced to 20% of its full value, and the plasma magnetic energy to 60% of

its full value prior to the disruption. The disadvantage of this technique

for STARFIRE is that it requires a special power supply to ramp down the EF

current prior to the disruption. This nay be a small consideration for

WILDCAT however, in light of the severe full-power, disruption problem.

2.5 Limiter Impurity Control

WILDCAT uses a limiter/vacuum system to control impurities. The system

is modeled after the STARFIRE system and consists of a toroidal "belt" limiter

located at the outboard midplane. A series of vacuum ducts connect the back

of the limiter with the vacuum cryopumps. Both the limiter and first wall are

coated with beryllium to prevent sputtering of the highly radiative structural

material.

The basic principles of a limiter vacuum system are discussed in Ref. 1.

In general, the impurity control requirements for D-D are fairly similar to

those for D-T. The ash products to be removed for the D-D reaction are pro-

tons and alpha particles, compared to only alphas for D-T. The amounts of the

ash products are similar. Because sputtering increases with the mass of the

incident particle, the WILDCAT plasma with an average mass of 2.08 amu sput-

ters somewhat less than a D-T plasma with an average mass of ~2.5 amu, all

other things being equal. Another difference with D-D is that the gas pro-

cessing system must separate all three isotopes of hydrogen and both helium

isotopes, but this is only a minor change. More substantial differences are

due to the increased size and plasma density of the D-D reactor over a D-T

device. Specifically, the heat load to the limiter is increased because of

the higher thermal transport power from the plasma.

2.5.1 Limiter Design

Major parameters of the WILDCAT impurity control system are summarized in

Table 2-8. The limiter design, shown in Fig. 2-11, is similar to that of
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Table 2-8. WILDCAT Impurity Control System Parameters

Parameter

Impurity control system

Vacuum pumps

Limiter major radius, m

Limiter height, m

Transport power to limiter, MW

Plasma edge temperature, keV

Particle e-folding distance, cm

Energy e-folding distance, cm

Displacement of leading edge, cm

Heat load on leading edge, MW/m2

Particle confinement time, s

Helium removal efficiency, X

Hydrogen removal efficiency, X

Fractional concentration of P, %

Fractional concentation of '•He

Value

Belt-type limiter/vacuum
system on outboard midplane

Cryopumps

11.2

1.0

166

1.2

10.

5.0

7.0

6.0

3.9

25

10

10

2.9

STARFIRE and consists of a two-bladed structure located at the outer midplane

of the first wall. The blades extend ~10 cm into the scrape-off region. The

leading edges of the blades are recessed towards the first wall to reduce the

heat flux. A thin beryllium coating is bonded to the limiter surface to pre-

vent high-Z impurities from getting into the plasma. The limiter is the same

height as that for STARFIRE but lies at a larger major radius. The limiter

and the first-wall/blanket/shield behind it are removable as a drawer-like

structure in alternate first-wall/blanket/shield modules. (See Sec. 3.4.)

The transport power to the limiter is 166 MW compared to 90 MW in STARFIRE.

This would be substantially higher without the enhancement of plasma radiation

resulting from adding iodine to the plasma. (See Sees. 2.1 and 2.4.) Based

on a plasma edge temperature of 1.2 keV, on the geometry and safety factor of

WILDCAT, and on the assumption of Bohm diffusion, the particle and energy

e-folding distances in the scrapeoff zone have been estimated as shown in

Table 2-8.. For a leading edge displacement of 7 cm the heat load on the
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leading edge is 6 MW/m2, a value 50% greater than STARFIRE but probably

achievable.

Pumping efficiency calculations for WILDCAT have assumed a significant

helium enrichment effect in the limiter slot region whereby hydrogen is

preferentially released to the plasma while helium tends to be pumped more.

This helps minimize the deuterium gas load to the pump at the expense of in-

creasing the protium concentration in the plasma. It remains to be seen

whether any helium enrichment is actually obtainable in practice. Based on

their generation rates and removal efficiencies, the proton and alpha concen-

trations are held to about 7% and 3%, respectively. These are reasonably low

values, particularly since protium is a "mild" form of ash, contributing only

one excess electron to the plasma.

2.5.2 Limiter Lifetime

Since the limiter in WILDCAT is geometrically similar to the pumped limi-

ter in STARFIRE, the lifetime analysis is similar. The major concerns for the

limiter lifetime are high thermal stresses due to the high surface heat loads,

neutron irradiation damage of the structural material, and the buildup of

beryllium from the first wall on the limiter surface.

The thermal stresses at the leading edge, where the highest heat load

occurs, have been calculated. The basic configuration of the leading edge is

shown in Fig. 2-12. The leading edge has been modeled as a cylinder in which

the top skin is constrained from thermal expansion by the cooler internal rib

structure shown at the bottom of Fig. 2-11.3 The stresses at the leading edge

are due to the thermal gradient through the outer skin, the difference in

temperature between the rib structure and the average skin temperature, and

the pressure of the water coolant. The limiter structural materials examined

for the stress analysis are a tantalum alloy (Ta-5W) and a copper alloy (AMAX-

MZC). Both materials have been selected for their excellent thermal proper-'

ties and adequate mechanical properties for the limiter operating conditions.

Additional information on the properties of these materials can be found in

Ref. 3.

The operating parameters used for the stress calculations are shown in

Table 2-9, and the results of the calculations are shown in Table 2-10. The

thermal stresses dominate the total stresses, and they are quite high in both
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Fig. 2-12. Schematic drawing of the leading edge aodel.

Table 2-9. Limiter Operating Conditions

Leading edge radl, am 8.5

Outer wall thickness, on 1.5

Coolant channel width, m 8.0

Surface heat flux, MH/m2 6.0

Coolant temperature, °C 130

Heat transfer coefficient, W/«2/K 57,000

Coolant pressure, MPA 4.2
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Table 2-10. Maximum Calculated Stresses of Leading Edge

Material:

I.iner wall temperature, °C

Outer wall temperature, °C

Pressure stress, MPa
Hoop
Axial

Temperature gradient stress, MPa
Hoop
Axial

Temperature stress, MPa
Hoop
Axial

Combined stress, MPa
Hoop
Axial

Effective Stress,a MPa

Percent of 0.2% yield strength

Tantalum-Ta-5W

235

388

-12
-38

-172
-136

-308
-403

-328
-467

415

128b

60C

Copper AMAX-MZC

216

240

-12
-38

-47
-37

-170
-278

-190
-341

296

70

aThe effective stress is

where aH and o^ are the combined hoop and axial stresses, respectively,
and T is the shear stress, which Is zero in this analysis.

Annealed.
c40% cold worked.

cases but, both cold-worked Ta-5W and AMAX-MZC are acceptable for use in the

limlter, since the total stresses are substantially below the yield stress.

Neutron Irradiation is known to induce swelling, accelerate creep, alter

the strength, and decrease the ductility. All of these changes can potenti-

ally affect the heat carrying capacity and the lifetime of the limiter Mate-

rials. The amount of information available on irradiation effects on the

reference alloys is sparse, and thus a rigorous evaluation of the operating

lifetime is not possible. Rather, the available data has been used to indi-

cate general trends and, where possible, to determine areas of major concerns.
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Swelling In Metals Is caused by the segregation of radiation produced

vacancies into voids during irradiation at temperatures from 0.3 to 0.5 of the

absolute melting temperature, Tm. Several factors, including temperature,

neutron flux rate, total neutron fluence, helium generation rate, cold-worked

properties, grain size, and precipitate structure can influnce the amount of

swelling. Pure copper exhibits a peak swelling at ~325°C (0.44 T m ) .
1 2 Alloy-

ing the copper can reduce the observed swelling,^ but it is not known what,

if any, reduction in swelling will be observed in AMAX-MZC. Therefore, in

order to reduce the amount of swelling, the temperature of AMAX-MZC should be

kept significantly below 325°C. Pure tantalum exhibits a swelling peak at

~650°C (0.28 T m ) . This temperature is far higher than the expected limiter

operating temperatures of 200-300°C, and thus void swelling in tantalum alloys

should be low. The swelling rates of the refractory metals like tantalum

exhibit a less than linear dependence with neutron fluence, and the swelling

rates are considerably below that of pure copper. Alloying can significantly

reduce the swelling in the refractory metals. Limited data on the tantalum

alloy, T-lll, indicated densification rather than swelling after irradiation

to a fluence of 1.9 x 10 2 2 n/cm2 (>0.1 MeV at 414°C and 643°C).5 No explana- /

tion for the densification was given. /';j

Neutron irradiation is known to reduce the ductility of metals at low /
'/

temperatures. Since the limiter is designed to operate in the elastic range,
/ • •'/

residual ductility is only necessary to prevent catastrophic failure during an

off-normal event. The amount of ductility required depends upon the severity

of the event, and cannot be realistically estimated at this time. However,

the greater the amount of residual ductility, the more likely the limiter is

to successfully withstand off-normal conditions. Unfortunately, there is no

available information on copper and copper alloys near the range of interest,

and only limited data are available on the refractory alloys. Tantalum and

T-lll appear to become highly embrittled by neutron fluences of 1-3 x 1022

n/cm2 at energies above 1 MeV.5 Although the values for the total elongation

of irradiated tantalum and T-lll are 8-15%, the values for the uniform elonga-

tion are as low as 0.2% at room temperature. The reduced ductility at low

temperatures in tantalum alloys represents a potential problem area for these

materials, and further experimental work is needed to more carefully evaluate

the influence of radiation on ductility.
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Radiation is expected to accelerate creep in all of the reference alloys

at the limiter operating temperatures. This is similar to the effect of radi-

ation on creep in stainless steels. Again, there is insufficient data to

evaluate the magnitude of this effect. During operation, radiation creep

would reduce the thermal stresses to low values. After stress relaxation, the

highest stresses would then occur when the temperature gradient is removed and

not during normal operation. The stresses produced when the temperature gra-

dient is removed would be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the orig-

inal thermal stresses. Since the primary stresses in the limiter are expected

to be low, the dimensional changes due to radiation creep are expected to be

low.

The redeposition of beryllium from the first wall is likely to lead to a

net buildup of beryllium on the limiter surface. If the beryllium layer be-

comes sufficiently thick, it would result in high temperatures and stresses.

At high temperatures the thermal vaporization rate of beryllium could become

equal to the deposition rate leading to a buildup of beryllium in the plasma.

For STARFIRE the beryllium thickness required to reach these temperatures is

-10 inn. The net deposition was estimated to be considerably below this value

for the desired limiter lifetime of 6.5 y. For WILDCAT the calculation of the

redeposition rate is a difficult problem, which has not been done. If the

buildup rate is similar to the STARFIRE predictions, then limiter operation

should be possible for several years before replacement or surface grinding is

required.

In summary, the structural materials, Ta-SW and AMAX-MZC, both meet the

stress requirements of the limiter in WILDCAT. The response of these mate-

rials to radiation is not well known, and it is not possible to estimate their

lifetime at this time. The buildup of beryllium on the limiter would result

in unacceptable temperatures and stresses, but again it is not possible to

estimate the resultant lifetime. For design purposes it is assumed that the

liraiter could successfully operate for several years before replacement.

2.6 Steady-State Current Drive

Numerous studies have pointed out the advantages and possibilities for

operating tokamaks in a steady state.3»16~1' There are two main difficulties

with steady state operation of WILDCAT. First, the toroidal current is very
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large, about three tiaes that in STARFIRE, so proportionally larger driver

power is needed. Second, the gross electric power produced by the D-D reactor

is much less than that of the D-T fueled STARFIRE, so a greater fraction of

the power would have to be recycled to maintain steady operation in WILDCAT

compared to STARFIRE if the same current drive technique were used. In this

case the net electric production of the D-D reactor would be significantly

reduced compared to STARFIRE. Therefore, in order to retain the benefits of

steady state operation, a search has been conducted to Identify current

drivers for WILDCAT which promise much greater efficiencies than the lower

hybrid waves used in STARFIRE. As outlined in the preliminary D-D reactor

study, waves with toroidal phase speeds less than the electron thermal speed

20
offer this potential; the theory of these waves predicts efficiencies as

much as three times greater than that for lower hybrid waves. A general

discussion of alternative wave drivers appears in Ref. 21.

For alternate fuel reactors the compressional Alfven wave (CAW) appears

20
ideally suited since the electron temperature is generally very high, and

higher temperature implies more efficient power generation for these waves.

The power-to-current-density ratio is p/j » 1.7 x 10~ 1 8 n /[n-Tj/2] , where

units are MKS, and Tft is in keV. The quantity, n = ck /to, is the index of
21

refraction parallel to the field lines. Additionally, the plasma beta in a

D-D reactor must be very high to allow economical operation. For such high

beta the cavity modes of the CAW can be shown to fit into a device the size of
20

WILDCAT. This is an attractive feature since cavity modes couple well to

antennas and may deliver negligible power to the plasma first wall structure.

However, the necessity of a loop antenna inside the plasma chamber rather than

a waveguide launcher may be less desirable from an enginering viewpoint.

This development of the CAW current drive problem relies heavily on Ref.

20, to which the inquisitive reader is referred. It is desirable to excite

the lowest order radial eigenmode of the torus, and the radial wave number is

approximated as k r » w/(Sa), where a is the minor radius, and S is the usual

shape factor (ratio of the polotdal circumference to 2*a). An integral

number, n, of wavelengths around the torus is required, and the toroidal wave-

number is denoted as k z * n/R, where R is the major radius. Assuming no

20
poloidal wave structure, the approximate dispersion relation is

o - {A[l + (irA/Sn)2]ptl}
1/f2, where o - w/kzvD i« the ratio of CAW toroidal
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phase speed to the average ion thermal speed, v = /T /m_» For these studies

it is assumed 3 is related to the aspect ratio, A, by &t - 0.36 A"
1. Using

this and the value S - 1.32:

a - 3.33/A [1 + 5.66A2/n2]
1/2 . (2-6)

The aspect ratio and antenna structure determine a, and the angular frequency

is thus:

ti • akv • 1.24 x 106 on/R , (2-7)
Z u

where MKS units are understood, and T - 31.8 keV for WILDCAT. To avoid ion

cyclotron damping, it is required that u « ft-, where ft is the deuterium

cyclotron frequency. This constraint is easily satisfied in practice. To

avoid strong ion Landau damping, it is required that a _>_6 (which occurs

automatically for A 2. 3.25). When these two constraints are satisfied, most

of the wave power is dissipated by electron transit time magnetic pumping,

which is necessary for efficient current generation. In order to reach the

most efficient current generation regime, an antenna design is chosen which

has a large n and a consequently slow phase speed, u/k . The quantity w is

defined as w = u>/(k v ) « 1, where vfi is the electron thermal speed

(v = /T /m ) which is taken to be local in minor radius. Our theory neglects

the differences between electron notion toroidally and parallel to magnetic

field lines, and it is assumed the wave spectrum is quite narrow. Thus,

- (r/a)21 ^ , (2-8)
D C (1 +aT)l'2 Tl'2

where the temperature profile is modeled as

Te(r) - (1 + aT)[l - (r/.)2]"
aT ,

where a » aS is the effective minor radius of the noncircular plasma.

Fokker-Planck calculations have determined the ratio of current density,

j, and absorbed power density, p, for the CAW.20 These quantities can be

normalized u ] • j/(ene
ve) an<J P " (ne"evivn) » ****** ne ia ^he electron

density, and the collision frequency is v = u£ tn A/(2«nev|) ; in A i» the

Coulomb logarithm, taken to be 22, and wp is the electron plasma frequency.

Thus,
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P/j - * ™ f- P/J - 1-1 * 10"18(ne/Te) p/j .
2xeO Meve

a
We let ne - (1 + an)ne [l - (r/a)

2] n. For WILDCAT an • oT (see Sec. 2.1),

so:

p/j - 1.1 x 10~18(ne/Te) p/j ; (2-9)

the only radial dependence of this expression i s in p/j which depends on the

local value of w. For values of w « 1 a good approximation is

j / p - 5 + 13 w~l . (2-10)

Transit time damping power is given as a function of w by:

where b /B is the ratio of the parallel magnetic field of the CAW to the

static toroidal field, and pl is a constant. It is assumed that the power

dissipated to the first wall is negligible (high Q cavity mode), so all wave

power is deposited with the electrons. For simplicity let b./B be spatially

uniform; then the model density and temperature profiles give:

p - PQ[1 - (r/a)2]
an+aT , (2-11)

where we set e~w ' z « 1. The quantity p0 is a constant determined by setting

the volume integral of the power density equal to the CAW power launched by

the transmitter:

Prf " JQ dx X2 2wS2 2wRp(X>

«n + o,.) , (2-12)

where we define x = r/a.

Now the total current may be found in the cylindrical approximation by

use of Eqs. (2-8)-(2-ll) as:
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£ dX X2

2.73 x
(1.22 + 2.71 w 0), (2-13)

ne

where an - aT » 0.7. The quantity w0 is the minimum value of w, which occurs

at the peak temperature. Evaluating Eq. (2-8) at r - 0 and taking o~ » 0.7

and

fe - 30 keV, the result for WILDCAT is:

wQ - 1.3 x 10-2a . (2-14)

Eliminating pQ from Eqs. (2-12) and (2-13), the result specialized to

an " °T - °*7 i8:

Prf - 4.6 x 10-20 RlHe(l + 171 a"
1)" . (2-15)

This relationship has been used in the reactor parameter surveys such as those

presented in Tables 2-2 and 2-6. In Table 2-2, which has beta varying as (3t »

0.36/A, the maximum field and neutron wall load are held constant, and f is

fixed at 30 keV as A is varied. At low A (<3.0) the equilibrium current in-

creases quickly as A is reduced, and this drives Prf towards larger values.

At the other extreme, R increases substantially as A is increased above ~3.5,

and this trend forces Pr£ to increase. Indeed, A • 3.25 appears to minimize

Prf (although the fusion power is also a minimum here). Of course, for a

fixed 6t, Prf could be decreased further according to Eq. (2-15) via

reductions in n and operation at higher plasma temperatures; however, the

ensuing reductions in fusion power density have been deemed unacceptable. For

the Table 2-2 parameters, n varies from 9 to 24 depending on A. Higher values

of n complicate the antenna design and lead to negligible reduction in Prf.

Typically, a ia in the range 6.1-7.2.

Equation (2-15) has also been used to compute the rf driven current dur-

ing the start-up phase. For these computations A « 3.25, R - 8.58 m, and an

antenna design with n - 24 has been assumed. Hence, the circuit equations

are:

Irf - Prf (1 + 81/pt)/(3.95 x 10"20 ne

I - V/R + I
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dt

HTEF

dt

The value of a has been eliminated from these equations by the use of the

general form20 of Eq. (2-6), a - 2et~
1^2[l + (irA/Sn)2]1/2 t a n d gt has been

computed consistently with the Prj supplying the energy increase required for

ignition.

The detailed design of the WILDCAT antenna has examined the required rf

current drive power as a function of the toroidal mode number. Table 2-11

shows large decreases in a as n is doubled, until n <- 12-24. Larger n

requires more antenna elements and yields only small decreases in Prf5 n » 24

has been selected as the reference design. The low (~MHz) frequencies needed

prevent the use of waveguide launchers (which would require dimensions ~10 m

across), so short loop antennas have been selected. These loops carry rf cur-

rent in the poloidal direction and consequently couple well to the CAW.

Table 2-11. Wave Frequency and Current Drive Power
Versus Parallel Mode Number

For this table, A - 3.25, I » 29.9 MA, R - 8.58 m,
n - 2.55 x 1020 m~3, and e, - 0.111.

n

3
6
9
12
24

a

16.6
9.79
7.91
7.14
6.30

f

(MHz)

1.1
1.4
1.6
2.0
3.5

prf
(MW)

266
163
133
121
107

Figure 1-2 shows the antennas, which are located in sets consisting of ten

poloidal locations. These sets are located at twelve toroidal locations, a

group of four on each of three blanket modules. Each four-set group spans

1/24 of the torus with the sets being separated by 3 deg toroidally. By phas-

ing the elements by 0, w/2, w, and 3ir/2, a toroidally traveling wave with n •

24 can be excited. The loops are mounted on the first-wall/blanket sectors

and can be removed with the blanket segments, but maintenance access has been

provided without first-wall/blanket removal. (See Sec. 3.4.)
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In order to launch an m » 0 (poloidally uniform) cavity mode all antennas

in a toroidal plane are driven in phase. Theory predicts good coupling if the

22
loops are close to the plasma. The antennas are placed within 8 cm of the

plasma edge, but they are located in corners of the first wall so the return

currents are an average of over 20 cm from the loops. Figures 2-13 and 2-14

show the details of a single antenna loop. The antenna and Faraday shield are

actively cooled; being 8 cm into the limiter shadow they are easier to cool

than the limiter. One end of the loop is directly attached to the first wall

while the other is anchored by a dielectric window in the coaxial lead at a

good distance (~75 cm) from the first wall. Although longer antennas would

increase the loading resistance, a longer span might be difficult to support.

Similar all metal antennas have worked well on TFR and PLT although at

somewhat higher frequencies. The necessity of the Faraday screens and their

geometry for large tokaraaks is still open to debate. Rather than using a cage

which completely encloses the antenna loop, an open screen approach as pro-
25

posed for TCA, the Swiss Alfven wave heated tokamak, has been adopted. The

screen is a staggered bank of tubes which inhibits electron motion along the

toroidal field in order to prevent plasma shorting of the antenna. In addi-

tion, the screen provides some protection from the thermal load associated •

with a plasma disruption. The structural members of the antenna are the same

steel used in the reactor blanket; all exposed surfaces are plated to several

millimeters with beryllium, a good conductor.

The requisite 107 MW of current drive power is divided roughly equally

among the 120 antennas. Each antenna lead is 3-1/8 in., 50 ft coax which

carries less than a megawatt, well within breakdown limits. The coax is

pressurized beyond the BeO window, and additional windows at the reactor

building serve as multiple barriers to tritium escape (see Fig. 2-15).

Operating at 3.5 MHz, this coax suffers a very low loss (~0.021 db/100 ft).

Assuming a typical run of 22 m, the power transmission efficiency through each

coax is n_, - 0.9986.

TL

Both triodes and tetrodes are suitable high power amplifiers (HPA) at

this frequency. The tubes on PLT (EIMAC X2159) operate above 50% efficiency
26

for short pulses. CW operation at 75Z efficiency was projected in the
Argonne EPR study (EIMAC X2176).27 The WILDCAT efficiency is based on predic-

28tions that a development program can deliver an amplifier combination in the
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Fig. 2-13. Side view of antenna ajnd Faraday shield
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Fig. 2-14. IsoMtric view of
Dimensions are approximate.
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Fig. 2-15. Circuit schematic including transmission
line inside reactor building.

WILDCAT time frame with an efficiency n - 0.85. The HPA can use a low regu-

lation power supply with n • 0.95. Additional losses at the windows, direc-
PS

tional couplers, and tuners are accounted for with n = 0.96. If the antennas
E

are not perfectly matched to the load, some power is reflected into the coaxial
23 29feeds. Based on ICRF experiments, ' the loop radiation efficiency will be

at least n. • 0.90. Thus, the overall electric-to-current-drive power effi-
ciency is n - n_Tn_ri_-TiI,nT * 0.70. In consequence, the electrical power

TL T PS E L r \

required to maintain steady state operation with I - 29.9 MA is P » Prf^n "

153 MW.

The electric power required to maintain the toroidal current is identical

to that of STARFIRE, even though the toroidal current is three tines larger.

The reason for this is principally that the CAW is several times more

efficient than lower hybrid waves for driving current in a large aspect ratio

torus.

There is a potential problem with trapped electrons for WILDCAT with A -

3.25. In particular, waves such as the CAW, which have parallel phase speeds

much less than the electron thermal speed (w « 1), transfer their momentum to
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magnetically trapped electrons. In neoclassical theory these electrons should

drift In minor radius rather than being accelerated around the torus In

analogy to the Ware drift. This momentum source could establish a bootstrap

current. However, in light of present experiments, it is clear that

electrons do not behave neoclassically, so there is less confidence compared

to the lower hybrid system proposed for STARFIRE that the CAW would drive

currents as calculated here.

Loop antennas appear workable at these low frequencies. Circular ducts

with diameters less than 10 cm are almost invisible to neutrons diffusing

through the blanket and shield. Neutronics calculations show a three decade

decrease in the neutron flux 50 cm from the first wall at the top or bottom of

the reactor. Thus, ceramic windows placed 75 cm from the first wall may be

expected to last several years before requiring replacement.

2.7 ECRH Preionization

The electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) system required to pre-

ionize the WILDCAT plasma is based on known experimental results on the
oo 33

Tokapole and ISX-B tokamak. Power is initially absorbed at the radial

location of the electron cyclotron resonance and is absorbed over an undeter-

mined narrow radial width 6. The power density required to reduce the loop

voltage during startup is in the range of 1 x 102 W/cm""3/6 with S in meters.

The WILDCAT design calls for breakdown at the minor axis where Bo * 8.23 T, so

a frequency of 230 GHz is required. The resonance area at Ro - 8.58 m has a

height of 2KR0/A • 8.45 m and a width S, giving a required absorbed power of
PECR ~ 5 MW' T n e w a v e s a r e launched from the inboard side with mixed polari-

zation for ~50 ms into an initial pressure of lCT"1* torr, resulting In fully

ionized plasma of density ~5 x 1012 cm~3 and electron temperature ~10-20 eV in

the resonance and nearby upper hybrid layers. The power is delivered through

2-1/2 in. waveguides, which have demonstrated very high intensity transmission

(>20 kW/cm2) on current experiments. As few as three waveguide systems may be

adequate to deliver the power.

Gyrotron oscillators generally must produce less power as the frequency

is increased. According to Ref. 34, the USSR has a 150-GHz source which

generates 22 kW CW (22% efficiency), and MIT is designing a 100-kW tube at 150

Ghz. However, the only source at 240 GHz is a 3 kW oscillator under construc-
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tion at NRL. It appears likely that new concepts must be developed if a mega-

watt source Is desired at these very high frequencies. The quasioptical klys-

trogyrotron is one such promising approach; a 1 MW tube at 150 GHz (<26% effi-

ciency) is being developed at NRL.3-* It should be noted that frequencies in

excess of 200 GHz cannot utilize commercial magnets in the tube. The high

frequency requirement is a result of the high toroidal field in WILDCAT. An

optimistic estimate of the tube efficiency is Oj - 0.25 at 230 GHz and a few

megawatts output. This efficiency may require energy recovery in the tube.

The high voltage (~80 kV), highly regulated power supplies for these tubes are

also likely to be relatively inefficient, with npg - 0.70.
3^ The waveguide

transmission lines are over 10 m in length and result in power transmission

efficiencies n^^ ~ 0.80, so the overall power efficiency is ~0.14. thus,

about 15 MW of primary electric power is required for ECRH preionization.

The tube power supply occupies about 50 m2 floor space in a room adjacent

to the reactor hall. Electrical equipment in the transmission system includes

such items as: launcher asr?™v-ly in the vacuum vessel, launcher cooling sys-

tem, two to three windows per waveguide, window cooling system, directional

couplers with a d.c. break, SFg (at 3 atm) pressurization, high-power wave-

guide switches, power dumps, (possibly) mode filters or converters, and arc

detectors and switchgear. System costs are expected to be in the range of

$6/W, based on our limited present-day experience with (lower frequency)
34gyrotrons.
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3. FIRST-WALL/BLANKET/SHIELD

The limiting factor on fusion reactor first-wall power loading appears to

be the heat load.* Since the D-D fuel cycle has a higher ratio of charged

particles to neutrons, this means the neutron wall load is consequently

reduced. The resulting lower power density (most of the D-D power still comes

from neutrons) is a disadvantage, but some advantage is obtained in longer

component lifetimes. These considerations are treated in Sec. 3.1. Since no

tritium breeding occurs in a D-D reactor, there is an opportunity to design

the blanket/shield for increased power generation performance. A substantial

amount of effort in this direction has been made for WILDCAT and is discussed

in Sec. 3.2. Section 3.3 treats the thermal hydraulics for WILDCAT, and the

disassembly and maintenance concepts, which are somewhat different from those

for STARFIRE, are described in Sec. 3.4.

3.1. First Wall

A schematic of the first wall, which utilizes a coolant panel concept is

shown in Fig. 3-1. The panels are made of PCA stainless steel and consist of

a 1.5-mm thick corrugated sheet attached to a backplate which is 3 mm thick.

The light-water coolant flows in the closed parts of the corrugation. The

center-to-center distance between the coolant channels is 19 mm and the cross-

sectional area of the coolant channels is 352 of the volume of the first wall.

The corrugated part of the coolant panels has a low-Z coating consisting of

3 m of beryllium. The coolant panels are attached to monolithic blanket

blocks. The coolant fraction for the blanket region is 102 on the average,

the balance being PCA stainless steel. The neutronic calculations in Sec. 3.2

are based on these coolant volume fractions.

The lifetime of the first wall in WILDCAT has been estimated with a one-

dimensional computer code. The code predicts the interactions of physical

sputtering rates, induced stresses, and mechanical properties with time for a

given set of reactor operating conditions. The details of the code will be

given elsewhere.^ The reactor conditions used for the calculations are given

in Table 3-1. The first wall configuration represents the outer part of the '~;

corrugations and is assumed to be a plate that receives uniform surface heat

and neutron fluxes. The outer 3 am of the plate facing the plasma is
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BERYLLIUM COATING, 3 mm

CORRUGATED PLATE, 1.5 mm

WATER COOLANT

BACKING PLATE, 3 mm
Fig. 3-1. Schematic cross section of first wall.

beryllium, and the remaining 1.5 mm is FCA, an austenitic stainless steel that

is very similar to Type 316 stainless steel. The primary differences between

the two steels are the lower swelling and creep rates predicted for PCA. The

STARFIRE first-wall structural material is also PCA and additional property

data are given in that report. The sputtering loss rate of the first wall

has been determined assuming the sputtering characteristics of beryllium. The

bulk stresses and property changes have been determined assuming the physical

characteristics of PCA alone, since the code cannot at this time determine the

characteristics of duplex structures.

The sputtering rate of the first wall has been determined using the par-

ticle flux parameters shown in Table 3-1. All ionized particles coming out of

the plasma are expected to strike the limiter so that only charge exchange neu-

trals strike the first wall. Since the helium and beryllium particles are pre-

dicted to remain in the ionized state, they do not strike the first wall. The

particle energy distribution is assumed to be ii Maxwellian that is peaked at

1200 eV. This energy is considerably above the peak sputtering energy of ~400

eV for beryllium, and therefore the sputtering loss rate is quite low. The

model used to determine the sputtering rate is that developed by Smith.3»* The

physical sputtering coefficient Is calculated to be 0.0105 and results In a

calculated sputtering loss rate of 1.45 x ID""1* m/y at a 1002 duty factor.

The temperature distribution through the first wall at several times

during the reactor lifetime is shown in Fig 3-2. The surface of the plate
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Table 3-1. First-Wall Parameters for Lifetime Calculations

Operating Parameters

Surface heat flux, MW/*2

Neutron wall load, MW/*2

Surface particle flux, (n/«2)/s

Particle flux composition, Z
Hydrogen
Deuterium
Tritium

Average particle energy, eV

Burn time
Pulsed case, h
Steady state case, mo

Design Parameters

Effective plate thickness, mm
PCA
Beryllium

Coolant inlet temperature, °K

Heat transfer coefficient, (W/a2)/K

Plate constraint

1.13

0.6

3.72 x 1019

6.6
93
0.4

1200

2.5
6

1.5
3

553

20,000

Free to expand,
but not bend

Initial crack length, mm

Material Parameters

Material

For bulk property calculations
For sputtering calculations

DPA rate, DPA/(MW-y/m2)

Helium generation rate, appm/(MW-y/m2)

0.45

PCA
Beryllium

17.7

125

exposed to the plasma for this and all other relevant figures in this section

is at the zero point of the abcissa. Early in the plant life the temperature

of this outer surface reaches 835*K during the burn cycle. As the first wall

is sputtered, the surface temperature decreases until it reaches 710 K at the

end of 20 y, when the wall thickness has been reduced to 1.8 mm. The changes

in the temperatures of the first wall have an impact upon many other property

changes. In particular, radiation induced swelling, which is strongly
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2 3

POSITION, mm

Fig. 3-2. WILDCAT first-wall temperature distribution.

temperature dependent, changes with tine on the outer surface, as shown in

Fig. 3-3. After approximately 10 y the swelling rate starts declining, since

the material with the highest swelling sputters, continuously exposing mate-

rial with a lower total swelling. The swelling near the back surface of the

stainless steel, adjacent to the coolant, remains quite low during the 20-y

period.

The thermal and swelling gradient through the first wall affect the

stress levels during the burn cycle. At the beginning of reactor operation

there is a large thermal stress gradient as shown in Fig. 3-4 for t - 0. The

stress gradient is approximately linear with position. There are compression

stresses at the top surface and tensile stresses at the back surface. The

maximum stresses are below the yield strength of PCA in the 20Z cold-worked

condition. During operation, radiation creep causes the stresses to relax

during the burn cycle until the stress gradient approaches zero after about

1.6 y. When the swelling rate becomes large near the outer surface, the

stresses again change. In order to compensate for the volume change that

accompanies swelling, the stresses near the top surface become compressive,

and the stresses towards the back surface become tensile at about 8 y. The

resulting stress distribution is the one that produces a uniform strain rate

(from swelling and creep) through the entire plate. The magnitude of the

stresses is proportional to the ratio of the swelling rate to the creep rate.
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Fig. 3-4. WILDCAT first-wall stress distribution.

As the swelling rate Is reduced near the outer surface, the stress gradient

returns to approximately zero at about 14 y. The total strain Increase due to

swelling and creep Is <2.5Z during the twenty-year period. It should be noted

that the stress gradient during the dwell part of the burn cycle Is large when

the stresses are close to zero. This occurs at the end of the dwell period In

the fourteenth year. The stresses at the outer surface are tensile, and the

stresses at the back surface are coapressive during the dwell period.
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The crack growth rate within the first wall depends on the temperature

and stress distributions as well as on the initial flaw size and the burn

cycle frequency. Two cases have been examined for WILDCAT: steady-state

operation (6-mo burn period) and pulsed operation (2.5 h burn period). For

initial crack lengths of 0.45 •* at the top and back surfaces, there Is no

significant crack growth predicted for steady-state operation. The much

higher number of cycles for the 2.5 h burn time results in significant crack

growth, as shown in Fig. 3-5. At the outer surface crack growth is initially

slow when the stress cycle is from zero to compressive, but it increases

rapidly after stress relaxation, when the stress cycle becomes tensile to

zero. The crack growth continues to the middle of the plate, where it stops.

The length of the crack then decreases due to the sputtering loss of material

from the top surface. Crack growth at the back surface is initially rapid

when the stress cycle is from zero to tensile, but the growth slows to close

to zero after stress relaxation occurs. Although the crack growth rate is

slow from the back surface, It Is continuous with time so that at the end of

20 y, it is larger than the crack from the top surface. Neither crack is

predicted to cause a failure in the first wall, however.

Fig. 3-5. WILDCAT crack growth.

Radiation embrlttlement is also a concern for the first wall lifetime.

At the end of 4 y, the uniform elongation Is reduced to ~2%; at the end of 8 y

it is reduced to ~1Z; and at the end of 20 y it is reduced to ~0.5Z. For
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normal operation, the ductility loss is not predicted to cause failure of the

first wall, but off-normal events may lead to brittle failure of the wall.

In conclusion, for normal operation the WILDCAT first wall design should

achieve a lifetime of -20 y. The primary limit on the lifetime is the sput-

tering loss of the beryllium cladding. It may not be advisable to substan-

tially increase the cladding thickness, however, because of the additional

thermal stresses that would result. The total creep and swelling strains are

expected to be modest, and little crack growth is predicted for steady-state

operation. Radiation embrittlement could be a concern, but additional analy-

sis of off-normal events is needed.

Based on the more extensive analyses of the heat stresses on the first-

wall structure which was done for STARFIRE, it can be assumed that if the

WILDCAT heat load were much larger than 1 Mtf/m2, then the heat load would

become the limiting factor for the WILDCAT first-wall life. This fact has

limited the power density in WILDCAT. In order to increase the power density

(e.g. by the use of more heat-resistant wall materials), however, one would

also need to increase the thermal power. This could not be done in any sub-

stantial manner without increasing either the size, toroidal field, or the

plasma beta further Thus, the use of more heat-resistant materials does not

seem necessary.

3.2 Blanket/Shield Nuclear Analysis

The nuclear analysis presented in this section is categorized into the

following five major design areas: (1) the nuclear response of the first-wall/

blanket; (2) the inboard radiation shielding; (3) the outboard radiation

shielding; (4) the system neutron energy multiplication; and (5) the reactor

activation and its environmental impact. Effort has been devoted to make com-

parisons with the D-T fueled STARFIRE design1 in order to identify the advan-

tages as well as the disadvantages of D-D fuel cycles for commercial-grade

reactors. Many of the nuclear design aspects for WILDCAT are driven by the

same design criteria as those employed for STARFIRE, such as the radiation

protection of the superconducting magnets, reactor accessibility shortly after

shutdown, and minimization of the radioactive inventories. The primary objec-

tive of the nuclear analysis for the WILDCAT design is to reveal how the reac-

tor performance is impacted by the two major conceptual differences associated
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with the D-D reactor, that is, the elimination

lower neutron wall loading.

Figure 3-6 shows the first-wall surface conlftguratioi

actual wall area as shown in Fig. 3-6 is 1304 a2

is the area of a surface 0.2 • from the plasma

wall loads throughout the report, however.) Two

models have been used to represent the first-waljl/bla

tion. Sections A and E in Fig. 3-6 have been

with axis along the reactor Major axis. Sectionls

by cylindrical shells with axis corresponding to

detailed layout of the first-wall/blanket/shield

is shown in Fig. 3-7.

<f tritium breeding and the

m of WILDCAT. The

(An area of 1250 m2, which

;e, has been used to calculate

, one-dimensional, cylindrical

nket/shield configura-

by cylindrical shells

B, C, and D have been modeled

the reactor minor axis. A

models used for the analysis

edgi

modeled

TOTAL «WLL U U ~ IKM«'

Fig. 3-6. Vertical cross section of first wall.

The neutron and gamma transport problems have been solved by ANISN^ with

the Sg-P3 approximation. The cross-section libraries for the particle trans-

port and the nuclear response function' used for the analysis consist of 46

neutron groups and 21 gamma groups. The reactor activation analysis presented

in Sec. 3.2.5 has been performed by RACC based upon the Gear stiff matrix

method.9

3.2.1 Wuclear Response

The WILDCAT first wall has a 3-mm beryllium coating on a PCA structure for

protection against erosion. The coolant is light water. The first Wall con-

figuration is shown in detail In Fig. 3-1. An effective total wall thickness
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of 7.0 mm consisting of 35% water has been used for the neutronlc analysis.

The Inboard first wall (section A in Fig. 3-6), which occupies ~12Z of the

total wall area, Is followed by a 20 cm-thick inner blanket. The outboard

wall (section E) with ~20% of the total area and the top and bottom walls

(sections B, C, and D) with ~68% of the area are followed by a 40 cm-thick

outer blanket. The material composition of all the blanket segments is

represented neutronically by a homogeneous mixture of 90% PCA plus 10% H2O.

The difference in the blanket thickness between the inner and outer regions is

due to the inboard radiation shielding considerations discussed below.

Table 3-2 summarizes several nuclear response rates at the first wall.

The total neutron wall load is 0.6 MW/m2 (0.5 MW/m2 of 14 MeV neutrons and 0.1

MW/m2 of 2.45 MeV neutrons). The plant availability is assumed to be 75%.

Except for the instantaneous response of the particle fluxes, all of the accu-

mulated response rates account for this plant availability. It is found that

there exists a substantial variation of the response rates along the poloidal

direction due to the toroidal curvature. The maximum variation amounts to

slighjtly less than 40% in the gas production rates and the atomic displacement

and to ~10% in the particle fluxes. Note that the analysis presented here

does not account for the shifting of the neutron source toward the outboard

direction for the high beta MHD plasma equilibrium. It is also noticed that

all of the response rates presented in Table 3-2 are high in comparison with

those of D-T systems. For instance, the INT0R first-wall design, based on a

neutron wall load of 1.3 MW/m2, shows total neutron fluxes of 5.0 x 1018

n/m2-s and 5.3 x 1018 n/m?--8 at the inboard and outboard regions, respec-

tively. The significantly high neutron flux on the WILDCAT first wall

reflects the relatively large population of soft neutrons resulting from the

2.45-MeV source neutrons. In fact, the energy breakdown of the neutron flux

presented in Fig. 3-8 indicates that almost half of the total neutron flux Is

contributed by neutrons with energies below 0.1 MeV over the entire first-

wall/blanket region. The neutron spectra displayed in Fig. 3-9, which are

plotted at the respective Midpoints of the first wall and blanket, show large

increases at ~-2.45 MeV particularly in the first-wall region (which is closer

to the source region) arid exhibit a nearly 1/v spectrum variation with energy

below an energy of 0.1 MeV. This 1/v variation results largely from the pres-

ence of the light-water coolant in the system.
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Table 3-2. Nuclear Response Ratesa at First Wall

Inboard
Be
PCA

Top/Bottom
Be
PCA

Outboard
Be
PCA

Gas Production
(appm/y)

Hydrogen

28
207

28
219

38
284

Helium

1553
55

1590
58

2090
76

Atomic
Displacement

(dpa/y)

5.7

6.0

7.5

Particle Flux
(10-18 n/m2-s)

Neutron

4.84
4.55

4.79
4.58

5.46
5.15

Photon

1.91
1.87

1.90
1.87

2.11
2.08

a Neutron wall load:

14.06 MeV neutron: 0.A98 MW/m2

2.45 MeV neutron: 0.0998 MW/m2

Total: 0.5978 MW/m2

Plant availability: 75Z

0 0.K) 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.SO O.«0

3-8. Spatial variation of neutron fluxes.
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Fig. 3-10. Spatial variation of nuclear heating.
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A large geometrical effect owing to the toroidal curvature can be also

seen in the nuclear heating rates presented in Fig. 3-10. The regional maxima

nuclear heating in the inboard section is -6.8 MW/m3, -10.7 MW/m3, and -10.1

MW/m3 in the beryllium coating, first wall, and blanket respectively, whereas

the corresponding outboard values are -8.5 MW/m3, -12.7 MW/m3, and -11.9 MW/m3,

indicating an approximately 20% poloidal variation from the inner-most region

to the outer-most region. The nuclear heating rate at the top and bottom

regions is in between these two extremes. Again it is noted that these heating >'\

rates are substantially higher than what one expects for D-T systems operating

at the same neutron wall load of 0.6 MW/m2. The STARFIRE1 first-wall design,

for example, has a maximum FCA wall heating rate of -35 MW/m3 at the 3.6

MW/m2 neutron wall load, which can be scaled to a maximum heating rate of -5.8

MW/m3 for a 0.6 MW/m2 wall load.

Another important design consideration regarding the first-wall heat load

is the energy deposition of bremsstrahlung radiation. The most dominant X-ray

interaction with the first-wall material in the energy range of interest is the

absorption reaction due to the photoelectric effect. Table 3—3 lists the
12 13

experimental results for the photoelectric cross section ' along with the

associated linear absorption coefficient, p, and the e-fold distance defined

as 1/p. Data on the two relevant first-wall materials, beryllium and iron, are

given as a function of X-ray energy ranging from 10 keV to 100 keV.

It is found that at -10 keV X-ray energy, for instance, most of the

bremsstrahlung radiation power is likely to be dissipated in a wall depth on

the order of microns or less for a first-wall design using an iron-base mate-

rial. This result justifies tha assumption that the radiation power in a D-T

system can be treated as a surface heat load at the first-wall. In the case of

the higher temperature in alternate fuel systems, however, the e-fold distance

in the energy range of interest can be two to three orders of magnitude higher

than in D-T cases. The peak electron temperature of the WILDCAT design, for

example, is -55 keV. From Table 3-3 the distance required for an order of

magnitude energy attenuation is as large as -2 A mm for the 55-keV X-ray

energy. Not all of the bremsstrahlung power of 951 MW is delivered to the
•-O; ••' 1 4

first-wall by monochromatic X-rays of 55 keV, however. Further investigation

is required to determine to what extent the radiation power penetrates through •

the first-wall and is dissipated as volumetric heat. This issue should be :">
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Table 3-3. X-iuy Attenuation Coefficients of the Photoelectric Reaction for Beryllium and Iron

X-Ray
Energy
(keV)

10
15
20
30
40
50
60
80
100

Beryllium*1

Experiment0

(barn/atom)

5.23
1.34
0.51
0.13
0.05
0.02
0.01 v

Linear
Coefficient, JJ

(cm2/g)

6.46(-l)c

1.66(-1)
6.30(-2)
1.61(-2)
6.18(-3)
2.47(-3)
1.24(-3)

e-Fold
Distance
(cm)

1.55(0)
6.04 0)
1.59(1)
6.22(1)
1.62(2)
4.05(2)
8.09(2)

Ironb

Experiment0

(barn/atom)

16600
5335
2300
718
306
152
89.1
37.5
18.9

Linear
Coefficient, p

(cm2/g)

1.41(3)
4.52(2)
1.95(2)
6.98(2)
2.59(1)
1.29(1)
7.56(0)
3.18(0)
1.60(0)

e-Fold
Distance
(cm)

7.10(-4)
2.2K-3)
5.13(-3)
1.43(-3)
3.85(-2)
7.76(-2)
1.32(-1)
3.14(-1)
6.24(-l)

a1.236 x 1023 atom/cc.
b8.480 x 1022 atom/cc.
cSee Refs. 12 and 13.
dReads as 6.46 x N T 1 .



further emphasized for beryllium-coated, first-wall designs, as the X-ray

attenuation coefficient for beryllium is several orders of magnitude lower

than that of iron. As shown in Table 3-3 the e-fold distance of beryllium is,

even at -10 keV, on the order of centimeters, substantially greater than the

physical thickness of the beryllium coating in the WILDCAT design.

3.2.2 Inboard Radiation Shielding

The inboard radiation shielding is one of the most important nuclear

design areas because the reactor power performance is strongly dependent upon

the distance, Ane, between the first wall and the peak field position of the
DO

toroidal field coil. Note that the toroidal field falls as 1/R over this dis-

tance. The relatively short distance of 1.2 m (including a total gap spacing

of 4 cm) for A_e in the STARFIRE design was achieved with the combined use of

tungsten and boron carbide shield layers. Although there are some concerns

about the use of tungsten, such as the resource limitation and the high mate-

rial cost, the possible reduction in A with tungsten may compensate for the
ISO

associated penalty. The inboard shield optimization for the WILDCAT design

has been further extended by including a high-hydrogen-content material (TiH2)

in the inboard shield. Based on the STARFIRE results, the shield layer dimen-

sions and material composition described in Table 3-4 have been chosen for the

WILDCAT shield optimization. Figure 3-11 presents the variation of absorbed

nuclear dose in an epoxy insulator and the variation of anticipated plant

lifetime for the three shield layer cases. The dose limit criterion used for

the analysis is 108 Gy,16 and the plant availability is assumed to be 75%.

Figure 3-11 clearly indicates the importance of the use of the hydrogeneous

material in the radiation field environment, particularly in its co-use with

boron-carbide. By employing 10-20 vol-Z Bi»c along with TiH2 in the inboard

shield, the reactor lifetime can be prolonged by 20-30 y for a given dose

limit relative to shield designs without TiH2« As shown in Fig. 3-12, the

primary impact of the use of Tltfe is substantial neutron spectrum softening,

resulting in a drastic decrease of the neutron population in the energy inter-

val of 1 MeV to 0.1 keV. Most of the nuclear dose in the epoxy insulator Is

contributed by the neutrons in this energy interval. The decrease in the neu-

tron distribution at the energies under question also reduces the secondary

gaaaa generation as shown in Fig. 3-13 and thereby further reduces the heat

load in the epoxy.
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Table 3-4. Dimensions and Material Compositions of the Inboard
System Used for the Shielding Optimization Analysis

Region

First 1vail

Blanket

Shield

Shield

Shield

Shield

1

2

3

4

Material

Fe 1422a

TiH2

B AC
b

Thickness

0

0

0

0

0

0

.01

.20

.20

.05

.09

.08

50%

90%

10%

10%

10%

10%

Composition

PCA + 5% H20

PCA + 10% H20

Fe-1422a + 10% H20 -

Fe-1422a + 10% H20 H

Fe-1422a)+ 10% H2O H

Fe-1422a + 10% H20 H

Material Composition of X

(vol-%)

Case-1

0

Xl
80-Xj

Case-2

xl

0

80-Xi

Case-3

Xl

50

30-Xx

I- 80%

h 80%

1- 80%

- 80%

Wb

X

wb

X

aFel4Mn2Cr2Ni: Ref. 15.

bBi,C, W: 95% of theoretical density.

CX1 is varied.

Based on the optimization study presented in this section, the WILDCAT

inboard system has been designed to consist of: (1) a 21-cm first-wall/blanket

including a 3-nm thick beryllium wall coating, (2) a 42-cm thick shield in

which tungsten-base layers and Bi»C/TiH2-base layers are alternately placed;

(3) a total space gap of 4 cm; (4) a 3-cm thick magnet dewar; (5) a 7-cm thick

liquid nitrogen region; and (6) a 5-cm thick liquid-helium vessel, resulting

in A B g - 82 cm. See Fig. 3-7. The difference of -40 cm in Ag_ between

STARFIRE and WILDCAT has primarily been brought about by the nonbreeding blan-

ket and the low integral wall loading in the WILDCAT design (18 MW-y/m2 over

the 40-yr plant life).

Table 3-5 summarizes major nuclear response rates in the toroidal field

(TF) magnets for the inboard design with A „ - 82 cm and the outboard design

with A R S - 1»41 m, which will be discussed later. It is clear that the
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Table 3-5. Nuclear Response Rates in Toroidal Field Magnets

1. Insulator dose (Gy)

Thermal i n s . in LN2

Elec tr ic i n s . in magnet

2 . Copper-stabil izer response
Atomic displacement (dpa)

(a) at 10 y
(b) at 40 y

R e s i s t i v i t y increase (ft-a)

(a) at 10 y
(b) at 40 y

3 . Neutron fluence in Nb3Sn (nT2)

(a) +(E > 1 MeV)
(b) +(E > 0.1 MeV)
(c ) +(E > 0)

8

3

3
1

5
1

3
1
3

Inboard

.4

.8

.7

.5

.6

.7

.7

.9

.7

x 107

x 107

x lor"1*
x 10-3

x 10-10
x 10~9

x 1021
x 1022
x 1022

Top/Bottom

1.8

8.1

7.0
2.7

1.2
'5.7

1.7
4.5
1.4

x 101*
x 103

x 10-8
x 10-7

x 10-!3
x 10rl3

x 1017
x 10 1 8

x 1019

1

7

6
2

1
4

1
4
1

Outboard

.8

.5

.5

.5

.1

.3

.6

.2

.3

x 101*

x 103

x 10-8
x 10-7

x 10-13
x 10-13

x 1017
x 10l8

x 1019

a Neutron wall load:

Plant availability:

Plant lifetime:

14.06 MeV neutron:
2.45 MeV neutron:
Total:

75Z

40 y

0.498 /
0.0998 MW/m2
0.5978 MW/m2
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radiation damage to the TF magnets is of concern only in the inboard region.

As far as the accumulated insulator dose is concerned, the plant lifetime can

be In excess of 40 y. According to Ref. 17, the transition temperature of the

Nb3Sn superconductor is not affected to any appreciable degree by neutron

irradiation up to ~1022 Jt~2 for energies greater than 1 MeV. Furthermore,

Ref. 17 shows a critical current density increase, rather than a decrease, for

Nb3Sn in the vicinity of a neutron fluence of ~5 x 1021 m~2 for a wide range

of magnetic field strengths. In fact, based on the results of Ref. 17, the

inboard Nb3Sn superconductors of the WILDCAT design are anticipated to show a

maximum critical current density increase of ~2% near the end of lifetime,

assuming a maximum field strength of ~14 T in the NbgSn.

The resistivity increase in the copper stabilizer has been estimated
1 O

based on the atomic displacement rate of copper. The estimate of copper

resistivity increase by this method tends to yield a slightly higher value

than the experimental result of Browen et al. for an intrinsic (preirradia-

tion) resistivity of 3.8 x 10"11 Q-m. As shown in Table 3-5, the maximum

resistivity increase near the end of plant life-time amounts to

~1.7 x 10~9 £2—am* which is higher than the estimated magneto-resistivity in-

crease of ~6.0 x 10~10 £J-m at 14 T. »̂ 1 The estimate is based on a commer-

cial grade copper having a residual resistivity ratio of -100. If the TF mag-

nets are scheduled for annealing once every 10 y, for example, the maximum

resistivity increase in the copper stabilizers can be suppressed to below

6 x 1O"~10 ft-m. As Ref. 18 indicates, an increase in the stabilizer resis-

tivity can be accommodated without violating cryostabillty by adding more

stabilizer and modifying the conductor design.22 Although this results in an

increase in the magnet cost, the penalty can possibly be compensated for by

the economic gain achievable with smaller A_s« Such a trade-off study has not

been performed for WILDCAT.

3.2.3 Outboard Radiation Shielding

In addition to the superconducting magnet protection, the outboard

blanket/shield system must fulfill some other design criteria23 because of the

essential difference in Its function and configuration from the inboard

design. Among these, the most stringent criterion Is the realization of reac-

tor accessibility within 24 h after reactor shutdown. Th* reactor accessi-
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billty shortly after shutdown provides a degree of confidence in improving the

plant availability factor by allowing soae maintenance tasks to be carried out

in contact or semi-remote node. The facts that the access to the outboard

section is not as restrictive as that to the inboard section and that approxi-

mately 90% of the reactor material volume is present in the outboard section,

particularly in the outboard shield, lead to considerations with respect to

the material selection for the outboard radiation shielding. * For exam-

ple, the use of a tungsten shield as for the inboard region may not be justi-

fied for the outboard region because of the high material cost involved. Less

effective, but less expensive shielding materials may be sufficient to perform

the required radiation shielding for the outboard region. In addition, it

should be emphasized that in a mature fusion power economy, the continued use

of materials without the ability to recycle them would result in a serious

depletion of some resource-limited materials such as niobium and chromium.

Selection of reactor materials that are less resource-limited (e.g., an

Fe-1422- shield instead of conventional stainless steel) complements the

potential for material recycling and results in fusion power reactors which

are less constrained by their environmental impacts. Figure 3-14 compares the

radioactivity concentrations of two shielding systems: (1) an Fe-1422 base

shield throughout the outboard shield region with a lead back-shield jacket;

and (2) a combination of a titanium-base shield in the high-flux zone and an

Fe-1422 base shield in the low-flux zone. It is assumed that below a concen-

tration of IO~7 MCi/m3 radwastes have a high potential for reuse by material

recycling. One notices that Fig 3-14 clearly indicates a strong incentive

to employ the second shield system in order to realize a high possibility for

materials recycling within a reasonably short time period (e.g., within a

human generation of 50 y) after reactor shutdown or decommissioning. The

impact of the use of low-activation materials upon the outboard radiation

shielding can be seen in Fig. 3-15, which displays the variation of contact

biological dose as a function of outboard region thickness, AB<!« The post-

shutdown time is assumed to be 24 h. For a wide range of biological dose

Halt criteria the difference in the required shield thickness between the two

shield systeas is not more than 5 cm. These results have lead to the WILDCAT

outboard design consisting of: (1) a 41-cm firat-wall/blanket including a

3-aa Lerylliua coating; (2) a 20-ca high flux shield (HFS) represented by

T16A14V + 75* TiH2 + 10* B^C + 5* ̂ 0; (3) a 77-ca low flux shield (LFS)
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represented by 852 Fe-U22 + 10X B^C + 5X H20; and (4) Fe-1422 front and back

shield jackets of 1.5 at each, resulting in a total outboard Material region

thickness of A«» - 1.41 a, not including the dewar. (See Fig. 3-7.) This A0
BBS BS

is compared to A_g - 1.88 m for the STARFIRE design, indicating a saving of

47 cm in WILDCAT on the outboard shield material thickness. Obviously, the

difference reflects the fact that the breeding blanket (70 cm) of the STARFIRE

design has been replaced by an efficient nonbreeding blanket (41 cm, 90X PCA +

10Z H2O) in the WILDCAT design. With the reference outboard design the con-

tact biological dose in the reactor room varies with time as shown in Table

3-6. It can be seen that personnel access into the reactor building with all

shielding In place is permissible within one day after shutdown based on the

current NRC guidelines2^ of a dose limit of 2.5 mrem/h in a restricted area.

Table 3-6. Contact Biological Dose

During operation

At shutdown

At 24 h after shutdown

Dose (rem/h)

At End of Shield

1.4 x 102

1.3 x 10-1

1.0 x 10-3

At Magnet Dewar Surface

1.3 x 102

7.7 x 10-2

9.2 x 10r+

3.2.4 Meutron Energy Multiplication

Because of the fact that the fusion power density of D-D reactors is in-

trinsically low compared to D-T reactors, the blanket energy multiplication in

D-D reactor designs is a very important design consideration. On the other

hand, the fact that tritium breeding, which is one of the primary blanket

functions in D-T systems, can be eliminated in D-D fuel systems provides a

great degree of flexibility In which the blanket can be optimized largely

toward energy multiplication. In Ref. 27 a comprehensive scoping study was

performed for the maximization of the system nuclear power. This study shows

that among those candidate blanket materials investigated the PCA-base blanket

design yields the maximum energy multiplication. s

Based on the result of the scoping study, the WILDCAT blanket Is designed

to be a large block of PCA stainless steel (90 vol-X average) cooled by light
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water (10Z). The outboard blanket is chosen to be ~40 cm thick, while the

inboard blanket is only 20 CM thick in order to maximize the effectiveness of

the W/TiH2/B<tC shield for the inboard magnet protection.

Table 3-7 summarizes the breakdown of the system neutron energy multipli-

cation for the WILDCAT design. It is found that the recoverable power (1482

MW) from the first-wall/blanket is more than 98Z of the total nuclear power

generation. The shield power of 24 MW, which must be discarded because of its

low-grade heat, amounts to only ~1-2X of the total power. It should be noted

that of this 24 MW approximately 13 MW (or 54%) is contributed by the inboard

shield whose volume fraction is only ~10Z. It appears that the energy deposi-

tion of 3 kW in the superconducting magnets is trivial from the standpoint of

the refrigeration power requirement. Assuming an electric power requirement

of 300 W per deposited watt for the refrigeration, the total power consumption

for the nuclear heat retrieval results in only --1 MWe, compared to the steady-

state WILDCAT gross electric output of 1041 MWe. As shown in Table 3-8 and

also addressed in Ref. 27, the large system neutron multiplication of ~2 steins

largely from the substantial energy gain obtained by the 2.45-MeV source neu-

trons. In fact, the energy multiplication factor for those source neutrons

amounts to ~4.43 compared with a factor of 1.54 for the 14.06-MeV source neu-

trons. The energy amplification in D-T reactors is generally lower than those

in D-D reactors because of the presence of endothermic reactions associated

with the tritium breeders and neutron multipliers (if any). For example, the

STARFIRE design, which employs a ternary breeder of UAIO2 along with the

Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier, yields an energy multiplication factor of ~1.24.

One of the major advantages of the D-D fuel cycle is the ability to opti-

mize the blanket/shield for energy multiplication and small inboard thick-

ness. The impact of the optimization is shown in Table 3-9. There is a COZ

increase in thermal power for WILDCAT using the optimized blanket/shield over

using the STARFIRE blanket/shield. About 20* is due to the extra energy mul-

tiplication and about 40X is due to the reduced inboard thickness, which

results in a higher magnetic field in the plasma. In addition, the reduced

inboard blanket/shield results in more space in the center of the reactor.

This allows better access and permits lower fields in the inboard poloidal

colls. It is vitally important for a pulsed device.
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Table 3-7. Breakdown of Nuclear Energy Deposition3

Beryllium/First

Blanket

Shield

Magnet

TOTAL:

Wall

Inboard
(MW)

13

110

13

3 kW

136

Outboard
(MM)

11?

1239

11

11 W

1370

Total
(MW)

132

1350

24

3 kW

1506

aFusion neutron power:

1.406 MeV neutron: 620 MW
2.45 MeV neutron: 124 MW

TOTAL: 744 MW

Table 3-8. Breakdown of Energy Multiplication by Fusion Neutronsa

Beryllium/first wall

Blanket

Shield

Magnet

TOTAL:

14.06-MeV
Neutron Only

e

0.143

1.376

0.024

5 x 10r6

1.542

Power
(MW)

88

853

15

3 kW

956

2.45-MeV
Neutron Only

e

0.354

4.004

0.075

2 x 10r€

4.433

Power
(MW)

44

496

9

0.2 kW

550

0

1

0

6 x

2

Totalb

e

.178

.814

.032

lO"6

.024

Power
(MW)

132

1350

24

3 kW

1506

a Fusion neutron power:

14.06 MeV neutron: 620 MW
2.45 MeV neutron: 124 MW

TOTAL: 744 MW

Average source neutron energy: 7.86 MeV.
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Table 3-9. Impact of Inboard Blanket Thickness and Energy

Multiplication on WILDCAT Performance

P is the thermal power, B is the magnetic field
on axis, and R is the radius of the center hole.

Inboard
Blanket/Shield

Thickness3

STARFIRE

STARFIRE

WILDCAT

WILDCAT

Energy
Multiplication"

STARFIRE

WILDCAT

STARFIRE

WILDCAT

PT

(GW)

1.8

2.1

2.5

2.9

Bto
(T)

7.6

7.6

8.2

8.2

Rc
(•»>

2.76

2.76

3.16

3.16

aSTARFIRE:

WILDCAT:

bSTARFIRE:

WILDCAT:

4
1.20

0.82

l-.O6

3.2.5 Reactor Actlvlation

Long-term radwaste storage requirements for fusion reactors are an impor-

tant design issue. Also important is an assessment of reactor materials recy-

clability, taking Into account the availability of limited reactor materials

resources. Both of these two issues, radwaste storage and material recycling,

are a common consideration for the technical assessment of reactor decommis-

sioning. The objective of this section is to provide the basic information on

the long-term radioactive material Inventories in the WILDCAT design for the

future analysis of environmental impact and reactor decommissioning. An

attempt is also made to assess the potential for recycling based on a biolog-

ical dose criterion, and the result is compared with the STARFIRE design.

Figure 3-16 shows the radioactivity inventories for major WILDCAT components

as well as for the overall system as a function of post-shutdown time. It Is

assumed that the reactor has been operated up to an Integral neutron wall load

of 9 MW-y/m2 (half of the plant lifetime of 40 y) before reactor shutdown.

The total radioactivity inventory of STARFIRE Is also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 3-16. Radioactivity Inventory for the WILDCAT design.

It is noticed that the radioactivity in the first wall and blanket comprises

~97% of the total at shutdown, increasing further to more than 992 beyond one

year after shutdown. Because of the much larger PCA volume in the WILDCAT

blanket compared to STARFIRE, the fractional contribution of the WILDCAT

blanket to the total radioactivity and also the absolute magnitude of the

blanket inventory itself exeed those for the STARFIRE blanket. In fact, the

total radioactivity of WILDCAT varies as 6.2 GCi, 1.7 GCi, 200 MCi, 23 MCi and

0.7 MCi at post-shutdown times of 0, 1, 10, 100, and 1000 y, respectively.

The corresponding STARFIRE radioactivities are 6.1 GCI, 0.89 GCi, 78 MCI, 0.3

MCi, and 0.07 MCi. The reason for the larger difference beyond -50 y stems

from the larger 63Ni production in WILDCAT due to the 2.45-MeV source neu-

trons. (See Fig. 3-17.) Tables 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12 summarize the activa-

tion analyses for each reactor component in terms of the radioactivity concen-

tration, the contact biological dose, and the recycling potential classifica-

tion, respectively. Most of the evaluation technique follows that estab-

lished in the STARFIRE study. Although the WILDCAT radioactivity is rela-

tively high compared to that of STARFIRE, the material recycling potential for

both designs appears almost identical. Table 3-13 shows the maximum time

required for the biological dose of major components to decrease below 2.5

mrem/h, which represents a measure for high recycling possibility. It should

be emphasised that approximately 90% of the total reactor volume 13 present in

the outboard shield and outboard magnet, both of which are likely to have a

high potential for recycling.
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Table 3-10. Specific Radioactivity of Reactor Components:3 MCi/m3

Co*ponent

Time After Reactor Shutdown

500 1000

Blanket

Front shield jacket

Shield 1

Shield 2

Back shield jacket

Magnet
Dewar
He vessel
Structure
Stabilizer
Superconductor
Insulator

Be
PCA
H20

PCA
H2O

Fe-1422

Fe-1422
U
H20

Fe-1422
T1H2
B..C
H20

Fe-1422

SS-304
SS-304
SS-304
Cu
Nb3Sn
Epoiy

7.3(0)

3ll(0)
3.5(-3)

4.8(2)
7.5(-4)
2.6(-4)

5.K-4)
2.3(-4)
5.0(-5)
4.3(-4)

A. Inboard Design

1.8(l)b 6.2(-6)
7.6(1) 2.6(1)
1.4(0)

1.8(1) 5.1(0)

6.2(-6)
9.0(0) 2.8(0)

1.8(0)

6.9(-2)
6.8(-2)

2.7(-3) 8.0(-4)
2.8(-5) 4.4(-8)
6.K-10) 6.K-10)

4.5(-2)

5.3(-3)

2.K-4)
2.K-11)
6-K-10)

7.4(-5)
1.4(-5)
2.5(-6)

()
2.5(-13)

6.K-5)
2.4(-5)
4.5(-6)
2.0(-6)
6.6(-6)
2.5(-13)

6.9(-6)

4.0(-6)
2.5(-13)

l.l(-l)

2.7(-5)
3.3(-6)

2.4(-6)
5.3(-38)
6.K-10)

1.5(-3) 3.4(-4) 9.7(-5) 2.5(-5) 7.4(-g)

4.3(-7)
3.0(-7)
1.5(-7)
9.3(-7)
5.0(-7)
2.5(-13)

7.7(-2

9.

6.K-10)

3.0(-7)
2.K-7)

6.4(-7)
1.0(-7)
2.5(-13)

6.2C-6) 6.

6.6(-3) 2.

5.4(-5) 1,

3.6(-8)
2.7(-8)
1.1(-8)
3.K-8)
6.7(-8)
2.4(-13)

4.9(-7)
2.3(-6) 1.6(-6)

9.7(-8) 1.9

6.K-10) 6.K-10)

3.K-9) 7.4(-10)

1.7

4.8(-9)

6.6(-8)

First wall

Blanket

Front shield jacket

HFS shield

LFS shield

Back shield jacket

Magnet
Dewar
He vessel
Structure
Stabilizer
Superconductor
Insulator

Be
PCA
H20

PCA

Fe-1422

T16A14V
T1H2

H20

Fe-1422
B..C
H20

Fe-1422

SS-304
SS-304
SS-304
Cu
Nb3Sn
Epoxy

1.9(1)
7.8(1)
1.5(0)

1.1(1)

9.K-1)

5.9(-3)
2.6(-3)
9.0(-4)
4.3(-4)

3.4(-4)

6.4(-6)

4.0(-7)

6.K-8)
4.5(-8)
1.1(-8)

5.6(-8)
3.5(-12)

B.

6.K-6)
2.8(1)

3.3(0)

5.0(-2)

9!5(-5)
2.3(-9)

I'.ll-ni
8.8(-9)

6.2(-9)
4.3(-9)

3.9(-9)
1.2C-I6)

Outboard

9i4(0)

1.1(0)

1.6(-2)

6.7(-7)

2.3(-9)

3.0(-5)

2.5(-9)

2.2(-9)

5.9(-10)
4.6(-ll)

Design

6.K-6)
2.9(0)

3.8(-l)

4.3(-3)

6.9(-10)
2.3(-9)

7.7(-6)

6.8(-10)

7.5(-10)
5.7(-10)
2.2(-10)

8.9(-10)

6

6

1

5
1
2

3

1

1

• K-6)

•6(-2)

.9(-4)

.8(-8)

.7(-37)

.3(-9)

:£!.>
.5(-ll)

.6(-10)

6
2

4.

1.

4.

2.

5.
3.

I.

1.
1.
4.
1.
3.
1.

K-6)

6(-2)

3(-4)

7(-8)

3(-9)

K-9)

K-ll)

K-1C)
K-10)

6

4

7

2

2

4

7

7.

1.

• K-6)

.0(-3)

5(-6)

l(-8)

2(-9)

5(-10)

K-13)

a(-i3)

K-16)

6.
5.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.
3.

2.

5.
1.
1.
2.
1.

K-6)
2(-3)

4(-3)

3(-6)

7(-8)

2(-9)

8(:|?)
0(-13)

| |

'Integral neutron wall load before reactor shutdown: 9 MW-y/a2.

bReads as 1.8 x 10'.
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Table 3-11. Post-Shutdown Dose of Reactor Components:a re«/h

Component

First Wall

Blanket

Front shield jacket

Shield 1

Shield 2

Back shield Jacket

Magnet
Dewar
He vessel
Structure
Stabilizer
Superconductor
Insulator

First wall

Blanket

Front shield jacket

HFS shield

IFS shield

Sack shield Jacket

Magnet
Dewar
He vessel
Structure
Stabilizer
Superconductor
Insulator

Material

Be
PCA
H20

PCA
H2O

Fe-1422

Fe-1422
W
H20

Fe-1422
T1H2

H20

Fe-1422

SS-304
SS-304
SS-304
Cu

Epoxy

Be
PCA
H20

PCA
H2O

Fe-1422

T16A14V
T1H2

B..C
H20

Fe-1422
B-C
H20

Fe-1422

SS-304
SS-304
SS-304
Cu

Epoxy

0

9.6(6)b

1.6(6)

2.6(5)
2.7(5)

1.9(6)

8.6 (4)
5.5(1)
3.8(3)

1.3(4)
4.6(2)

1.4(2)

3.0(2)

6.4(1)
3.1(1)
7.2(0)

1.2(0)

9.8(6)
1.7(6)

1.6(6)
1.7(5)

2.4(5)

3.0(3)
1.6(3)

4.8(2)

5.8(1)

7.1(0)

l.K-1)

9!l(-3)
2.0(-3)

2.9(-5)
3.9(-6)

I

A.

7.2(5)

1.2(5)

1.U4)

1.8(3)
1.7(0)

7.0(1)
5.4(0)

9.8(0)

4.5(0)
1.7(0)

B.

7.6(5)

8.2(4)

8.0(2)

2.0(1)
2.0(1)

3.4(0)

2.4(-4)

1.IN-4)
4.3(-5)
7.1(-6)

5.7(-6)

Tie* After Reactor Shutdown

5

Inboard

3.1(5)

5.2(4)

8.7(2)

1.5(2)

5.5(0)
3.7(-5)

7.6(-l)

1.5(0)

9lo{-2)

Outboard

3.2(5)

3.4(4)

6.3(1)

5.3(-2)

2.5(-l)

1.7(-5)

3.5(-5)

6!l(-6)
5.7(-6)

10

Deslfn

1.5(5)

2.6(4)

2.8(2)

U0(-l)

1.7(0)

2.4(-l)

2i2(-4)
1.5C-1)

Deslfn

1.6(5)

1.7(4)

2.0(1)

2.K-2)

7.4(-2)

4.7(-6)

7^8(-6)

3l2(-6)
5.7(-6)

50

7.8(2)

1.3(2)

1.4(0)

8.5(-3)

1.2(-3)

3.8(-3)

3i7(-7)
7.5(-4)

8.2(2)

8.8(1)

».7(-2)

5.2(-4)

3.6(-4)

2.3(-8)

8.9(-8)
3.9(-8)

5.7(-6)

100

4.5(0)

1.5(0)

l.«(-3)

3.K-4)
4.7(-4)

l.K-5)

1.6(-6)

6.2(-6)
2.4(-6)
7.2(-8)

4.5(0)

9.4(-»

i.3(-4)

4.2(-4)

4.9(-7)

3.K-11)

lil(-ll)
2.K-1O
5.6(-6)

500

3.4(0)

1.3(0)

I.9(-26)

3.2(-27)
4.7(-4)

1.2(-28)

1.7(-29)

4.6(-7)
7.2(-8)
1.0(-29)

3.4(0)

8.K-1)

1.4(-27)

5.2{-30)

3.3(-34)

2i3(-34)

3

1

4

1
4
7

3

8

4

5.

1000

.3(0)

.3(0)

•6(-4)

• l(-6)
.5(-7)
.l(-8)

3(0)

0(-l)

2(-*)

5(-6)

'Integral neutral wall
bKeads as 9.8 * 10^.

load before reactor shutdown: 9 HW-y/m2.
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Table 3-12. Classification* of Radioactive Reactor Components

Component

First wall

Blanket

Front shield jacket

Shield 1

Shield 2

Back shield jacket

Magnet
Dewar
He vessel
Structure
Stabilizer
Superconductor
Insulator

Material

Be
PCA
H20

PCA
H20

Fe-1422

Fe-1422
W
H20

Fe-1422
TiH2
Bi,C
H20

Fe-1422

SS-304
SS-304
SS-304
Cu
Nb3Sn
Epoxy

0

A.

H/R
H/N
H/N

H/N
H/N

H/N

H/N
H/N
M/N

H/N
M/N
M/R
M/N

M/N

M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N

1

Inboard

M/R
H/N
L/R

H/N
L/R

H/N

H/N
H/N
L/R

M/N
M/N
L/R
L/R

M/N

M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
L/R

Tiae After

5

Design

M/R
H/N

H/N

H/N

H/N
M/N

M/N
L/R

M/N

M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N

10

M/R
H/N

H/N

H/N

M/N
M/N

M/N

M/N

M/N
M/N
M/R
M/N
M/N

Shutdown

50

M/R
H/N

H/N

M/N

M/N
M/R

M/N

L/R

M/N
M/R
M/R
M/R
M/N

100

M/R
H/N

H/N

M/R

M/R
M/R

M/R

M/R
M/R
M/R
M/R
M/N

500

M/R
H/N

M/N

M/R

M/R
M/R

L/R

L/R
L/R
L/R
L/R
L/N

1000

M/R
M/N

M/N

M/R

M/R
M/R

L/N

First wall

Blanket

Front shield jacket

HFS shield

LFS shield

Back shield jacket

Magnet
Dewar
Heliua vessel
Structure
Stabilizer
Superconductor
Insulator

Be
PCA
H20

PCA
H20

Fe-1422

T16A14V
Tilfc
Bi,C
H20

Fe-1422
BqC
H20

Fe-1422

SS-304
SS-304
SS-304
Cu
Nb3Sn
Epoxy

B. Outboard Design

H/R M/R M/R
H/N H/N H/N
H/N L/R

M/R
H/N

H/N H/N
H/N L/R

H/N H/N

H/N H/N

H/N M/N

M/N M/N M/N M/N
M/N M/N M/R L/R
M/R L/R
M/N L/R

M/R
H/N

H/N

M/N

L/R

M/R
H/N

H/N

M/R

M/N M/N
M/R L/R
M/N L/R

M/N L/R

M/N M/N L/R

L/N
L/N
L/R
M/R
L/R
L/R

L/R
L/R

L/R

M/R
H/N

M/N

M/R

M/R
M/N

M/N

M/R

•Classification

H:

M:

L:

>10-2 MCi/a3

1(T7 - 10~2 MCi/a'

<10~7 MCi/a3

R:

N:

Dose

Dose

_<

>

2

2

• 5

.5

area/h

area/h
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TIME AFTER REACTOR : *"'SHUTDOWN (yr)

Fig. 3-17. Isotopic contribution to the PCA blanket
radioactivity of the WILDCAT design.

Table 3-13. Tine Required for Biological Dose
to Decrease Below 2.5 area/h

Component

First wall
Blanket
Inboard shield
Outboard shield
Inboard magnet
Outboard Magnet

Required Time
(y)

1000
10C0
100
50

50-1003

0-1

aExcept for M>3Sn > 1000 y.

Table 3-14 presents the short-tern decay heat of the WILDCAT design. It

is found that the total system decay heat of 39 tW at shutdown is approxi-

mately half of that of STARFIRE, the difference further increasing with post-

shutdown time. The relatively large decay power (~2.2% of the total reactor

thermal power) for STARFIRE stems in part from the activation decay of the

Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier used for tritium breeding enhancement. Much of the

earlier work relevant to the decay-heat analysis for D-T fusion reactors has

shown a maximum decay heat load of about 1Z of the total operational reactor

power. The result of Table 3-14 appears to show this relation to be also
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Table 3-14. System Decay Heata

Post-
Shutdown

Tine

0
1 rain

10 iain
1 h
6 h

24 h
1 wk

Decay Heat

39
36
33
27
11
4.
4.

(MW)

(88)d

(70)
(65)
(61)
(52)

7 (39)
2 (14)

Fraction of
Operating

Nuclear Power"5

(Z)

2.6
2.4
2.2
1.8
0.70
0.32
0.28

Fraction of
Operating Total
Reactor Powerc

<Z)

1.3
1.2
1.1
0.92
0.36
0.16
0.14

aIntegral neutron wall load before reactor shutdown: 9 MW-y/m2.

Total operating nuclear power: 1506 MW.

cTotal operating reactor power: 2915 MW.

dThe STARFIRE design with the Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier.

valid with D-D reactors. However, it is noted that because of the substan-

tially large size of D-D reactors in general, the volumetric decay heating

rates in D-D systems become much less than those in D-T systems. For example,

the maximum heating rates (just after shutdown) of 0.20 MW/ra3 in the beryllium

coating and 0.17 MW/m3 in the PCA first-wall of the WILDCAT design, which are

presented in Table 3-15, are compared to the maximum heating rate of ~0.32

MW/m3 of the STARFIRE first-wall design. The reduced decay heating rate in

D-D systems is expected to alleviate the design for emergency cooling systems

in case of an accident.

As for the atmospheric activation, the radioactivity concentration is

more or less comparable with the STARFIRE case. It is seen in Table 3-16 that

carbon dioxide and air exhibit an activation saturation within several hundred

seconds after reactor startup. Therefore, these two gas activation levels are

considered to be independent of their residence times in the reactor build-

ing. After reactor shutdown the carbon dioxide gas activation decreases below

the l^C MPC value of 10~13 MCi/m3 within 10 min because of the rapid decay of

1 6N radioactivity, whereas the air activation remains almost constant at

~10~"13 MCi/m3 even beyond 1000 y. In addition, the " U r activation (which has

been evaluated by extrapolating the STARFIRE result) shows the highest radio-

activity concentration among those examined in the neighborhood of 0-6 h after
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Table 3-15. Zone Average Decay Heating Rate (MW/m3)a

Post-Shutdown
Time

0
1 min
10 min
1 h
6 h
24 h
1 wk

During
operation

Beryllium
Coating

2.0(-l)b

2.2C-2)
2.0(-2)
1.7(-2)
7.9(-3)
4.7(-3)
4.3(-3)
6.9(0)

First Wall

1.7(-1)
1.5(-1)
1.4(-1)
l.K-l)
4.6(-2)
2.2(-2)
1.9(-2)
1.1(1)

Blanket

7.0(-2)
6.5(-2)
6.K-2)
4.9(-2)
8.7(-3)
8.7(-3)
7.6(-3)
1.6(0)

aIntegral neutron wall load before reactor shutdown:
9 MW-y/m2.

bReads as 2.0 x IO~1.

Table 3-16. Reactor Room Atmospheric Activation (MCi/m3)

Pre-shutdown time:

0
103 s
105 s
1 mo
6 mo

i y
5 y
15 y

Post-shutdown time:

0
1 min
10 min
1 h
6 h
24 h
1 wk
1 mo

i y
10 y
100 y
1000 y

0
5
5
5
5
5
5

Co2

.0

.37(-13)

.37(-13)

.37(-13)

.37(-13)
•37(-13)
.37(-13)

5.37(-13)

5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.37(-13)

.67(-15)

.48(-19)

.48(-19)

.48(-19)
•48(-19)
.48(-19)
•48(-19)
.48(-19)
.48(-19)
.47(-19)
.32(-19)

Aira

0.0
1.2K-13)
1.2K-13)
1.22(-13)
1.25(-13)
1.29(-13)
1.64(-13)
2.49(-13)

2.49(-13)
1.29(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.27(-13)
1.14(-13)

0.0
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)

1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
negligible

0.
3.
3.
8,
5.
1.
5.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

N2

0
24(-19)
24(-17)
52(-16)
1K-15)
02(-14)
10(-14)
53(-13)

53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
53(-13)
5K-13)
36(-13)

MPC:

16N 3.0(-14)
1.0(-13)
4.0(-14)

aDoes not include "^Ar activation.
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shutdown. Therefore, the use of air for inerting the WILDCAT reactor build-

ing atmosphere should be excluded from consideration. Although the nitrogen

gas activation remains constant over the post-shutdown tine span of interest,

the activation level is very sensitive to the gas residence time in the

reactor building. For a reasonable residence time (considering the ventila-

tion of the reactor atmosphere) it is quite conceivable that the 14C acti-

vation induced by lifN remains far below the 11+C MPC limit. Therefore, both

C02 and N2 should be considered for the safety analysis relevant to the

atmospheric activation.

3.3 Thermal Hydraulic Analysis

Since a breeding blanket is not required for D-D fusion reactors, the

first-wall/blanket system design presents the opportunity for some unique
27

design and cooling concepts. As a result, in the previous study several

blanket materials (such as silicon nitride, silicon carbide, and chromium

nitride) and three coolants (water, helium, and sodium) were analyzed'to eval-

uate their potential as first-wall/blanket material and coolant combinations.

For the present analysis it has been decided to confine the studies to PCA

stainless steel as the structural material and pressurized water as the

coolant. These choices are based on the fact that (1) there is a large data

base for stainless steel, both from the point or view of physical and mechani-

cal properties and from fabrication techniques for complex components; and

(2) there is substantial operating experience for water as the coolant in

pressurized water reactors.

The cross-sectional areas of the coolant channels for the first wall and

the blanket segment are based on assumption that the coolant velocities 'should

be limited to 2-6 nt/s (6 ft/s to 20 ft/s). These limits are used to reduce

pressure losses for the first wall and to minimize maldistribution of coolant

in the blanket segment where common inlet and outlet headers are used. Figure

3-18 shows the coolant channel arrangements for a typical first wall/blanket

segment for the 0.4-m outboard wall. For the inboard blanket, which is 0.2 m

thick, there are only three rows of coolant channels compared with five rows

for the outboard wall. In these calculations the dimensions of the first wall

coolant panels are assumed to be same both for the outboard blanket and the

inboard blanket.
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Fig. 3-18. First-wall coolant panel and blanket coolant
channel layout (outboard wall).

Since the neutron heating rate in the blanket decays exponentially as the

blanket regions are removed further and further away from the first wall, it

is necessary to vary the coolant flow characteristics, keeping the same inlet

and outlet temperature for each coolant channel. This can be done by varying

the coolant velocity while keeping the cross sectional area of most of the

channels approximately the same. An alternate method is to change the cross-

sectional area while keeping the coolant velocity constant. This can be

achieved either by using very small coolant channels or by using central

inserts in uniform sized coolant channels to reduce the flow area. Figure

3-19 shows how filler elements may be used to reduce the effective area of the

coolant channels. One drawback of this design is that when coolant channels
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HEADER

KUC

Fig. 3-19. Blanket block manifold layout.

are made very small, flow blockage by corrosion products is likely to occur

leading to the creation of hot spots. The cross-sectional areas of the

coolant channels are shown in Fig. 3-18.

The coolant operating conditions for the first-wall/blanket are assumed

to be as follows:

Coolant inlet temperature: 280°C

Coolant outlet temperature: 320*C

Coolant inlet pressure: 13.8 MPa (2000 psig)

With the above set of coolant operating conditions, arrangement of coolant

channels has been carried out so that the temperature of neither the first

wall nor the blanket exceeds 525°C. The coolant channel dimensions, the

coolant velocity, and the maximum temperature of the structural material and

beryllium coating are summarised in Table 3-17. The temperature distribution*
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Table 3-17. Summary of Themal Hydraulics Calculations for the Outboard Blanket

Structural Material Fraction

Coolant velocity:

ft/.

•/s

Maxinum temperature of PCA alloy, *C

Maximum temperature of Be coating, *C

Coolant channel dimensions, ma

Pressure drop:

kPa

p.i

Ratio of pumping power to thermal
power, X

First
Wall
35%

21.6

6.58

423

453

12 x 6

165

24

<1

Blanket, 103: (Average)

Region 1

22.0

6.71

487

4.5 x 4

365

53

<1
' • ; \

Region 2

18.4

5.61

506

4 x 4

<1

Region 3

14.0

4.26

498

4 x 4

<1

Region 4

8.2

2.50

468

4 x 4

<1

Region 5

6.5

1.98

438

4 x 3

<1



In the Inboard and outboard blanket segments are shown In Tables 3-18 and

3-19. The representation of nodes for the outboard first-wall/blanket segment

is shown In Fig. 3-20. There are 4 nodes In the x-dlrection, 20 nodes in the

y-direction, and 2 nodes In the z-dlrection (see Fig. 3-20). Thus, the outer-

most PCA alloy and beryllium coating nodes corresponding to the second pass of

coolant (i.e., z - 2) are 97, 117, 137, and 157, and 100, 120, 140, and 160,

respectively. Similar nodal representations have been assumed for the inboard

wall, except the total number of nodes used in the thermal hydraulic analysis

is only 136 for the inboard wall compared to 160 nodes used for the outboard

wall. Since the surface heat flux on the inboard wall and the outboard wall

is the same, the maximum temperature of the first wall and beryllium coating

is essentially the same as that shown in Tables 3-18 and 3-19 [nodes (100,

120, 140, and 160) and nodes (97, 117, 137, and 157); nodes (85, 102, 119, and

136) and nodes (82, 99, 116, and 138)].

3 . 0 M -
STRUCTURE

X(4)

r(20)

2(2]

COOLANT CHANNELS
4 .am 4.M

4.«M 4.M

a •

3.M

4.«*
c

SHIELD
KCKW

tOmKANKETREeMN

• 141
' 121
> KM
' W

Fig. 3-20. First-wall/blanket computer model with node representation.

The steady-state temperature distribution for the inboard wall is shown

in Figs. 3-21 and 3-22. The corresponding temperature distribution for the

outboard wall is represented in Figs. 3-23 and 3-24. It can be seen from
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these figures that the maximum temperature of the beryllium coating is only

about 450°C. For the coolant channel arrangements as shown in Fig. 3-17 the

aaximura blanket temperature is only 510°C. The variation in the temperature

within the blanket blocks could be minimized by rearrangement of the coolant

channels. Since the naximun temperature of the blanket is only ~510°C, a

limited number of trials of coolant channel rearrangement has been made to

arrive at the coolant channel arrangement as shown in Figs. 3-18 and 3-19.

Since only a limited effort has been made during this study on inlet and

outlet header arrangement and coolant channel layout, an exact pressure drop

calculation has not been carried out. However, the pressure drop across the

first-wall/blanket modules is modest, and it is not critical at this stage of

reactor study to know the exact header sizes and the header layout. Approxi-

mate pressure drop calculations have been carried out based on the maximum

coolant velocity. For low velocity coolant channels in systems with common

inlet and outlet headers, additional pressure drop can be obtained by orific-

ing the individual coolant channels or by use of filler rods so that the total

pressure drop across each coolant channel is the same. To account for the

pressure losses at the inlet and outlet bends, headers, fittings, etc, the

total pressure drop between the first-wall/blanket modules has been assumed to

be twice the pressure drop across the 3-m long straight sections. The pres-

sure drop across the first wall and the blanket modules are estimated to be

165 kPa (24 psi) and 365 kPa (53 psi), respectively. Hence, the pumping power

losses based on the maximum pressure drop are less than 1Z of the thermal

power.

3.4 Reactor Maintenance and Repair

The maintenance and repair procedures for WILDCAT have been based in

large part on those utilized for STARFIRE. Basic solutions to the major

removal and disassembly problems have been developed, but these procedures

have not been carried to the same level of detail as for STARFIRE. This

section describes these solutions including some of the more important dif-

ferences between the two machines.

The general approach to reactor disassembly and repair is the same as

that used by STARFIRE in that the components are modular and are replaced as

units in the event of failure or end-of-life rather than being repaired in
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place. There are 24 first-wall/blanket/shield nodules. The first-wall/

blanket part of each module is removable as a single piece similarly to

STARFIRE. The shield section Is In two pieces. The inner section is semi-

permanent, while the outer section is removable to accommodate replacement of

the blanket sectors. Removal of components of the modules which are under the

toroidal field (TF) coils requires removal of an adjacent unit for accessi-

bility. Resealing of the vacuum boundary is similar to the method used for

STARFIRE. The coolant lines, manifolds, and ancillaries are also similar to

those used for STARFIRE.

The first-wall/blanket/shield modules have an expected life of twenty

years or one-half of the plant life. They would all be replaced together at

the end of twenty years rather than sequentially on a six-year cycle as for

STARFIRE.

It is expected that the limiter would need repair or replacement on a

more frequent basis than the rest of the modules. For the modules between the

TF coils the limiter, first-wall, blanket, and shield behind it can be removed

as a single, drawer-like unit. (See Figs. 2-11 and 3-25.) This removable

unit also provides access to the plasma chamber and to the current drive

antennas, which can also be expected to have a higher repair/replacement

rate. The limiter sections on the modules under the TF coils are removed by

detaching them from the module after removing the adjacent drawer-like unit to

provide an access port. These limiters are in two sections, each section be-

ing removable to the adjacent side with a special fixture, and then out the

access port in a conventional manner.

Figures 1-2 and 3-26 depict the shape of the reinforced concrete, anti-

torque structure. Each section occupies the space between two TF coils and

consists of more permanent upper and,lower sections and a more easily remova-

ble middle section which allows access to the first-wall/blanket/shield

modules. The lower and middle sections are moved horizontally away from the

reactor using equipment similar to that used for STARFIRE. The upper sections

are removed vertically by crane. Two equilibrium field colls must be raised

or lowered to permit removal of the middle section. A port located at the

midplane in the middle sections provides for removal and replacement of the

limiter drawer without disassembly of any of the larger components.
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Fig. 3-25. Mechanical configuration of the limiter and the
adjacent first wall, blanket, and shield.

-umrvt urn run rmmtucT

MUTER PORT nut
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Fig. 3-26. Diassembly concepts for the major reactor components.
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The current-drive antenna launchers represent the most difficult of all

the maintenance problems. This situation arises from two sources: (1) some

units are placed on the inner wall making horizontal access to lead lines and

disconnects difficult; (2) the complexity of the antenna assembly with its

coolant, electrical insulation and connections, and its ancillaries makes it

virtually impossible to remove it radially outward from the plasma chamber

without unduly segmenting the blanket modules. The proposed plan for antenna

removal is initial removal of the electric, coolant, and structural ties

through special ports in the anti-torque panels and reactor shield. The

antenna removal follows, first moving into the plasma chamber using special

remote operated fixtures placed through the limiter port. The antennas are

then retrieved through the limiter port, and replacement units are positioned

and hooked up in the reverse order.

The vacuum pumping components can be repaired independently of the major

disassembly.
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4. MAGNETS

Since WILDCAT is larger than STARFIRE and in addition has higher magnetic

fields, the magnet design is considerably more difficult. For the most part

the design procedures used for STARFIRE have also been used for WILDCAT. The

space between the toroidal field (TF) coils is assumed to be filled with

reinforced concrete to support the out-of-plane loads. This method is dif-

ferent from that used for STARFIRE. In addition, the plasma has been taken to

be less D-shaped to reduce the requirements on the equilibrium field (EF)

coils. A relatively slow startup and shutdown (even in the pulsed case) help

to reduce the EF and ohmic heating (OH) coil requirements. The correction

field (CF) coils, which are the least well-defined system, have been designed

by scaling from those in STARFIRE. It should be noted that the EF and OH sys-

tems for the pulsed case are substantially larger and require more power than

those for the steady-state case.

All of the magnet systems and their design bases are described in this

chapter.

4.1 Toroidal Field Coils

The TF coil requirements for a D-D reactor were studied earlier, and a

15-T TF coil system described.* As the demands of the present design are only

slightly relaxed from that design, the choice of conductor and in-plane sup-

port have not been reexamined. Instead, the study has focused on choice of

coil parameters for pulsed and steady-state WILDCAT designs and on a concep-

tual design of a method of out-of-plane support which was not examined in

Ref. 1.

4.1.1 Choice of TF Coil Parameters

The primary differences between the TF coils for a D-D tokamak reactor

and those for a D-T tokamak reactor are the larger size and higher field typi-

cally required for the D-D reactor. These in turn make conductor design and

support more difficult than for a D—T reactor. Parameters for the TF coils

for the steady-state and pulsed reference designs appear in Table 4-1.

Since the reactor thermal power is proportional to the fourth power of

the toroidal field, a high field is desirable. However, increasing the field
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Table 4-1. Parameters for WILDCAT TF Magnets

No. of coils

Total ampere turns, MA-turns

Total stored energy, GJ

Total inductance, H

Peak field, T

Current, kA

Average conductor current density, A/cm2

Average overall current density, A/cm2

Coil cooling

Conductor: z

Superconductor
Stabilizer
Configuration

Structural material

Steady-State

12

353

192

375

14.3?

32

3100

900

Liquid He bath,
4.2 K

Nb3Sn, NbTi
Copper
Cable

Austenitic SS, G-10
epoxy-fiberglass
insulator, reinforced
concrete

Pulsed

12

344

179

350

14.00

32

3100

900

Same

Sane
Sane
Sane

Sane

causes an increase in the cost and size of the TF coils, and especially an

increase in the amount of support material required. In particular, the coil

thickness increases rapidly with field, leading either to an unacceptable

shrinking of the area within the OH solenoid or to an increase in the plasma

major radius with a consequent increase in the overall size of the reactor.

The choice of operational peak field has been made on considerations of

the advantages of high field vs. the accompanying disadvantage of large size

and cost. The toroidal coils have been designed for a maxinum field of 14.35

T for the steady-state design and 14.00 T for the pulsed design.

4.1.2 Conductor Design and Plane Force Support

A three level, unsoldered, uninsulated "Rutherford" cable has been chosen

as the conductor. Four grades of conductor, two employing NbsSn (11-15 T and

8-11 T regions) and two employing NbTi (5-8 T and 0-5 T regions) are envi-

sioned. However, no attempt has been made to optimize the grading; a differ-
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ent grading scheme, perhaps employing six grades, night result in savings of

space and material.

In a cable conductor design the copper stabilizer contributes very little

to supporting the hoop stress arising from the magnetic forces the TF coil

system exerts upon itself. Moreover, in the region of the inner leg, the

cable should not have to support the radial forces, lest the cable be com-

pressed and the surface contact with helium coolant be reduced. Consequently,

the conductor is surrounded by a support frame made of stainless steel strips,

which carry almost all the hoop and radial forces generated in the coil. This

support frame is designed for a combined stress of 500 MPa (80,000 psi).

In the curved portion of the coil each support frame generally carries

the tension of its conductor, and radial loads are low. In the straight inner

leg portion the radial force accumulates radially inward, away from the plasma

region. Thus, the radial load is largest and the most stainless steel support

material is needed in the turns where the toroidal field is lowest and where

the least copper stabilizer and superconductor are needed.

4.1.3 Support Against Out-of-Plane Forces

The support of a TF coil system against out-of-plane forces from the

poloidal field coils is one of the most serious problems encountered in a

tokamak reactor design. It has caused great problems in the INTOR and FED

design studies, particularly because of fatigue problems in those two reac-

tors, which are designed for a lifetime of order one million pulses. The out-

of -plane forces and overturning moments, l.S GNm per TF coil, also presented

major support prohlems in the STARFIRE design study,^ although as a steady-

state reactor, STARFIRE did not have the added problem of fatigue lifetime.

These problems become even greater for WILDCAT with its larger overturning mo-

ment. The out-of-plane forces on the outer leg of a WILDCAT TF coil exert an

overturning moment of 3.9 GNm. The out-of-plane forces on the curved portion

of the inner leg are in the opposite direction and exert an overturning moment

of -1.2 GNm. Thus, the net overturning moment on each coil is 2.7 GNm. In

addition to reducing the overall moment, the opposing moments act to twist the

coil out of a plane shape.

Two basic approaches can be taken to the support of superconducting TF

coils against out-of-plane forces. In the first, adopted in the FED and INTOR
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studies, neighboring TF coils are joined together by cold (liquid helium tem-

perature) structural members. In the second, adopted in the STARFIRE study,

neighboring coils are joined by warm (room temperature) structural members,

and warm-to-cold support structure is required inside each TF coil dewar.

Cold support requires a dewar system enclosing the coil-to-coil supports as

well as the TF coils. Even at the scale of FED and INTOR, such a dewar pre-

sents problems of accessibility, fabricability, and excessive cool-down tine

and cost. All of these problems become worse, and possibly prohibitive, for

WILDCAT.

Warm support presents two design problems: the choice of the coil-to-

coil support and the choice of the cold-to-warm support within each coil

dewar. The cold-to-warm support elements must have a large cross-sectional

area to transmit the massive forces at acceptable stress levels. Even for

materials such as epoxy-fiberglass, which combine high mechanical strength

with low thermal conductivity, these support elements introduce intolerable

heat leaks into the magnet system unless the elements are long.

In STARFIRE these support elements were given a length roughly equal to

the width of a TF coil by making the elements epoxy-fiberglass (G10) tie bars

connected to the vacuum tank at one side of the coil and to the helium vessel

at the opposite side as shown in Fig. 4-1. Pivoting end-hooks eliminated

bending moments in the tie bars from differential thermal contraction. In

STARFIRE 17,000 of these tie rods were required. This same concept has been

adopted for WILDCAT. It is the one which allows the greatest length to the

support members without unduly adding to the overall size of the TF coil

system or itself degrading accessibility between coils. However, the concept

can be criticized because the tie bars support only in tension and provide no

support in an off-normal situation in which the out-of-plane force changes

direction.

The coil-to-coil supports must also be addressed. In STARFIRE shear

panels provided this support, but these did not appear scalable to the higher

force levels of WILDCAT. For WILDCAT a support system has been adopted which

essentially fills the space between TF coils with support material. Parts of

the support system are removable with acceptable convenience to permit removal

of a blanket sector. (See Sec. 3.4.)
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Fig. 4-1. Cutaway view of one coil showing support bars
in high load region.

Several possible materials for the support are compared in Table 4-2.

The table gives material costs per sector, but fabrication costs are expected

to be roughly proportional to the material costs. Reinforced concrete is seen

to be by far the least expensive, and also has desirable electromagnetic and

fabrication properties. A concrete support may also serve as a biological

shield against neutrons, but that effect has not been taken into account

elsewhere in the shielding analysis of WILDCAT.

The reinforced concrete coil-to-coil support is shown in Figs. 1-2 and

3-25. Each sector consists of three blocks; only the central block needs to

be removed to gain access to the blanket and shield region and only the plug

needs to be remove'd to gain access to the limiter alone. Square keys 20 cm on

a side and of full depth provide alignment and transfer the shear from the

overturning moments. Because of concrete's weakness under shear, each block

is entirely contained in a steel can with additional steel in regions of high

shear stress such as around the shear keys.

4.1.4 Ripple

No great attempt has been made to minimize the field ripple for WILDCAT.

The reason is that it is felt that the current theoretical analysis of ripple

diffusion is not adequate to accurately assess the ripple requirement and
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Table 4-2. Comparison of Candidate Materials for Coil-to-Coil Support

Material

Concrete
(reinforced)

Aluminum

Stainless steel,
nonmagnetic

G-10 glass
Epoxy

1020 steel

Electromagnetic
Considerat i ons

Insulator

Requires insulation
breaks

Requires insulation
breaks

Insulator

Magnetic and
requires insulation
breaks

Comparison
for Similar

Loading
(tons/Section)

474

97.2

212

96.6

232

Material
Cost per
Sector
($)

9,500

97,000

424,000

250,000

186,000

Shielding
Quality

Good
neutron

Fair
gamma ray

Good
gamma ray

Fair
neutron

Good
gamma ray

that it is hence not reasonable to unduly penalize the device by matching such

a requirement for low ripple. WILDCAT has a peak-to-average ripple of 0.2% at

R - Ro, 0.9% at R - Ro + a/2, and 3.9% at RQ - Ro + a. The corresponding

STARFIRE values are 0.1%, 0.4%, and 1.5%. Adding 1.0 m to the outer leg of the

WILDCAT TF coils would give essentially the same values as for STARFIRE. In

fairness, it should be noted that if ripple diffusion were to exist, it would

probably incrase with plasma temperature. In that case the ripple for a D-D

reactor, which typically operates at a higher temperature, would need to be

less than for a D-T reactor.

4.2 Ohmic Heating Coils

For the pulsed version of WILDCAT the OH system induces and maintains the

plasma current. This system, consisting of a solenoid plus trim coils, is des-

cribed in Ref. 1. For the steady-state, reference version such an extensive

system is not necessary, as it was not for STARFIRE, because the current drive

system maintains the plasma current once it has reached a minimal value, taken

to be 1 MA for both STARFIRE and WILDCAT. The WILDCAT steady-state OH system

provides 25 V-s, the same as for STARFIRE. It consists of six coils in the

inboard region, also the same as for STARFIRE. The system was designed in both

cases by choosing coil currents to make a least-squares fit to zero field
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throughout the sane plasma at the sane tine minimizing the OH system stored

energy. The method used is similar to that described in Ref. 3 for EF coil

design. The required absolute error in the least-squares fit has been taken to

be the same value as the required error for the EF coil design. The latter

error is sufficient to reproduce the desired equilibrium.

The OH system requirements are less for WILDCAT than for STARFIRE because

the hole in the center is larger. A design with only four inboard coils would

probably be adequate. The extra coils are useful, however, in that the toroi-

dal coils are better protected from stray fields. The system could still pro-

vide the required volt-seconds with reasonable currents if some of the coils

were not working. For this reason it might be appropriate to provide fewer

spares.

The energy of the OH system could be further lowered if the outermost OH

coil were further out (to about 30 deg relative to the major axis). It has

been placed further inboard to be out of the way and to be smaller, since the

OH stored energy is not large (relative to the EF stored energy). The cost is

about 0.1 GJ out of 0.4 GJ.

The OH system parameters are shown in Table 4-3 for both versions of

WILDCAT and for STARFIRE, and the coil locations and currents for the steady-

state version are shown in Table 4-4. A plot of the OH field is shown for the

steady-state version in Fig. 4-2 and for the pulsed version in Fig. 4-3. The

steady-state OH system would be started cocked at full field and run to zero

field, in contrast to the OH system for the pulsed case, which would be cocked

at full negative field and run to full positive field.

4.3 Equilibrium Field Coils

The EF coil system for the steady-state version is quite similar to the EF

system described in Ref. 1 for the pulsed version. The coil locations and

sizes are in fact taken to be the same. The currents vary slightly. These

coils are outside of the TF coils to ease the assembly, maintenance, and relia-

bility of the coils, even though this means larger coil currents and stored

energy.
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Table 4-3. OH System Parameters

Stored energy, U 0 H (GJ)

Total ampere-turns, IQJJ

Approximate coil volume,

Volt-seconds to plasma,

(MAT)

V 0 H («3)

A* (V-s)

WILDCAT

Steady-
State

0.4

21

28

-25

Pulsed

20

149

266

-502a

STARFIRE

1.1

51

34

-25

aThe pulsed version OH system is swung from full negative to full
positive. The two steady-state versions are swung from full
negative to zero.

Table 4-4. Steady-State OH System Coil Locations and Currents

The coils extend from R - Ri to R » R2 and from Z » Z\ to Z » Z2
with the center line along (Ro, Zo). The system is symmetric
about the midplane, and the direction of the current is with
respect to the plasma current. The locations and currents for the
pulsed version are listed in Ref. 1.

N

1
2
3
4

Rl

(m)

2.10
2.10
2.10
6.02

RO

(m)

2.22
2.22
2.22
6.22

R2

(m)

2.35
2.35
2.35
6.42

±Zi

(m)

0.90
3.70
6.50
8.71

±Zo

Cm)

1.40
4.20
7.00
9.21

±Z2

(m)

1.90
4.70
7.50
9.71

I

(HAT)

-3.8
-2.8
-1.5
-2.2

The required EF field is determined from the MHD equilibrium, which is

chosen to optimize the achievement of high beta. The currents in the coils

are then determined so as to make a least squares fit to the required field,

at the same time minimizing the stored energy and possibly decoupling the EF

system from the OH system. This procedure is described in detail in Ref. 3.

For the pulsed version it is considered necessary to decouple the EF and

OH systems in order to prevent changes in one system from producing unwanted

voltages in the other. For the steady-state version it is also necessary to

decouple the two systems, but only for the short time during which the OH
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Fig. 4-2. Field contours for the WILDCAT steady-state OH systems.
The lines are labeled by the f l ^ in webers.
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system is in operation. (The OH system can be disconnected after it is run to

zero current.) If the EF system is decoupled, the currents and energies are

higher because of the additional constraint on the system. Since the cost of

the EF system depends primarily on the peak energy, and since the systems do

not have to be decoupled at the tine the peak energy is stored, it would seem

reasonable to design the system to be decoupled during the OH current ramp and

change to a non-decoupled system thereafter. This was not done for STARFIRE:

the two systems were assumed always decoupled. This has also not explicitly

been implemented in the WILDCAT design, but it is assumed to have been done so

that the EF coil peak parameters are based on a less restrictive, nondecoupled

design.

The parameters for both the non-decoupled and decoupled designs are given

in Table 4-5, along with those for the pulsed version and for STARFIRE. The

coil currents for both the non-decoupled and decoupled steady-state cases and

the coil locations (common to all the WILDCAT EF systems) is given in Table

4-6. During the short OH ramp for the s^ady-state system the EF currents

would be proportional to those in the decoupled column of Table 4-6, *uit be-

fore the final values were reached, the currents would become proportional to

those in the non-decoupled column and would reach those final values at the

end of the startup.

One small difference between the steady-state and pulsed versions is that

the two top EF coils were constrained to have the same current in the steady-

state version. This requires negligible additional energy. Also EF coil 3

has been moved slightly higher than the location listed in Ref. 1 to facili-

tate blanket/shield removal. For reference and costing purposes the non-

decoupled design is assumed to be the reference case. A plot of the EF field

contours is shown in Fig. 4-4. The contours are not essentially different for

the decoupled and pulsed cases.

4.4 Correction Field Coils

Since the EF coil system has large currents and is located a relatively

large distance from the plasma, it is unlikely that it could provide fine-

scale control of the plasma on short time scales. For this reason a CF system

consisting of normal conducting coils just outside the shield is provided.

The WILDCAT CF system has been scaled from that for STARFIRE. In view
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Table 4-5. EF System Parameters

Stored energy, U £ F (GJ)

Total ampere turns, Igp

Approximate coil volume

Volt-seconds to plasma,

(MAT)

VEF (m3)

WILDCAT

Steady-State

Non-
decoupled

21

55

238

-215

Decoupled

22

62

238

-206

Pulsed

22

67

238

-195

STARFIRE

10

86

164

-83

Table 4-6. Steady-State EF System Coil Locations and Currents

The coils extend from R - Rj to R - R2 and from Z - Zi to Z « Z2 with
the center line along (R 0,Z Q). The system is symmetric about the mid-
plane, and the direction of the current is with respect to the plasma
current. Both the nondecoupled, decoupled, and pulsed version currents
are shown. The coil locations are the same for the pulsed version.

N

1
2
3
4

Rl

(m)

3.81
4.35

14.76
16.31

RO

(m)

4.20
4.80

15.09
16.66

R2

(m)

4.59
5.25

15.42
17.01

7
8
5
1

±Zi

(m)

.61

.40

.96

.69

8
8
6
2

+Z0

(m)

.00

.60

.29

.04

8
8
6
2

±Z2

(m)

.39

.60

.62

.39

Steady-State

Non-
decoupled

I

(MAT)

5.7
5.7

-6.4
-9.8

Decoupled

I

(MAT)

7.4
7.4

-7.2
-9.2

Pulsed

I

(MAT)

10.8
6.4

-7.5
-8.7

of the relatively small impact on the overall reactor design and the uncertain

nature of this system, it has not been considered necessary to define separate

requirements for the pulsed and steady-state versions.

A CF coil system which had sufficient maximum current capability to res-

tore several typical perturbations to the STARFIRE equilibrium was defined in

Sec. 9.4 of Ref. 2. The STARFIRE CF power supply requirements were defined in

Sec. 5.3 of Ref. 2 based on a stored energy of 9.84 MJ, not including
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Fig. 4-4. Field contours for the WILDCAT steady-state EF systems.
The contours for the pulsed version are similar. The
lines are labeled by the flux in webers.



Table 4-7. CF System Parameters

Current (MA)

Cross section (m)
Length
Width

Centerllrie (m)
0 Major radius

Height, m

Stored energy (MJ)

Total ampere turns (MAT)

Approximate coil volume (i»3)

First-wall time constant (s)

Power required (MW)

Inside
Coil

-0.13

0.2
0.2

6.25
±5.90

6.5

0.72

13.2

350.

18.

Outside
Coil

-0.23

0.3a

0.2a

13.40
±3.05

aThe outside coil has a rectangular cross section which is
tilted with respect to the midplane. See Fig. 1-2.

mutual inductance terms. Based on the calculations in Sec. 9.4 of Ref. 2,

this stored energy would correspond to currents in the coils of -0.20 MAT and

-0.36 MAT for the inner and outer coils respectively.

The WILDCAT CF system has been designed by locating the coils on the out-

side of the shield in positions which are both convenient and likely to be

effective for plasma control, then determining the maximum currents in the

coils from the STARFIRE by scaling as the ratio of the respective total EF

currents for the two devices. This scaling is appropriate since the CF and EF

coils perform the same function (i.e. control the MHD equilibrium). The

cross-sectional area has been determined by using approximately the same cur-

rent desntiy (~3-4 MA/m2) as for STARFIRE. The parameters of the resulting

WILDCAT CF system are shown in Table 4-7. It can be seen that the system is

smaller than that for STARFIRE even though the device is larger. The reason

is that the less D-shaped equilibrium is easier to control.

In order to determine the power requirements for the CF system, it is

necessary to know how fast the system must respond. For STARFIRE it was

assumed that the first wall, being a conducting structure, would hold the

plasma in equilibrium for times shorter than the stated first-wall L/R time of
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300 ns. The power supply was then sized at 33 MW by requiring It to respond

In 300 ras. The WILDCAT system has been designed according to the same philos-

ophy In order to make It comparable to that of STARFIRE. Assuming a first

wall of 2.64 in minor radius consisting of 3 mm of beryllium and an average

thickness of 4.8 mm of stainless steel (see Sec. 3), the WILDCAT first-wall

time constant is 350 ms, giving a power supply requirement of 18 MW.
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5. TRITIUM/FUEL/VACUUM

Fuel processing and tritium handling systems for a catalyzed D-D reactor

are in general similar to those for D-T reactors, with the major advantage

being that the amounts of tritium are reduced by about two orders of

magnitude. A comprehensive analysis of tritium systems for STARFIRE, « com-

mercial D-T reactor design, has been previously presented.1 Presented below

is a comparative analysis of fuel processing and vacuum pumping systems for

WILDCAT and a comparison with STARFIRE. In addition, the implications of

steady-state and pulsed burn cycles are examined.

5.1 Fuel Cycle

A schematic of the fuel reprocessing cycle for the WILDCAT is shown in

Fig. 5-1. The exhaust from the plasma is removed with compound cryopumps,

which are part of the limiter/vacuum system. Upon regeneration of the vacuum

pumps the fuel is processed for chemical purification, isotopic enrichment,

storage, and refueling. The chemical purification subsystem is designed to

remove all condensible impurities (CD^, D20, N2, etc.). The helium is

separated from the Ife fuel by a falling film condenser, after which the helium

is isotopically enriched by means of cryogenic distillation.1~3 Separation

factors for helium,are reportedly higher than those for the cryogenic distil-

lation of hydrogen isotopes.^ The hydrogen isotopes are separated by means of

cryogenic distillation at -20 K. The protium waste stream is primarily HD;

the fuel stream can consist of D2/DT or separate D2, T2 streams depending on

fueling requirements. The components of the fuel reprocessing cycle are quite

similar to those in a D-T fuel processing cycle (Fig. 5-2) with the additional

feature of isotopic enrichment of helium.

Fig. 5-1. Schematic of fuel reprocessing loop.
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The mass flow rates for WILDCAT and STARFIRE are showr. in Table 5-1. It

can be seen that although the amount of tritium exhausted from the plasma is

much less for WILDCAT, it is still a significant amount (10 g/day).

Table 5-1. Mass Flow Rates for WILDCAT (Cat-Dl
Versus STARFIRE (D-T)

Thermal power, MW

Net electric power, MW

Burn cycle

Ion density, 1020 ions/m3

Plasma volume, m3

Surface area, m2

Particle confinement time, s

Tritium reflection coefficient

Fractional burnup
D
T
3 He

Deuterium burned, g/day

Deuterium exhaust, g/day

Tritium burned, g/day

Tritium exhaust, g/day

3He burned, g/day

3He exhaust, g/day

Protium exhaust, g/day

4He exhaust, g/day

Tritium breeding, g/day

WILDCAT
Cat-D

2700

810

Steady-State

1.66

1850

1250

4

0.9

0.17
0.90
0.12

480

2400

100

10

125

1000

80

320

STARFIRE
D-T

4000

1200

Steady-State

0.8

780

750

4

0.9

0.42
0.42

360

506

536

760

10

712

560

5.2 Vacuum Systems

Vacuum pumping and impurity control for WILDCAT are quite similar to D-T

systems, e.g., STARFIRE.* Large quantities of hydrogen isotopes and helium

isotopes must be removed simultaneously, and high pumping speeds are required.

As discussed elsewhere,* the vacuum pumping requirements are best satisfied
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by compound cryosorption pumps. WILDCAT has somewhat higher gas loads but has

reduced tritium levels. These differences and their Impact upon design, com-

pared to STARFIRE, are discussed below.

The total gas load, 44 Pa-m3/s, is more than twice that for STARFIRE.

The result of this is that a higher effective pumping speed is required for

WILDCAT. The trade-offs between pump speed, conductance losses in a rather

complicated network of vacuum pathways as a function of geometry, and radia-

tion steaming are discussed in considerable detail in the STARFIRE report, and

are not reiterated here. Rather, the results of the trade-off study for

WILDCAT are discussed. The vacuum pumping parameters are shown in Table 5-2.

The key point is that the duct conductance is the major limitation to pumping

speed. In order to achieve greater overall speeds necessitated by the higher

gas loads in WILDCAT, the duct conductance has been increased by increasing

the duct diameter to 1.2 m and by reducing the length to 2 m. The width of

the plenum has been reduced to SO cm, resulting in a 50% decrease in plenum

conductance.

The tradeoff between vacuum pump regeneration frequency, tritium inven-

tory, and valve lifetime Is of considerable interest for D-D systems. For

STARFIRE it was estimated that the large valves would have a lifetime of 8000

to 10,000 cycles. Because the STARFIRE plasma exhaust is about one-third

tritium, considerations of tritium inventories provided strong motivation to

minimize the cycle time to two hours. This resulted in a maximum amount of

2.6 g tritium in each pump with a total tritium inventory of 63 g in all the

pumps. However, owing to the limited valve lifetime, it was estimated that

vacuum valves would require replacement every two years. In WILDCAT the trit-

ium accumulation rate is much less, a total of 10 g/day. Accordingly, assum-

ing a 10,000 cycle valve lifetime, the valves would last 40 y if the pumps

were regenerated every 32 h. This scenario has been adopted for WILDCAT. The

resultant tritium inventory is a maximum of 0.56 g per pump with a total of

13.4 g.

5.3 Design of the Isotopic Separation System and Tritium Inventory

The fuel recycling requirements for both steady-state and pulsed mode

operation of WILDCAT have been analyzed. Because a small amount of tritium is

needed for startup, it is of considerable significance whether the reactor is
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Table 5-2. WILDCAT Vacuum Pumping Parameters

Gas load, Pa-m3/s

Total pressure in limiter slot, Pa

Hydrogen pressure in limiter slot, Pa

Helium pressure in limiter slot, Pa

Total effective pumping speed, a3/s
For helium, m3/s

No. of pumps (on-line/total)

Rated pump speed, m3/s
D-T
He

Limiter duct conductance, m3/s

Plenum width, cm

Plenum conductance, m3/s

No. of vacuum ducts

Duct length, m

Duct diameter, m

Vacuum duct conductance, m3/s

WILDCAT
(Cat-D)

44

0.04

0.024

0.016

1100
1100

24/48

120
200

4000

50

7000

24

2

1.2

3800

STARFIRE
(D-T)

18.7

0.04

0.024

0.016

480
490

24/48

120
200

4000

70

13,700

24

10

1.0

730

in steady-state or pulsed mode. The use of tritium introduces a complex

operating step in the pulsed mode. For steady-state operation the primary

function of the fuel reprocessing system is to remove the protium waste (after

separation of debris and condensible gases) from the spent fuel. Tritium for

startup is supplied from a separate source. For pulsed mode operation the

reprocessing system must provide the startup tritium in addition to removal of

protium. General consideration of fuel processing have previously been dis-

cussed.1,6 The cryogenic distillation system for WILDCAT is discussed below.

5.3.1 Distillation Cascade

The flow rates required for a typical set of operating conditions for

WILDCAT are the following:

Protium
Deuterium
Tritium
Total

10 g/day
2100 g/day
10 g/day
607 g-raol/day
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For the steady-state mode the cascade arrangement is shown in Fig. 5-3 exclud-

ing column 4. The products from each column (using 30 theoretical plates) are

shown in Table 5-3. The final product streams are: (1) protium waste as the

top product from column 3 and (2) the recycled fuel as the bottom product

from column 1. Since the concentration of tritium in the protium waste is low

(<0.002%), this stream may be directly discharged into the environment. The

protium content in the recycled fuel is <0.1%. Thus, a three-column cascade

appears to be adequate since the basic purity conditions are met.

A second set of calculations has been carried out for the above cascade

with each column containing 50 theoretical plates instead of 30. The analyti-

cal results, which are summarized in Table 5-4, show that the purity of the

products is improved. For steady-state operation it should be noted that

after the tritium content of the initial fuel mixture is extracted from the

spent fuel, columns 2 and 3 are put under standby conditions. Only one column

(column 1) is needed to separate the protium impurity from the recycled fuel.

For reactor operation under pulsed mode a fourth column is needed (column

4 in Fig. 5-4) to redistill the heavy product from column 1 in order to pro-

vide a start-up fuel mixture of deuterium and tritium. Fig. 5-4 shows that

when a product stream equal to ~0.25% of the feed stream is withdrawn as a

heavy fraction from column 4, it essentially meets the start-up fuel require-

ments. The composition of the top and the bottom product is shown in Table

5-5. An examination of the composition of the bottom products shows that the

ratio of D to T - 1, and the protium impurity fraction is less than 1 PPB.

Thus, extra tritium for startup can be obtained by redistilling the heavy

product from column 1.

5.3.2 Tritium Inventory

An exact calculation of the tritium inventory has not been done due to

lack of sufficient data related to liquid holdup, height equivalent to a theo-

retical plate (HETP) and the size of the chemical equilibrators. A conserva-

tive approach has been taken in the calculations by assuming that the HETP is

2 in. and that the liquid holdup is equal to 20Z of the column volume. Fur-

ther, it assumed that the liquid volume in the transfer lines, pumps, valves,

and chemical equilibrators is equal to the liquid holdup in th columns. The

dimensions and the other pertinent data for the four columns are summarized in

Table 5-6.
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PC: Partial Condenser
RB: Reboiler
CE: Chemical Equilibrator

.PC

PC

606.7 moles
Feed

3

200
moles

PC

e\ j

o
O

CE

100
moles

CE
RB

100 moles

RB
506.7 moles

••Protium Waste
20 moles

RB
80 moles

c
E

O

o

505.4 moles

RB
D 2

T2

H2

13rnoles

~~"*" 51.4%

48.6%

0.

Fig. 5-3• Schematic of the isotoplc separation system for a
D-D fusion reactor. The fourth column is used to
provide tritium for startup in the pulsed case.
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Table 5-3. Product Compositions for Three-Column Cascade (30-Plate Column)

SUHHARY OF ANALYTICAL

PROD.
1

30

COHP N-H2
6.0076630-04
7.0642330-OS

SUHHARY OF ANALYTICAL

PROD,
1

30

.COHP N-H2
1.20152SD-03
3.512565D-09

SUHHARY OF ANALYTICAL

PROD,
1

30

XOHP N-H2
2.6704900-02
1.3635410-05

RESULTS FOR COLUMN : 1

HD HT
4.4561410-02 6.396954D-05
1.691246D-03 1.6523S0O-05

RESULTS FOR COLUMN : 2

HD HT
8.883767D-02 1.1SS539D-04
2.8514950-04 9.085185D-06

RESULTS FOR COLUMN : 3

H3 HT
2.992370D-01 1.112225D-05
2.600164D-02 3.803143D-06

N-D2
9.539641D-01
9.917S75D-01

M-02
9.097295D-01
9.9319330-01

N-D2
6.7402650-01
9.7370430-01

DT
8,0964020-04
6.49064SD-03

DT
1.120356D-04
1.507245D-03

DT
2.044405D-05
2.76S603D-04

Table 5-4. Product Compositions fo r Three-Column

SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL

PROD.
1

50

COHP N-H2
6.0091070-04
8.8432990-10

SUHHARY OF ANALYTICAL

PROD,
1

50

,COHP N-H2
1.201821D-03
3.3263570-12

SUHHARY OF ANALYTICAL

PROD.
1

50

,COHP N-H2
2.8875800-02
6.8999380-07

RESULTS FOR COLUMN : 1

HD HT
4.633960D-02 6.391955D-05
9.362480D-04 1.6532580-05

RESULTS FOR COLUMN : 2

HD HT
9.265852D-02 1.234089D-04
2.067493D-05 4.430241D-06

RESULTS FOR COLUMN : 3

HD HT
3.142545D-01 7.651605D-06
2.5972130-02 2.6362280-06

N-D2
9.525S93D-01
9.9252720-01

H-D2
9.0598640-01
9.9919220-01

H-D2
6.56856SD-01
9.7333SSD-01

Table 5-5. Product Composition for Redistillation

DT
4.0626930-04
6.506044D-03

DT
2.987930D-05
7.826589D-04

DT
5.2080520-06
1.8573220-04

N-T2
1.2909870-07
1.404381D-05

N-T2
9.712394D-10
2.5722610-07

N-T2
1.O40S03D-1O
2.674767D-0S

AFH
2.291D 00
8.540D-02

AFH
4.56SD 00
1.4710-02

APH
1.7630 01
1.302D 00

APO
9.766D
9.959D

APO
9.5420
9.991D

APD
8.2370
9.S6SO

Cascade (50-Plate Column)

N-T2
1.2105940-08
1.396229D-05

N-T2
7.144627D-12
2.420473D-08

N-T2
2.323070D-12
1.184416D-08

of Heavy Fraction from

APH
2.3S0D 00
4.7640-02

APH
4.759D 00
1.255D-03

APH
1.860D 01
1.299D 00

Column 1

AFD
9.7600
9.9620

APD
9.5230
9.S96D

APD
8.1400
9.849D

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

(see Table

APT
4.3690-02
3.268D-01

APT
1.1540-02
7.5S4D-02

APT
1.578D-03
1.404D-02

APT
2.351O-02
3.275D-01

APT
7.664D-03
3.936D-02

APT
6.4300-04
9.420D-C3

5-3)

SUIIHARY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BLANKET PRXESSIt.'S: HP= 50

PROD.COMP N-H2
1 7.081787D-0S

50 9.2234350-21

HD
1.695459D-03
9.12141SD-11

HT
1.655492D-05
5.9652010-10

H-02
9.9417C00-01
3.3957303-02

DT
4.1119440-03
9.604193D-01

N-T2
1.853194D-09
5.623423D-03

AFH
8.5610-02
3.4390-0S

APO
9.971D 01
5.142D 01

APT
2.0S4D-C1
4.S5S0 01



Table 5-6. Distillation Column Data

I. D., cm

Height, m

Liquid holdup, cm3

Weight of liquid, g
(essentially pure deuterium)

At-% tritium

Columns

1

2.54

1.52

309

53

0.1858

2

1.90

1.52

174

30

0.0341

3

1.27

1.52

77

13

0.0084

4

2.54

1.52

309

53

16.4

Tritiulm inventory: Column 1 + Column 2 + Column 3 » 0.2 g.

Column 4 - 13 g.

The tritium inventory for the three-column cascade is 0.2 g. Although the

tritium inventory in the fourth column (pulsed mode) is significantly larger

than that in the first three columns, the total tritium inventory is low and

does not present a safety problem in case of an accident situation.

5.4 Tritium Inventories and Source Terms

The rationale for locations and amounts of tritium in a fusion power

reactor are discussed in considerable detail in the STARFIRE report.* The

tritium inventories in WILDCAT are compared to those of STARFIRE in Table

5-7. It is evident that the amounts of tritium are greatly reduced; however,

appropriate safety systems and containment strategies are still required.

Further, whereas STARFIRE has large quantities of the oxide form of tritium

(T20), no significant amount of T20 has been identified for WILDCAT. Since

T20 is orders of magnitude more toxic than T2, the above fact translates to a

considerable relative safety advantage.

Sources of tritium for WILDCAT have been studied as well. In particular,

the migration of tritium in water coolants has been investigated. Tritium in

water coolants is a function of wall area, wall temperature, particle energy,

and triton flux. The total tritium inventory rate was estimated to be ~10

Ci/day in STARFIRE. The rate for WILDCAT is estimated by scaling from

particle fluxes and wall areas with STARFIRE:
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Table 5-7. Tritium Inventories (g)

"Vulnerable"

Vacuum pumps (DT)
Fueling (DT)
Blanket processing (T^O)

"Non-Vulnerable"

Breeder Blanket (T20)
Storage (Tz)
Fuel processing (DT)
Distillation system (DT)

WILDCAT

13.A
2.0

20
<1.0
0.2(13)a

STARFIRE

63
54
280

-10,000
1070
154
50

aIncreases to 13 g for pulsed mode of operation.

4.6 x 1017 T/m2-s (WILDCAT) x 1250 m2 (WILDCAT) x 10 Ci/day
Xj «

3.15 x 1019 T/m2-s (STARFIRE) x 780 m2 (STARFIRE)

» 0.2 Ci/day .

Further, 7Li0H is used for corrosin control in water coolants. In

STARFIRE reactions of 7Li with 14 MeV neutrons was estimated to produce

~1 Ci/day of tritium in the first-wall coolant. Scaling with the 14-MeV

neutron power, we obtain:

620 MW (WILDCAT) x 1.0 Ci/day

3810 MW (STARFIRE)
0.2 Ci/day .

The total tritium accumulation rate in the water coolant is then 0.2 +

0.2 « 0.4 Ci/day. This is balanced by losses including decay, leakage, and

permeation. Permeation is very small and is assumed to be negligible. Trit-

ium decay is calculated to be approximately equal to tritium loss through

leakage. The appropriate steady-state level of tritium is 0.0066 Ci/liter;

leakage is 0.20 Ci/day; and decay is also 0.20 Ci/day.

Tritium source terms can be compared to those in STARFIRE. (See Table

5-8.) It is seen that there are substantial reductions in both routine losses

(0.3 Ci/day vs. 13 Ci/day) and potential accidents. In addition, losses of

tritium in the oxide form are greatly reduced.
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Table 5-8. Tritium Source Terns

Source terns, Ci/day

Coolant (HTO)
Fuel processing
Solid wastes
Building leakage
Total

Maximum conceivable releases, g

Vacuum pump
Blanket processing
Isotope separation system

WILDCAT

0.2
-10-2
-10-2
-10-1
0.3

0.58

0.2(13)a

STARFIRE

10
~1
-1
~1
13

2.6
10 (T20)
50

Increases to 13 g for pulsed mode of operation.
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6. COST ANALYSIS

This section presents the basis, development, and analysis of a cost

estimate for the WILDCAT reactor. Since the physical design for WILDCAT is

conceptually similar to the previous STARFIRE design, the cost estimate is

developed using the STARFIRE es.'aate as a starting point and as a point of

comparison. The cost ground rules and cost accounts are in conformance with

the DOE guidelines as specified in Ref. 2. Costs are expressed in constant

1980 dollars and then-current year dollars which represent the facility cost

in the first year of operation. The cost basis is the same as used for

STARFIRE, so that the costs are directly comparable. Table 6-1 illustrates

the summary of the capital costs for both STARFIRE and WILDCAT, broken down

by major cost category. Similar to STARFIRE, the largest cost is for the

Reactor Plant Equipment.

The steady-state and the pulsed WILDCAT power plants each has a con-

siderably higher cost than STARFIRE. The buildings are not significantly

different from STARFIRE (some are lower in cost, some are higher). The

blanket is almost exclusively stainless steel, but it is very massive and

almost twice the cost of STARFIRE. The shield is constructed in a similar

manner to STARFIRE but is almost double the weight and double the cost. The

magnets are larger and have almost four times the stored energy of STARFIRE

with the cost being more than double. The steel centerpost also raises the

cost of the primary structure. The largest cost increases are associated

with the pulsed-version power supplies. The power supplies for the OH and

EF coils are estimated at $216 M and $100 M respectively, which is an order

of magnitude larger than for the steady-state version. Most of the other

Reactor Plant Equipment subsystems are at or below the corresponding -

STARFIRE subsystem costs. The above named subsystems, however, have pushed

the Reactor Plant Equipment to $1496 M for the steady-state and $1889 M for

the pulsed reactor versus $968 M for STARFIRE. The Turbine Plant Equipment

is reduced from STARFIRE except for the Thermal Energy Storage subsystem

required for the pulsed version which adds approximately $140 M to this

account. The remainder of the plant costs are slightly reduced from the

STARFIRE values.
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Table 6-1. Summary of Capital Costs

Account
Mo.

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

91

92

93

Cost Account Title

Land and Land Rights

STARFIRE

3.30

Structures and Site Facilities 346.58

Reactor Plant Equipment

Turbine Plant Equipment

Electric Plant Equipment

Miscellaneous Plant Equipment

Special Materials

Total Direct Cost

Construction Facilities
Equipment and Services (10%)

Engineering and Construction
Management Services (8Z)

Other Costs (5%)

Subtotal

968.62

249.68

117.28

40.77

0.25

1726.48

172.65

138.12

86.32

2123.57

Cost (MS)

WILDCAT
(Steady-State)

3.30

346.59

1496.63

215.38

111.08

39.66

0.25

2212.89

221.29

177.03

110.64

2721.85

WILDCAT
(Pulsed)

3.30

366.77

1888.78

357.21

109.22

39.66

0.25

2765.19

276.52

221.21

138.26

3401.18

1986 1986 1986
1980 Then 1980 Then 1980 Then

Constant Current Constant Current Constant Current

94 Interest During
Construction 276.70 671.69 354.66 860.92 443.17 1075.79

95 Escalation During
Construction 0.00 402.63 0.00 516.06 0.00 644.86

Total Capital 2400.27 3197.89 3076.51 4098.83 3844.35 5121.83

Cost/Generating
Capacity ($/kWe) 2000 2665 3788 5048 4528 6033
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If tine would permit, more coat effective approaches could be pursued

and the cost of WILDCAT might be lowered somewhat. On the other hand, prob-

lems associated with the advanced nature of the high field toroidal colls,

the current-drive concept, and the generally larger reactor are difficult to

evaluate but would undoubtedly add to the cost. In addition, an in-depth

assessment of the cost impact of the reduced tritium inventories and lack of

need to breed tritium with regard to licensing, maintainability, and safety

is also difficult to evaluate, but could provide a factor which could make

WILDCAT more cost-«ffective.

6.1 Economic Guidelines and Assumptions

All coats are reported in 1980 year dollars and are directly comparable

to the STARFIRE economic analysis. The costs are developed based upon a

mature fusion industry with the WILDCAT design representing the tenth-of-s-

kind design to eliminate the effects of research and development costs and

allow comparison with current fission and fossil plants. This tenth-of-a-

klnd assumption is used to estimate the learning curve effects of quantity

purchased equipment. .

The reference site is assumed to be a midwestern town of Middletown as

defined in Ref. 1. This standard site facilitates the costing analysis and

provides a basis for the labor and material costs. A design allowance is

not used for the well-understood accounts 21, 23, 24 and 25. The Reactor

Plant Equipment uses design allowances depending upon the estimated develop-

ment of each system. Contingency allowance, which is an allowance to

provide for unforeseen cost overruns, is estimated at 15% for all cost

accounts as recommended in Ref. 3. An allowance for spare parts is also

provided for all cost categories. The adopted spare cost allowances from

Ref. 3 are shown below. These allowances are applied only to purchased

parts and to material costs and not to labor. The only exception Is for

Account 22, which is largely purchased equipment, and the allowance is

applied directly to the total cost.
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Cost Account

21, 22, 23

24

25

Others

Spare Parts Allowance

2Z

4Z

3%

02

Any costly component that requires a spares inventory is separately identi-

fied. Section 6.2.3.16 details the major items identified as spare parts in

the Reactor Plant Equipment. These major items are additive to the standard

allowances given previously.

Indirect cost allowances are also provided to cover expenses resulting

from the support activities required to design, fabricate, assemble, and

check out the entire power plant. Some cost ground rules are recommended in

Ref. 1, but these were slightly modified in the development of the STARFIRE

cost estimate, based upon the design and construction techniques employed

(Ref. 4, p. 22-8). These same indirect cost allowances are applied to

WILDCAT.

Cost Account Indirect Cost Allowances

91 Construction Facilities, Equipment 10%
and Services

92 Engineering and Construction 8Z
Management Services

93 Other Costs 5Z

Time related costs include an allowance for funds used during construc-

tion (AFDC) and are the expense of the interest charges of financing the

debt, the charges on the equity (common stock) portion of the financing, and

any administration charges on the financing. Reference 1 has a complete set

of cost guidelines in this area and these are adopted and shown below:

• Utility is investor^owned.

• Capital structure is S3Z debt financing and 47Z equity financing.

• Nominal cost of debt financing is 8Z per year.

• Power plant economic lifetime is 30 years with no salvage value.

• Cost escalation and general inflation is 5Z per year.
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Although the above values are not in concert with today's economic picture,

these guidelines can be used for conparlson purposes between various eco-

nomic studies. In particular, the guidelines are the sane as those used for

STARFIRE. The capital cost accounts used for WILDCAT are also the same as

those presented in Ref. 1 for STARFIRE.

6.2 Capital Costs

This section presents the logic and supporting data for the generation

of the WILDCAT capital cost estinate. Factors which determine and Influence

the cost are examined. If the equipment and material usage Is common to

STARFIRE, the STARFIRE cost basis is adopted. If different equipment or

materials are used, a new basis for the cost estimate Is justified. The

total capital costs for WILDCAT are shown in Table 6-2. The total direct

cost for the steady-state plant is $2212 M, and the total capital cost is

$3077 M in constant 1980 dollars and $4099 M In the then-current 1986

dollars. The pulsed reactor costs are $2765 M for the direct costs and

$3844 M (1980 $) and $5122 M (1986 $) for the total capital costs. The

following subsections discuss the individual capital costs and their genera-

tion.

6.2.1 Land and Land Rights (Account 20)

The reference plant site, similar to STARFIRE, has been chosen to be

1,000 acres in a midwestern location. The land requirements are less severe

than for an LWR in regard to exclusion boundaries and hence the 1,000 acres

are deemed adequate. Sufficient apace Is provided for constructing multiple

plants at the common site. The cost associated with the land and privilege

acquisition is estimated at 1,000 acres times $3,000/A>
1 so that C2o.oi *

$3.0 M. The cost of the initial clearing of the land, demolition of exist-

ing structures, and relocation of buildings, highways, and railroads is

estimated to be 10% of the land cost, i.e. C20#02 " §°*3
 M* ™ 8 '• *

reasonable value because the topography and site characteristics are amen-

able to the WILDCAT requirements and the site access, i.e., roads, railways,

and barge facilities are adequate. The value of the land is really a non-

depreciable asset, but following the recommendations in Ref. 1,
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Table 6-2. Capital Costs

r
ON

Account
No.

20

20.01

20.02

21

21.01

21.02

21.03

21.04

21.05

21.06

21.07

21 .0*

21.09

21.10

21.11

21.12

21.13

21.14

21.15

21.14

21.17

21 .9*

21.99

Account T i t l .

Land and Land Riahta

Land aid Privi laoa Acquisition

Relocation or Buildings, U t i l i t i e s , Highways,
and Other Sarvicaa

Structures and Si te Fac i l i t ies

Si te Iaproveaanta and Facil i t ies)

Reactor Building

Turbine Building

Cooling Syatsa Structures

Electr ical Equipaent end Power Supply Building

Plant Auxil iary Svateae Building

Hot Call Building

Reactor Service Building

Service deter Building

rual Handling and Storage Building

Control R O M Building

On-Site ec Power-Supply Building -

Administration Building

Sita Service Building

Cryogenics end Inert Baa Storaga Building

Security Building

Ventiletion Stack

Spare ^Parta Allowance

Contingency Allowance

START IRE

3.30 3.30

3.0

0.3

3*6.58

11.15

157.4*

35.92

7.96

9.16

3.26

53.69

1.88

0.66

B.63

3.10

2.05

0.B7

0.87

0.91

0.31

1.81

1.96

44.95

Coete (19BU H9J

WILDCAT, steady Stete

3.30

3.00

0.30

346.59

11.15

160.38

35.92

6.38

9.16

3.26

55.39

1.88

0.57

6.90

3.10

2.05

0.87

0.87

1.49

0.31

0.00

1.96

44.95

WILDCAT, Pulsed

3.30

3.00

0.30

366.77

11.15

160.38

35.92

5.65

26.44

3.26

55.39

1.M

0.52

6.90

3.10

2.05

0.B7

0.87

1.57

0.31

0.00

2.07

48.44



Table 6-2. Capital Costs (Contd.)

Account
No.

22

22.01

22.01.01

22.01.02

22.01.03

22.01.0*

2»=01,0S

22.O1.K

22.01.07

Z2.01.0t

22.O1.Of

22.02

22.02.01

22.02.02

22.02.03

22.02.0*

22.03

22.03.01

22.03.02

22.03.03

22.03.0*

22.0*

22.0* . 01

22.0*,02

22.04.03

Account T i t l e

Reactor Plant Equipwnt

neactdr EquipMnt

Blanket and F i ra t Mall

Shield

Hagnata

IF Heating Current Otiva

Priaary Structura and Support

"~ fiaactot Vacua

Pooar Simply, Switching and Enatgy Storage

lapurity Control

ECM Plame Braakdnn

Main Heat Transfer and Tranaport Syateae

Priaary Coolant Syataa

I n t e m d i e t e Coolant Syataa

Liaiter Cooling Syatai

Reeldual Haat Iteaoval Syataa

Cryogenic Cooling Syatea

Htliua Liquafiar Rarrigarator

LH* Transfer and Storage

He Caa Storage

LNj Syetaa

Radiaactlvo Haate Traetaent and Diapoaal

Liquid Maat* Proceating and Equipamt

Gaaeoua Maitaa and Orr-Gae Procaaaing Syatein

Solid Neetee Proceating Equipaant

START IRE

948.62

389.26

69. M

14.90

A. tO

82.36

186.07

171.57

3J.49

52.7*

*.86

52.90

2.*5

2.(2

63.10

-

6.19

0.55

7.70

3.60

2.80

0.80

1.70

1.80

1.30

Coata (1»M Ht)

WILDCAT, Staady State

1*96.6}

10*6.95

132.23

352.50

352.66

34.88

115.13

8.68

32.20

3.07

15.60

51.92

44.10

-

7.27

0.55

30.07

15.54

7.27

5.65

1.61

4.80

1.70

1.80

1.30

KILDCAT, Pulaad

1H8.78

1385.73

46.24

32.47

4.80

132.23

352.50

389.78

34.88

113.09

8.68

335.90

3.07

15.60

38.79

-

6.90

0.55

16.78

7.85

6.10

1.74

1.70

1.80

1.30



Table 6-2. Capital Costs (Contd.)

T
00

Account
No.

22.05

22.05.01

22.05.02

22.D5.O3

22.05.0*

22.05.05

22.O5.Ot

22.05.07

22.06

22.06.01

22.Ok.02

2J.06.03

22.06.0*

22.Ot.O5

22.O6.Ot

22.06.07

22.06.08

22.07

22.07.01

22.07.02

22.07.03

22.98

22.9*

Account T i t U

Fual Handling and Storaga Syatana

Fual Pur i f icat ion Systaaa

Liquefaction

Fual Preparation Sytteaa

Fual In ject ion

Fual Storage

Trit iua Extraction and Recovery

Ataoapharic T r i t iua Racovary Syetea

Other Reactor Plant Equipment

Maintananca Equipaent

Spacial Haating Syataaa

Coolant Racaiving, Storaga and Make-Up Syateaa

C M Syataaa

Inart Ataoaphara Syatail

Fluid LaaV Dataction

Cloaad Loop Coolant Syate*

Standby Cooling Syataa

Instruaantation and Control

Reactor I K Equipaent

Monitoring Syetaaa

Inetruaentation and Tranaducan

Spara Parta Allomnca

Contihgancy Allotnnea

5TARF1RE

38.60

*3.75

23.*1

66.38

117.68

8.80

-

0.30

1.*0

2.00

5.*0

20.70

38.30

0.00

0.2*

0.08

o.on

2.00

1.97

1.16

7.61

1.76

U.O*

Coata 119BU nt

N1LKAT, Staady Stata 1

31.70

43.13

23.*1

79.85

184.80

i

7.80

:

0.60 ,

2.10 '

0.50

0.00 :

20.70 :
]

38.30

0.00

0.2*

0.08

0.00

2.00

1.58

0.93

7.61

1.76

U.O*

MILDCAT, Pulaad

31.70

*2.81

23.*1

86.55

235.07

7.80

-

0.60

2.10

0.50

0.00

20.70

38.30

0.00

0.2*

0.0*

0.00

2 . X

1.38

0.81

7.61

1.76

U.O*



TaSle 6-2". Capital Costs (Contcf.)

CT

Account
No.

23

23.01

23.02

23.03

23.04

23.05

23.06

23.07

23. n
23.9»

24

24.01

24.02

24.03

24.04

24.0»

24.M

24.07

24.M

24.V9

25

25.01

25.02

25.03

25.0*

Account Title

Turbine Plant Equipaent

Turbine-Generatore

Main Staaa Syataa

Haat Rejection Syeteae

Condensing Syatea*

Feed Heating Syetea*

OtMr Turbine Plant Equipaent

Inetruaantation and Control ( I K ) Equipaant

Spare Part. Allowance

Contingency Allowance

Electric Plant Equlownt

Swltchgeer

Station Service Equipaant

Switchboard*

Protective Equipaant

Electrical Structuree end Hiring Containere

Power end Control Hiring

Electrical Lighting

Spare Parte Allowance

Contingency Allowance

Miacellanaou* Plant Eouipaent

Traneportetion and Lifting Equipaent

Air and Hater Service Syetaae

CoaBunlcationa Equipaent

Furniihina end Fixture*

uoate ( I " W J hi)

SIARFIRE

249.68

77.33

4.37

44.3*

19.18

9.3?

MJ.S4

8.70

3.41

32.12

117.21

12.39

17.0*

7.80

2.11

17.40

35.99

8.20

1.21

15.14

40.77

15.68

12.35

6.22

0.75

WILDCAT, Steady State

215.38

67.00

3.77

36.80

16.05

7.64

44.77

8.70

2.94

27.71

111.06

12.39

17.04

7.80

2.11

15.66

32.39

8.20

1.15

14.34

34.66

15.68

H.39

6.22

0.75

WILDCAT, Pulaad

357.21

70.00

129.67

33.02

14.48

6.76

41.74

10.70

4.88

45.96

109.22

12.J9

17.04

7.80

2.11

15.1*

31.31

8.20

1.13

14.10

39.6*

15.68

11.J»

6.22

0.75



Table 6-2. Capital Costs (Contd.)

I
o

Account
No. Account Titla

25.98 Spars Part. Allotwnca

25.99 Continotncy Allovanca

24 Spacial Hatariala

Total Diract Coat

91 Contraction Facilit iaa. Equipaant and Sarvicaa (10*)

92 Enginaarina and Construction Managaaant Sarvicaa (8X)

93 Otn.r Coata (5*)

Subtotal

94 Intaraat During Construction

95 Eacalation Dur'ng. Conatruction

Total Capital

tAMa

0.25

1726.48

172.65

138.12

86.32

2123.57

1980
Conatant

276.70

0.00

2400.27

2000

START IRE

0.52

5.25

1986
Than-Currant

671.69

402.63

3197.89

2665

WILDCAT.

0.25

2212.89

221.29

177.05

110.64

2721.85

1980
Conatant

354.66

0.00

3076.51

3788

St.ady Stata

0.51

1986
Than-Currant

860.92

516.06

4098.83

50*8

WILDCAT,

0

0.25

2765.19

276.52

221.21

138.26

3*01.18

1980
Conatant

443.17

0.00

3844.35

4528

Pulaad

.51

.11

1986
Than-Currant

1075.79

644.86

5121.83

6033



the cost of land Is treated as a depreciating asset to simplify the economic

analysis. Thus:

C2Q » $3.30 M

6.2.2 Structures and Site Facilities (Account 21)

This account covers all direct costs associated with the physical

buildings, cooling system structures, site Improvements and facilities, and

miscellaneous structures and building work. The cost estimates for this

account have been prepared by the Ralph M. Parsons Company based upon a

comparison with the previous STARFIRE design. Any design and cost differ-

ences are noted In the following descriptions. The facility Is in most

respects virtually identical to STARFIRE in size, location, and types and

functions of the buildings. Only the size and the internal arrangements of

a few buildings are modified. The labor and material rates are identical to

those used for STARFIRE.

The total cost for this account for the steady-state version of WILDCAT

is essentially identical to STARFIRE, while the pulsed version is roughly

$20 M more. The Reactor Building is only slightly more expensive in both

versions, reflecting the larger reactor size. The largest increase is in

the pulsed WILDCAT Electrical Equipment and Power Supply Building, which

would house the motor/generator sets for the OH and EF power supplies.

Other buildings only reflect minor changes. The total cost for this account

including spares and contingency is:

C21 - $346.59 M (Steady State)

- $366.77 M (Pulsed)

6.2.2.1 Site Improvements and Facilities (Account 21.01)

The site improvements and facilities for WILDCAT are identical to

STARFIRE and thus are:

c21.01
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6.2.2.2 Reactor Building (Account 21.02)

The slightly larger size of the reactor envelope for the WILDCAT design

requires the maintenance monorail track to be enlarged one meter In

radius. However the basic STARFIRE reactor building floor plan accomodates

this minimal Increase without enlarging the floor area. The reactor enve-

lope has increased 2 m in height to acconodate the upper vacuum pumps with

piping emerging from the top of the pump covers. This Increases the build-

ing height 3 m resulting in a 3Z building cost increase due to superstruc-

ture costs. Reductions in the main steam system do not lead to any reduc-

tion In building floor areas. Any space gained is utilized as an additional

laydown space, which is currently at a premium. Thus the overall building

size is rectangular (120 m long by 50 m wide and 45.5 m high above ground

level). The cost of the reactor building is:

C21.02 " $160>38M

6.2.2.3 Turbine Building (Account 21.03)

The thermal power input to the turbine is reduced in both the steady-

state and the pulsed version as compared to the STARFIRE design. The actual

size of the turbine Is reduced only slightly, and all other required equip-

ment is unchanged. Thus the cost for this account remains the same at:

C21.03 " $35'92 M

6.2.2.4 Cooling System Structures (Account 21.04)

This cost account covers the circulating water system, which discharges

all the waste heat of the power plant. The costs associated are directly

proportional to the waste heat of the two versions. The costs of this

account are:

C21.04 " $6'38 M (Steady State)

- $5.65 M (Pulsed)
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6.2.2.5 Electrical Equipment and Rf Power Supply Building (Account 21.05)

Like STARFIRE, WILDCAT requires a special building to house the power

supplies for the TF, EF, OH, and CF coils and the rf heating and current

drive system (a conpressional Alfven wave system for WILDCAT). The space

requirements for the steady-state version are very similar to STARFIRE, but

the pulsed WILDCAT requires almost an order-of-magnitude larger space for

the OH and EF coil power supplies. The building for the steady state ver-

sion is a 8teel-framed three-story building similar to the STARFIRE build-

ing. The building for the pulsed version houses the motor/generator sets

for the OH and EF power supplies in an enlarged subgrade portion of the

Electrical Equipment and Rf Power Supply Building. The associated silicon

controlled rectifier components and switchgear are housed in a building

located between the Electrical Equipment and Rf Power Supply Building and

the Reactor Building. This increase in requirements significantly

influences the building costs.

C21.O5 * $9'16 M (Steady State)

- $26.44 M (Pulsed)

6.2.2.6 Plant Auxiliary Systems Building (Account 21.06)

This two-level building houses the heat exchangers and the pumps for

the closed cooling system. It also houses the chillers, pumps, instruments,

air equipment, and a maintenance area. All of these functions are identical

In size, thus the building Is the same size as for STARFIRE:

C21.06 - $3'26 M

6.2.2.7 Hot Cell Building (Account 21.07)

The anticipated longer life of the first wall and blanket for WILDCAT

(20 y versus 6 y) reduces the need for frequent utilization of the Hot Cell,

but the unscheduled reactor maintenance requires a similar sized facility.
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Also the maintenance, repair, decontamination, and inspection equipment

areas are also similar to size to STARFIRE. The larger sized blanket

modules require a taller Hot Cell Building. The cost for WILDCAT Is:

c21.O7" $55.39 M

6.2.2.8 Reactor Service Building (Account 21.08)

The Reactor Service Building is a ground-level high-bay area between

the Hot Cell and the Turbine Building and is adjacent to the Plant Auxiliary

building. The STARFIRE Reactor Service Building is sufficiently tall to

accommodate the larger WILDCAT modules, thus the same building would suffice

at:

C21.08 * $1>88 M

6.2.2.9 Service Water Building (Pump Houses) (Account 21.09)

The make-up water and the firewater pump house remain the same as for

the STARFIRE design. The circulating water pump house building is scaled

down in relation to the lower circulating water requirements of the two

WILDCAT versions (80% for the steady state and 70% for the pulsed). Thus

the costs for this account are:

C2l 09 " $0*57 M (steady State)

- $0.52 M (Pulsed)

6.2.2.10 Fuel Handling and Storage Building (Account 21.10)

The Fuel Handling and Storage Building handles the fuel reprocessing

equipment and the storage of the fuel. Since there is no tritium required

as fuel, most of the tritium storage equipment, the transfer pump units, and

the trltiated waste recovery units can be eliminated. The elimination of

this equipment leads to a reduced building size of 40 m by 30 m
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corresponding to a 202 reduction In floor area. Thus the cost of the build

ing is:

C21.10 " 5 6* 9 0 M

6.2.2.11 Control Room Building (Account 21.11)

This building is identical in size and function with respect to

STARFIRE and is costed at:

6.2.2.12 Onslte ac Power Supply Building (Account 21.12)

This building is identical to the STARFIRE design:

C21.12 * $2-05 M

6.2.2.13 Administration Building (Account 21.13)

This building Is also identical in size and function and Is costed at:

C21.13 * $ 0' 8 7 M

6.2.2.14 Site Service Building (Account 21.14)

This building which houses the maintenance shop and warehouse, is

unchanged, thus costing:

C21.14 " $0'87 M

6.2.2.15 Cryogenics Building (Account 21.15)

The cryogenics requirements for WILDCAT are roughly twice as such as

those for STARFIRE. The outdoor storage facilities vary directly with the

requirement, but the generation system*, which are housed indoors, would not

scale directly with the requirement. For the purposes of costing it is
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assumed the building size (and cost) scale to the 0.7 power of the require-

ment. Thus the cost of the two versions are:

C21.15 * $ 1 < 4 9 M (Steady State)

- $1.57 M (Pulsed)

6.2.2.16 Security Building (Account 21.16)

The security requirements are unchanged, thus the cost is:

C21.16 " $0'31 M

6.2.2.17 Ventilation Stack (Account 21.17)

The stack usually provides for disposal of low-level radioactive gases

above ground level. In the WILDCAT design the safety analysis (Sec. 7)

indicates Che stack is not required. Thus the cost for this account is:

C 2 K 1 7 - $ O . O M

6.2.3 Reactor Plant Equipment (Account 22)

This account summarizes all the fusion reactor plant equipment and

accounts for the major changes of WILDCAT with respect to STARFIRE. The

systems are either similar to ones designed specifically for fission or are

adapted from these for the fusion application. However, the research and

development costs for these systems are not included. The costs for this

portion of the plant are in excess of 65% of the total plant costs. The

total cost of the Reactor Plant Equipment including spares and contingency

is:

C 2 2 " $1496.63 M (Steady State)

- $1888.78 M (Pulsed)

6.2.3.1 Blanket and First Wall (Account 22.01.01)

This cost account includes the first wall and inner and outer blanket

elements, such as coolant and structural materials. A tritium breeder, a
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neutron multiplier, and a reflector are not required In the WILDCAT

design. Instead, the design uses only PCA stainless steel and water. Other

components which may be an Integral part of the blanket sector are costed

under the account which represents their functional usage (e.g.,

llmlters). The costs are estimated using a cost-per-weight basis, which Is

consistent with the degree of design definition. Table 6-3 lists the struc-

tural materials and the cooling tube and coating materials. The majority of

the material cost Is for the blanket region ($128.69 M ) . The total cost of

the first wall and blanket Is:

C22.O1.O1 * $132.23 M

Table 6.3. First-Wall/Blanket Costs

Material

First wall
PCA SS
Be (coating)

Blanket
PCA SS

Total

Mass
(Tonnes)

49.8
7.2

3676.9

3733.9

Installed Cost
($/kg)

35
250

35

Total Cost
(M$)

1.74
1.80

128.69

132.23

6.2.3.2 Shielding (Account 22.01.02)

Table 6-4 lists the principal materials of the low flux and high flux

shielding. The costs have been calculated on a cost per unit weight

basis. The bulk FE-1422 steel cost reflects the cost of thick plates with

Minimal machining costs. The structural cost, which is higher, for FE-1422

represents the coolant tubes, cladding for the B^C, structural elements, and

pressure jackets. Very little fabrication Is considered for Pb, B4C, and W

with these being cast or pressed into shape. The total cost for the shield-

ing is:

C22.01.01 " $ 3 5 2 ' 5 0 M
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Table 6-4. Shielding Costs

Material

Inboard Shield

FE-1422, structural
FE-1422, bulk
B4C
TiH2

W

Outboard Shield

FE-1422, structural
FE-1422, bulk
B4C
TiH,

TigAl4V

Vacuum Duct and Pod

FE 1422, structural

FE 1422, bulk

T16A14V

Total

Mass
(Tonnes)

48.5
68.7
12.8
69.0

858.1
1,057.1

815.7
7,927.3
357.9
82 9.5
127.8

10,058.2

1,413.5
12,722.0

537.9
87.3

14,760.7

Installed Cost
($/kg)

20
9
35
2
50

20
9
35
2
65

20
9
35
65

Total Cost
<M$)

0.97
0.62
0.45
0.14

42.90
45.08

16.31
71.35
12.53
1.66

8.31
110.16

28.27
144.50

18.82
5.67

197.26

352.50

6.2.3.3 Magnets (Account 22.01.03)

The magnet systems for WILDCAT are significantly different from the

STARFIRE design with respect to the size and the amount of stored energy.

The toroidal field magnets contain approximately four times as much stored

energy as for the STARFIRE design and weigh over twice as much. Based on a

cost per weight basis, Table 6-5 illustrates that the steady-state TF coils

cost $293.02 M exclusive of the TF coil dewars and $336.31 M with the dewars

included. The EF coils are approximately 45Z aore costly then STARFIRE

while the CF and OH coils are somewhat lower in cost as a result of the less

D-shaped plasma equilibrium. The overall cost for the steady-state magnet

coil set is $352.66 M excluding dewars. Table 6-6 illustrates the cost of

the pulsed magnet set. Although the pulsed-version TF colls are less

costly, ($279.3 M versus $293.02 M for the steady-state version), the higher

cost of the pulsed OH system ($56*73 M) makes the total pulsed magnet system
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Table 6-5. Cost of the Magnets (Steady State)

i-1

Material

NbjSn

NbTi

Copper stabilizer

Copper conductor

SS structure

SS helium tank

SS vacuum dewars

G-10CR Insulator

Fiberglass Insulator

Alualna insulator

Superinsulation

Circuit protection

Total

Unit Cost

($/kg)

109

55

16

25

14

26

26

20

13

25

100/m"2

-

TF (12

Wt

(MT)

4,498

-

4,820

2,462

(a)

134

-

-

(a)

-

Coils)

Cost

(M$)

151.15

-

67.48

64.01

(a)

2.68

-

-

(a)

7.70

293.02

EF (8 Coils)

Wt

(MT)

-

39.6

540.3

-

567.8

708.2

361.5

104.5

108.3

-

1792 mz

-

Cost

(M$)

-

2.18

8.65

-

7.88

18.41

9.40

2.09

1.41

-

0.18

50.20

CF (4

Wt

(MT)

-

-

-

121.9

8.7

-

-

-

-

13

-

-

Coils)

Cost

(M$)

-

-

-

3.05

0.12

-

-

-

-

0.33

-

3.50

OH (6

Wt

(MT)

-

4.7

63.0

-

65.6

82.6

44.9

12.3

12.6

-

225,7

Coils)

Cost

(M$)

-

0.26

1.01

-

0.92

2.15

1.17

0.25

0.16

-

m* 0.02

5.94

(336.31 W/Vacuum Dewars)

Total Magnet System Cost: C22>O1.O3 * $352.66 M (Steady State)

aIncluded in Account 22.01.05.



Table 6-6. Cost of the Magnets (Pulsed)

to

o

Material

Nb3Sn

NbTi

Copper s tab i l i zer

Copper conductor

SS structure

SS helium tank

SS vacuum dewars

G-10CR insulator

Fiberglass insulator

Alumina insulator

Superinsulation

Circuit protection

Total

Unit Cost

($/kg)

109

55

16

25

14

26

26

20

13

25

100/«"2

-

TF (12

Wt

(MT)

4,315

-

4,540

2,347

00
128
-

-

00
-

Coils)

Cost

(M$)

145.01

-

63.56

61.02

00
2.56
-

-

(a)

7.20

279.35

EF (8 Coi ls)

Wt

(MT)

-

39.6

540.3

-

562.8

708.2

361.5

104.5

108.3

-

1792 m2

—

Cost

(M$)

-

2.18

8.65

-

7.88

18.41

9.40

2.09

1.41

-

0.18

—

50.20

CF (4

Wt

(MT)

-

-

-

121.9

8.7

-

-

-

-

13

-

—

Coils)

Cost

(M$)

-

-

-

3.05

0.12

-

-

-

-

0.33
-

-

3.50

OH (6

Wt

(MT)

-

44.6

603.2

-

627.4

790.2

429.5

117.4

120.5

-

2121 m2

Coils)

Cost

(M$)

-

2.45

9.65

-

8.78

20.55

11.17

2.35

1.57

-

0.21

-

56.73

(320.60 W/Vacuum Dewars)

Total Magnet System Cost: C22.oi.O3 * $389.78 M (Pulsed)

Included in Account 22.01.05.



more expensive ($389.78 M exclusive of TF dewars). The dewara are not

included in the magnet system cost because they are considered as an Inte-

gral element in the primary structural system, Account 22.01.05. The total

magnet system cost is:

C22.01.03 * $ 3 5 2« 6 6M (Steady State)

- $389.78 M (Pulsed)

6.2.3.4 Rf Heating and Current Drive (Account 22.01.04)

The capital costs associated with this system are attributed to the

compressional Alfven wave (CAW) heating and current^drive system. The sys-

tem consists of 120 Intermediate and high power amplifiers operating at 3.5

MHz. Table 6-7 lists the costs of the CAW system. The costs of the inter-

mediate power amplifiers (IPA) and high power amplifiers (HPA) have been

estimated by Varian as these are commercially available components. The

remaining system elements are estimated from a Princeton Plasma Physics

Laboratory cost estimate for an ion cyclotron resonance heating system,

which has similar requirements. The antenna and Faraday shield are esti-

mated by analogy to a similar antenna. The total system cost is:

C22.01.04 * $3*'88 M

6.2.3.5 Primary Structure and Support System (Account 21.01.05)

The primary structure and support system is comprised of all the struc-

tural elements which support and react the loads generated by the magnetic,

gravitational, and seismic forces on the reactor components. Table 6-8

lists the major structural components and their costs. The cryogenic center

post is comprised of Nonmagne 30 and is a very large structural element at

3,808 metric tonnes. The toroidal field (TF) coil dewars are included in

this system because they are an integral structural element in the anti-

torque structural system. The pulsed verlson of the TF dewars is slightly

smaller than the steady-state version. A set of materials have been con-

sidered as possible candidates for the anti-torque structure and the shield
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Table 6-7. Coat of the CAW Heating/Current-Drive System

Component

Power
IPA, Eimac 4CW100.000E tetrode (120 Units)
HPA, Eimac X2176 triode, 3.5 MHz, 1 MW (120 units)
IPA screen supply, filament supply and plate
blocking cap

Misc rf system hardware (capacitors, tuning
networks, filament supplies, filters
enclosures, drivers, attenuators, switches,
blowers and meters)

Transmission
Antenna and Faraday shields (120 units)
Bushings, neutron shield, windows, safety
breaks, coax, couplers and elbows (120 units)

Total

Unit Cost
<$)

5,500a

28,850*

5,700b

—

50,000

110,000

Total Cost
(M$)

0.66
3.46

0.68

10.88

6.00

13.20
34.88

aVarian discounted book price.

Ref PPPL 1410 (1977) B. W. Reed et al (see Ref. 4).

Table 6-8. Primary Structure and Support Systems Cost

Material

Reactor centerpost
- Nonnagne 30
Centerpost support struts
- G-10CR
Common dewar
- Nonmagne 30
- Superinsulation
TF coil dewars Steady
- Nonmagne 30 2,134.
- G-10CR 4.
- Superinsulation 5,255
Anti-torgue structure
- Concrete
- Nonoagne 30
Shield pedestal
— Concrete
- Nonmagne 30
Equipment support structure
- Nonmagne 30
- G-10CR

Total

Mass
(MT)

3,808

19

109
750

State
1

i*
5,172

50

2,585
25

59.
7.

.1

Installed Cost
($/kG)

16

20

Total Cost
(M$)

60

0

.93

.38

.8 20 2.20
m2 100 m"2 0.08
Pulsed Steady State Pulsed
2,
4.
5,

3
73

,033.6 20 42
.0 20 0
,009 m2 100m"2 0

0.70
20

0.70
20

20
20

Steady State:
Pulsed:

.68

.08

.53

3.
1.

1.
0.

1.
0.

115.
113.

40.67
0.08
0.50

60
00

81
50

19
15
T5"
09
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pedestal, and a cost trade study has been conducted. Table 6-9 Illustrates

the comparative costs of the various materials. A concrete structure with

steel alignment structure is the lowest cost option even with considerable

•ore material wastage and complexity of the forms and reinforcing. The

total cost for the primary structure and support system is:

c22.01.05 * $115«13 M (Steady State)

- $113.09 M (Pulsed)

Table 6-9. Primary Structure Cost Trade Studies

Material
Quantity

(MT)
Cost Unit

($/kg)
Total
(M$)

Comparison of Anti-torque Structural Materials

Concrete/rebar
Steel alignment structure

Aluminum
Stainless steel
G-10 fiberglass epoxy

5,142

1,061
2,313
1,054

0.70

10
16
20

3.60
1.00
4.60
10.61
37.00
21.08

Comparison

Concrete
Steel alignment structure

Aluminum
Stainless steel
G-10 fiberglass epoxy

of Shield

2,585

530.4
639.2
527

Pedestal

0.70

10
16
20

1.81
0.50

5.30
10.22
10.54

6.2.3.6 Reactor Vacuum System (Account 22.01.06)

The reactor vacuum system is similar to the STARFIRE system but is

somewhat larger. The size of the cryogenic vacuum purps is scaled in pro-

portion to the plasma chamber volume (ratio of 2.16); The valves are also

increased in size from 1.0 to 1.2 m. The vacuum ducts and pods are con-

sidered as a part of the shielding and are costed in Account 22.01.02.
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The hardware associated with the reactor vacuua system is shown in Table

6-10. The cost of the reactor vacuum system is:

c22.01.06 " $8*68 M

Table 6~10. Reactor Vacuum System Costs

Component

Plasma chamber cryopumps (48)
Right-angle valves (48)
Gate valves, 1.2m diameter (48)
Regeneration system
TF roughing pump piping
Total

Equipment Cost
(M$)

5.20
1.04
1.40
0.12
0.06

Installation Cost
(M$)

0.52
0.06
0.08
0.12
0.06

Total Cost
(M$)

5.72
1.10
1.48
0.24
0.14
8.68

6.2.3.7 Power Supply, Switching, and Electrical Energy Storage (Account 22.01.07]

The power supply, switching, and energy storage system provides con-

ditioned power to the magnet coil system, the CAW heating and current drive

system, and the ECRH plasma breakdown system. The pulsed version exhibits a

need for large energy storage. In the WILDCAT pulsed design the storage

system is a motor/generator/flywheel (MGF) set coupled with transformers and

silicon controlled rectifler/invertor power supplies. The power supply for

the TF magnets provides a low voltage, high current system and is estimated

at $80/kW including component costs, installation and system checkout. The

EF and the OH systems use the MGF sets as the energy storage system, and

these systems are costed at $100/kVA. The power supplies for the correction

field coil system are roughly one half the size of those for the STARFIRE

system. The CAW heating and current drive system is a low voltage system

which is also costed at $80/kW. The ECRH plasma breakdown system costs are

developed from the STARFIRE cost basis at $12S/kW. The total system costs

for both the steady-state and the pulsed systems are shown in Table 6-11 and

are:

c22.01.07 " $ 32'2 M (Steady State)

- $335.9 M (Pulsed)
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Table 6-11. Power Supply, Switching, and Electrical Storage

Subsystem

Toroidal Field Coils
- Power supply
- Protective circuit

(Included in 22.01.03)
Equilibrium field coils
- Power supply

(83 MVA SS; 1,000 MVA Pulsed)
Ohmic heating coils
- Power supply

(40 MW SS; 2,160 MW pulsed)
Correction field coils
- Power supply
- Capacitive energy storage (5MJ)
- Coil 1 and 3 choppers
- Coil 2 and 4 choppers
CAW heating and current drive
- Power supplies (145 MW to HPA)
ECRH plasma breakdown
- Power supplies (10.5 MW output)
Total

Costs (M$)

Steady-State

0.3

8.3

4.0

0.3
1.0
0.7
3.7

11.6

2.3

0.3

8.3

4.0

5.7

11.6

2.3

32.2

0.

100.

216.

0.
1.
0.
3.

11.

2.

Pulsed

3

0

0

3
0
7
7

6

3

0.3

100.0

216.0

5.7

11.6

2.3

335.9

6.2.3.8 Inpurlty Control (Account 22.01.08)

In the STARFIRE design several materials were considered for the

limiter material with a niobium alloy (FS-85) being chosen. This same mate-

rial and limiter configuration is chosen for WILDCAT, and the only differ-

ence from a cost standpoint is the larger perimeter of the belt limiter

(ratio is 1.25). Thus, the cost of the limiter is estimated at:

C22.01.08 M

6.2.3.9 ECRH Plasma Breakdown (Account 22.01.09)

This sytew is very similar to the STARFIRE system except it is at a

higher frequency (230 GHz vs. 160 GHz). The power level to the plasma is

roughly one-half the STARFIRE value (approximately 2.6 MW out of the tubes

and approximately 2.1 MW delivered to the plasma). Current experience with

28 and 60 GHz gyrotrons in the 250 kW range indicates that quantity pur-

chases could be for about $1/W. The higher frequency tube would likely be
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•ore expensive and Is estimated at $2/W In a quantity purchase. Thus, the

tube cost Is $5.2 M. Other system costs Include launcher assemblies,

launcher cooling aystens, two to three waveguide windows per waveguide,

window cooling systems, directional couplers, SFg pressurlzatlon system,

switches, power dumps, arc detectors, and switch gear. These costs add to

approximately $4/W, yielding a total cost for the ECRH system of:

C22.01.09 * $ 1 5* 6 M

6.2.3.10 Main Heat Transfer and Transport (Account 22.02)

This cost account Includes the costs of the primary (light water)

coolant system, the llmlter cooling system (which provides the feedwater

heating), and the residual heat removal system (which circulates coolant

through the blanket sectors during the shutdown maintenance periods). The

costs are scaled from the STARFIRE estimate based upon the thermal energy

transported In each system. Table 6-12 lists the thermal and electrical

power levels of STARFIRE and the two WILDCAT versions. Most elements

(pipes, steam generator, heat exchangers, etc.) In the primary and llmlter

cooling systems scale directly with power level. Table 6-13 lists the sys-

tem costs for both STARFIRE and the two WILDCAT versions. The primary cool-

ant Is a high pressure (2200 pal), high-temperature (320*C) water system as

compared to the lower temperature and pressure llmlter system (600 psl,

150*C). The residual heat removal Is retained exactly as In the STARPIRE

system. For details on the system cost breakdown, see Ref. 3. The total

system cost Is:

c22.02 " $51*92 M (Steady State)

- $46.24 M (Pulsed)
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Table 6-12. Comparison of STARFIRE and WILDCAT
Thermal and Electrical Powers

Parameter

Primary coolant (MWth)
Limlter (MWth)
Turbine Input (MWth)
Gross electric (MWe)
Net electric (MWe)
Reclrculatlng (MWe)
Percent reclrculatlng (2)

STARFIRE

3800
200

A033
1440
1203
237
16.4

SS

2656
235

2915
1041
812
229
22.0

WILDCAT

Pulsed

2336
223

2580
921
849
72
7.8

Table 6-13. Main Heat Transfer and Transport System Costs

Subsystem

Primary cooling
Liaiter cooling
Residual heat removal
Total

STARFIRE

63.10
6.19
0.55
69.84

System Costs

WILDCAT, SS

44.10
7.27
0.55

51.92

(M$)

WILDCAT, Pulsed

38.79
6.90
0.55

46.24

6.2.3.11 Cryo£«nic Cooling System* (Account 22.03)

The cryogenic cooling system is a central facility which supplies all

the liquid helium and nitrogen needs for the power plant. The dominant user

for the cryogens Is the superconducting magnet systems, so all costs have

been scaled directly from the STARFIRE estimate on a volume-of-the-t:oil

basis, as shown in Table 6-14. The TF coil volumes are more than twice as

large as STARFIRE. The EF coil volumes are slightly larger. The OH coil

volume for the steady-state version is similar In size to STARFIRE while the

pulsed version is roughly 10 times as large. Table 6-15 illustrates the

costs for the cryogenic system. The total system cost Is:

C22.03 " $3°«°7 M (Steady State)

- $32.47 M (Pulsed)
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Table 6-14. Comparison of Coll Devar VOIUMB

Design Concept

STARFIRE
WILDCAT, Steady state
WILDCAT, Pulsed

Volume (m3)

TG

781
1710
1638

EF

164
238
233

OH

34
28
266

Total

979
1976
2134

Table 6-15. Cryogenic System Costs

Account
No.

22.03.01
22.03.02
22.03.03
22.03.04

Subsystem

He llquefler/refrlgerator
LHe transfer and storage
GHe storage
LN2 system
Total

Total Cost (M$)

Steady-State

15.54
7.27
5.65
1.61
30.07

Pulsed

16.78
7.85
6.10
1.74

32.47

6.2.3.12 Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal (Account 22.04)

This system processes all radioactive waste products (excluding trit-

ium) for disposal by storage or by transportation off-site. The radioactive

products can be liquid, solid, or gaseous. The processing takes place In

the Hot Cell Building. It Is assumed that the requirement for this system

Is similar to that for the STARFIRE design and Is costed at:

C22.04 M

6.2.3.13 Fuel Handling and Storage System (Account 22.05)

The Fuel Handling and Storage System accomplishes the extraction,

recovery, purification, preparation, storage, and Injection of the fuel

elements. The elimination of tritium as a fuel element for WILDCAT simpli

fies the complete process, but all the functions must still be accom-

plished. There is no distinction between the steady-state and the pulsed
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version for this system. Table 6-16 lists the systems required and their res-

pective costs. The total system cost is:

"22.05
$31.70 M

Table 6-16. Fuel Handling and Storage System Costs

Account
No.

22.05.01

22.05.02
22.05.03
22.05.04
22.05.05
22.05.06
22.05.07

i

Title

Fuel Purification
- Isotope Separation Units (4)
- Fuel Cleanup Units (2)
- Misc pumps, piping, valves and installation
Liquification (included in 22.05.01)
Fuel Preparation
Fuel Injection
Fuel Storage
Tritium Recovery (from blanket and coolant)
Atmospheric Tritium Recovery Systems
Total

Costs

7.8

N/C
0.6
2.1
0.5
0.0

20.7
3T77

(M$)

4.8
1.0
2.0

6.2.3.14 Other Reactor Plant Equipment (Account 22.06)

This account considers the reactor maintenance equipment, the special

heating equipment, the coolant receiving, storage, and makeup system, gas

systems, inert atmospheric systems, leak detection system, closed loop cool-

ant system, and the standby coolant system. The maintenance equipment is

different than that proposed for STARFIRE, but most of the functions are

similar. The overhead crane (covered in Account 25.01) is larger to handle

the heavier blanket modules, but the manipulators and handling equipment are

assumed to be no larger than for STARFIRE. The cost for the maintenance

equipment, like the cost for most of the remaining systems in this account

is assumed to be the same as for STARFIRE and is shown in Table 6-17. The

costs for the Closed Loop Cooling System and the Standby Cooling System are

scaled as a function of the thermal power. The total Other Reactor Plant

Equipment cost is:

c22.06 " $*3*13 M (Steady State)
- $42.81 M (Pulsed)
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Table 6-17. Other Reactor Plant Equipment Costs

Account
No.

22.06.01
22.06.02
22.06.03

22.06.04

22.06.05

22.06.06

22.06.07

22.06.08

Title

Maintenance Equipment
Special Heating Systems
Coolant Receiving, Storage and
Make-up System

Gas Systems

Inert Atmosphere (Included in 22.

Fluid Leak Detection

Closed Loop Coolant Systems

Standby Cooling System

Total

Cost (M$)

Steady State

38.30
0.00
0.24

0.08

06.04) N/C

2.00

1.58

0.93

43.13

t

Pulsed

38.30
0.00
0.24

0.08

N/C

2.00

1.38

0.81

42.81

6.2.3.15 Instrumentation and Control (Account 22.07)

There are no perceived differences in this system as compared to

STARKIRE, thus the costs are considered to be identical at:

c22.O7 M

6.2.3.16 Reactor Spare Parts Allowance (Account 22.98)

This account collects the costs of all of the spare parts to allow

routine scheduled and unscheduled maintenance in a minimal time. Table 6-18

lists the major components identified as requiring a spares inventory along

with a column denoting the regular replacement frequency of known items. In

addition to these large cost spare parts, the cost for the items of lessor

costs are covered under a 2% allowance for all the Reactor Plant Equipment

(Acct. 22). The total cost of the spare parts is:

C22.98 - $79'85 M (Steady State)

- $86.55 M (Pulsed)
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Table 6-18. Cost of the Reactor Plant Equipment Spare Parts

Major Components

Quantity Cost of
in Quantity of Spares Quantity

Service Spare Parts (M$) Replaced Annually

Wall/Blanket/Limiter/
rf Duct Sector

24 (a) 1/20

TF Coil

EF Coil

OH Coil

Vacuum Cryopumps

Vac Isol VIv, Rt Ang

Vac Isol Vlv, Gate

Shield Access Door

ECRH Gryotrons

RF HPA/IPA

RF Windows

RF Waveguide Elbows

Vacuum Pods

Primary Coolant Pump

Maintenance Equipment

Subtotal

Allowance (2X of Accounts

Total

12

8

4

6

48

48

48

12

10

120

120

12

24

4

-

22.01

0

2

4(30" segments)

2

2+24 MOL Sieves

4

4

2

2

60

15

1

2

1

1 set

through 22.07)

0

12.55

0.29

1.96

0.56

0.06

0.12

5.60

0.52

2.06

1.65

0.23

16.44

0.55

12.60

55.21

24.64

31.34

79.85

86.55

0

0

0

0

Refurb 24 MOL Sieves

Refurb 24 Vlv Stems

0

Replace Seal

0

Refurb 40

12

0

0

0

0

(Steady State) ,

(Pulsed)

(Steady State)

(Pulsed)

aIncluded In Annual Scheduled Component Replacement Cost, Account 50.
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6.2.4 Turbine Plant Equipment (Account 23)

This account summarizes all of the costs associated with the Turbine

Plant Equipment, which takes the thermal energy from the reactor and con-

verts it to electrical energy and rejects the remaining thermal energy to

the environment. Most of the equipment is of a conventional design for a

central generating station. The total direct cost for this account includ-

ing spares and contingency is:

C23 - $215.38 M (Steady State)

- $357.21 M (Pulsed)

6.2.4.1 Turbine Generator (Account 23.01)

The powers to the WILDCAT turbines are significantly less than for

STARPIRE (2915 MW for the steady-state case and 2580 MW for the pulsed case

versus 4033 MW for STARFIRE). However the costs do not scale directly with

the reduction in power level. It is assumed the turbine generator cost for

the steady-state case is 85Z of the STARFIRE turbine cost or $67.0 M, and

the pulsed version is 80% or $62.0 M. These costs are estimated from cur-

rent experience in scaling turbine generator systems from their rated

powers. Many subsystem elements do not change appreciably with respect to

changes in the thermal power. Consequently the costs are estimated to

change in proportion to the ratio of the powers to the 0.5 power. To accom-

modate the proposed technique of thermal storage for the pulsed reactor, an

allowance of $8.0 M is assumed for turbine modifications to add extra stages

which operate at 1250 psi (versus the main turbine at 950 psi). The total

cost of the turbine is:

C23.01 " $ 6 7- 0 0 M (Steady State)

- $70.00 M (Pulsed)

6.2.4.2 Main Steam System (Account 22.02)

The same basic cost scaling factors as for the turbine geneator apply

to the main steam system, yielding $3.77 M and $3.47 M for the steady-state

and pulsed versions respectively. In addition, the pulsed version of
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WILDCAT requires a thermal energy storage system to assure a continuous flow

of steam to the turbine and to yield a constant electrical output. A ther-

mal energy storage system has been devised (Appen. A) which supplements the

regular steam system during those periods of reduced power production. The

system is designed as a separate system valved into the regular steam system

and delivers steam at a higher turbine inlet pressure to the turbine. Table

6-19 lists the major elements of the Thermal Storage System which are

included in Account 22.02. Other elements include $8.0 M for turbine modi-

fications and $2.0 M for an instrumentation and control (I&C) allowance.

The costs for the thermal storage elements have been obtained from the sub-

system designers. The total Main Steam System costs are:

c22.02 * $ 3* 7 7 M (Steady State)

- $129.67 M (Pulsed)

Table 6-19. Thermal Storage System Costs

Component

Charging pumps (2)
Piping allowance
Valves (8)
Condensate storage with pumps
Water storage vessels (6)

Total

Cost
(M$)

9.6
5.0
8.0
4.0
99.6

126.2

6.2.4.3 Heat Rejection System (Account 22.03)

The elements in this account are similar to those f->r the STARFIRE

design but are scaled as the rejected thermal heat. The costs are reduced

to:

c23.03 " $36.80 M (Steady State)

- $33.02 M (Pulsed)
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6.2.4.4 Condensing System (Account 23.04)

This system Is also reduced In cost In proportion to the thermal power

handled by each WILDCAT option. The costs are:

c23.O4 " $16*05 M (Steady State)

- $14.48 M (Pulsed)

6.2.4.5 Feedwater Heating System (Account 23.05)

This system Is also reduced In size and cost In proportion to the sys-

tem power:

c23.05 " $7*64 M (Steady State)

- $6.76 M (Pulsed)

6.2.4.6 Other Turbine Plant Equipment (Account 23.06)

This account includes the gas storage, chemical treatment, condensate

and steam blowdown systems, turbine plant cooling water system, and the

associated process piping. It also is scaled down in proportion to the

Input power to the turbine, and the system cost is:

C23.O6 " $^4.77 M (Steady State)

- $41.74 M (Pulsed)

6.2.4.7 Instrumentation and Control (Account 23.07)

This account includes the BOP instrumentation and control and the BOP

computer and accessories. It is assumed that no cost reduction is justified

from the system as defined in STARFIRE, thus the same system and cost are

included. The pulsed version requires added I&C functions for the thermal

energy storage system. This adds a $2.0 M allowance. The I&C system costs

are:

C23.O7 * $8<7° M (Steady State)

- $10.70 M (Pulsed)
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6.2.5 Electrical Plant Equipment (Account 24)

The Electrical Plant Equipment Includes the swltchgear for the gener-

ator circuits and station service, station service equipment, switchboards,

protective equipment, electrical structures, and wiring containers, power

and control wiring, and lighting. Table 6-20 illustrates the cost of the

subaccounts under this major account. This first four accounts are esti-

mated to be virtually identical to the STARFIRE systems and to have the same

costs. The Electrical Structures and Wiring Containers and the Power and

Control Wiring have been scaled down in cost to 90% and 87% for the steady-

state and pulsed version due to the reduced station power requirements.

These values are estimated based upon consideration of elements which

directly scale with the electrical power. The Electrical Lighting remains

the same. Thus the total system cost including spares and contengency is:

C24 - $111.08 M (Steady State)

- $109.22 M (Pulsed)

Table 6-20. Costs of the Electrical Plant Equipment

u f* ft ̂ ^i i ̂ \ 4*

Account
No.

24.01
24.02
24.03
24.04
24.05
24.06
24.07
24.98
24.99

Title

Switchgear
Station Service Equipment
Switchboards
Protective Equipment
Electrical Structures and
Power and Control Wiring
Electrical Lighting
Spare Parts Allowance
Contingency Allowance
Total

Cost (M$)

Steady-State

12.39
17.04
7.80
2.11

Wiring Containers 15.66
32.39
8.20
1.15

14.34
111.08

Pulsed

12.39
17.04
7.80
2.11
15.14
31.31
8.20
1.13

14.10
109.22

6.2.6 Miscellaneous Plant Equipment (Account 25)

This account includes those systems which support the complete facility

as shown in Table 6-21. The Transportation and Lifting Equipment is very

similar to that for STARFIRE. Although some elements of the WILDCAT coapo-

nents may be heavier than those for STARFIRE, the overhead cranes are ttlll

adequate to lift the major system components. The Air and Water Service can
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be reduced in the areas of raw water pumps, makeup water systea, makeup

water treatment system, and raw water piping. The remainder of the systems

are similar in cost. The total system cost including spares and contingency

is:

C 2 5 - $39.66 M

Table J-21. Costs of the Miscellaneous Plant Equipment

Account
No.

25.01
25.02
25.03
25.04

25.98
25.99

Title

Transportation and Lifting Equipment
Air and Water Service Systems
Communications
Furnishings and Fixtures
Spare Parts Allowance
Contingency Allowance
Total

Cost (M$)

15.68
11.39
6.22
0.75

0.51
5.11

39.66

6.2.7 Special Materials (Account 26)

This account includes the cost of the special (nonfuel and nonstruc-

tural) materials and special (other than natural water) heat transfer fluids

or gases. It is assumed that this account is also similar to the STARFIRE

allowance of:

C 2 6 - $0.25 M

6.2.8 Construction Facilities, Equipment, and Services (Account 91)

This account includes the cost of the facilities which are removed or

dismantled after completion of construction, the net cost or rental expense

of equipment used during construction, labor force education, receiving and

storage, testing, site cleanup, and operational and maintenance (O&M) of

facilities and equipment. It is estimated that, as for STARFIRE, 10% of the

direct cost would be allowed for this account:

: 9 1 - $221.29 M (Steady State)

- $276.52 M (Pulsed)
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6.2.9 Engineering and Construction Management Service (Account 92)

Thia coat account Includes the cost of all engineering services associ-

ated with this tenth-of-a-kind plant. It Is assumed that, as for STARFIRE,

an 8% allowance of the reactor direct cost Is adequate. The cost for this

account Is:

CJJ - $177.03 M (Steady State)

- $221.21 M (Pulsed)

6.2.10 Other Costs (Account 93)

This account Includes the property and all-risk (non-nuclear liability)

insurance, staff training, plant startup, and owners General and Administra-

tive (O&A) costs. This account is estimated to be 5X of the direct cost as

for STARFIRE, yielding:

C93 - $110.64 M (Steady State)

- $138.26 M (Pulsed)

6.2.11 Interest During Contruction (Account 94)

The interest cost during the six year construction time period Is esti-

mated by a factor of 0.1303 for constant year dollars (1980) and 0.3163 for

the current dollars (1986) as for STARFIRE. See Ref. 1 and Ref. 2 for a

complete explanation of the technique and the assumptions:

C ^ (Constant) - $ 354.66 M (Steady State)

- $ 443.17 M (Pulsed)

094 (Then Current) - $ 860.92 M (Steady State)

- $1075.79 M (Pulsed)
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6.2.12 Escalation During Construction (Account 95)

This account estimates all the capital costs attributed to escalation

during construction. The escalation factor for a six-year construction

period is 0.1896 for the then-current dollar analysis mode, which yields a

cost of:

C95 - $516.06 M (Steady State)

- $644.86 M (Pulsed)

6.3 Busbar Energy Costs

The busbar energy cost is defined as the unit cost of generating a

kilowatt-hour of electricity available at the generator busbars. The total

energy cost for a fusion-reactor, electricity-producing facility is calcu-

lated as a function of the following components:

• Total capital cost

• Financing assumptions

• Fixed charge rate for the annual cost of capital

• Annual operating and maintenance (0&M) cost

• Annual scheduled component replacement cost

• Annual fuel costs

• Plant availability

• Plant net capacity

Several of these parameters have previously discussed or estimated. The

remainder will be developed in the next sections.

6.3.1 Annual Levelized Capital Cost

The cost of capital is levelized over the economic life of the facility

(30 years) by utilizing a fixed charge rate. This fixed charge rate, when

applied to the total facility capital investment cost, yields the annual

capital expense. This annual cost covers payback of capital, depreciation,

Interim replacement, property insurance, federal Income taxes, and state and

local taxes. The fixed charge rate used in these analyses is 10Z for the

constant dollar analysis and 15Z for then-current dollar analysis.1
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Annualized capital cost:

Constant dollar
Then-current dollar

Steady-State

$307.65 M
$614.82 M

Pulsed

$384.44 M
$786.27 M

6.3.2 Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost

Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs are the routine day-to-day expendi-

tures to operate and tnaitain the facility. Table 6-22 lists the subaccounts

in this category and their respective costs. The costs are judged to be simi-

lar to the STARFIRE design. Reference 1 has a complete explanation of this

account and the cost justification for each subaccount. The total of the O&M

costs are:

"40-47 $19,407 M

Table 6-22. Operations and Maintenance Costs

Account
No.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Account Title

Annual salaries of facility personnel
Annual miscellaneous supplies and equipment
Annual outside support services
Annual general and administrative
Annual coolant makeup
Annual process materials
Annual fuel handling
Annual miscellaneous

Total

Cost (M$)

8.710
5.200
0.792
2.205
0.000
1.000
0.000
1.500

19.407

6.3.3 Annual Scheduled Component Replacement Cost

The scheduled component replacement costs are the expected annual cost

of routine scheduled maintenance or replacement of major reactor components

as shown in Table 6-23. The first wall and blanket are replaced once every

20 y. The cost of the first wall and blanket also includes all the CAW heat-

ing antennas and the limiters. An allowance is estimated for replacement

of the CAW High Power Amplifier (HPA) and Intermediate Power Amplifier (IPA)

because the specific lifetimes are not known. No costs have been included

for the pulsed power supply although there may be a requirement for a
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replacement cost on some components of this subsystem. The total cost of

this account is:

c5O,51 " $7,665 M

Table 6-23. Scheduled Component Replacement Costs

Component

First Wall and Blanket
CAW 1PA
CAW HPA
Total

Unit Price on
Refurbishment Cost ($)

141.30 M (Total)
5,590
28,850

Replacement
Frequency

1/20 y
Unknown
Unknown

Annual
Cost (M$)

7.065
0.100
0.500
7.665

6.3.4 Annual Fuel Cost

The only fuel cost for WILDCAT is for deuterium. The deuterium fuel

burnup, scaled from STARFIRE, is 650 g/day (steady state) and 568 g/day

(pulsed). Considering a small leakage (5Z) and a plant availability of 75Z,

a prorated daily usage of D2 would be 511 g (steady state) and 447g

(pulsed). At a price of $2175/g (Ref. 3), this equates to an annual cost

of:

$406,000 (Steady State)

$355,000 (Pulsed)

No offsite processing and disposal facilities are required, thus no costs

are reported:

C03 - $0

6.3.5 Plant Availability

Plant availability is the ratio of the expected amount of energy gener

ation and the amount of energy generation that would occur if the plant

operated 100% of the time. The WILDCAT reactor may have a slightly better
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availability factor because of a much longer wall lifetime which results In

reduced scheduled outages and because of faster maintenance owing to the

reduced trltrum hazard. The unscheduled outages are assumed rough!v slsillar

to STARFIRE. In general, the b«lance-of-plant (BOP) outages tend to domi-

nate the overall availability. Thus, it may be possible to predict an

improved availability for WILDCAT, but in lieu of an extensive analysis, the

same value of 75Z is adopted.

6.3.6 Plant Capacity

The plant capacity is the net electrical energy that would be produced

annually if the plant were operating continuously at the design level of

power generation and all recirculating power demands were subtracted from

the gross generation. For WILDCAT the gross power levels are 1041 MW and

921 MW for the steady state and the pulsed versions respectively. The

recirculating power demands are 229 MW and 72 MW, yielding net power levels

of 812 MW and 849 MW for the steady state and pulsed versions, respectively.

6.3.7 Busbar Cost of Electricity

The Coat of Electricity (COE) is the most Important economic parameter

to guage how competitive the power plant will be* The prior development of

the costs pertaining to WILDCAT have been preparatory to evaluating the

applicable COE. The general equation for COE is:

°AC + (CQ*M * CSCR *

PC x PAF x 10-3

where:

COE - Cost of Electricity in Constant or Then-Current Dollars

(mlllft/kWh)

CAC - Annuri Capital Cost Charge
c0*M ' Annual Operations and Maintenance Costs (C^o through C47)

Cgg^ - Annual Scheduled Component Replacement Cost (CJQ + CJJ)

CF - Annual Fuel Costs (CQ2 + C03>

E - Escalation Rate (0 for Constant Dollars and 0.05 for Then-
Current Dollars
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P - Construction Period In Years

PC « Plant Capacity In kWh

PAF - Plant Availability Factor

COE: Steady-State, Constant Dollars

307,650.000 + (19,407,000 + 7,665,000 + 406,000)
w 812,000 x 8,750 x 0.75 x 0.001

- 62.8 mills/kWh

COE; Steady-State, Then-Current Dollars

614,820,000 + (19,407,000 + 7,665,000 + 406,000) (1.05)6

" 812,000 x 8,760 x 0.75 x 0.001

- 122.1 mllls/kWh

COE: Pulsed, Constant Dollars

COF - 384,440,000 + (19,407,000 +7,665,000 + 355,000)
849,000 x 8,760 x 0.75 x 0.001

- 73.8 aills/kWh

COE: Pulsed, Then-Current Dollars

768.270,000 + (19.407,000 + 7,665.000 + 355,000) (1.05)6

849,000 x 8,760 x 0.75 x 0.001

- 144.3 mllls/kWh

These values of COE are compared to those for STARFIRE In Table 6-24

along with other parameters which determine the final COE. It should be

noted that the cost of the Reactor Plant Equipment Is nore than 50Z higher

than STARFIRE for the steady-state version and 100Z higher for the pulsed

versions. However, the total plant capital cost did not rise In that pro-

portion (only by 282 and 60Z). The lower power outputs for both versions,

however, drastically Increase the cost of capacity (by 87* and 123X). The
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Table 6-24. Economic Comparison of STARFIRE and WILDCAT

Parameter

Plant Capacity, MW

Coat of Reactor Plant Equipment, H$

Total Capital, Constant M$
Then-Current M$

Cost of Capacity, Constant $/kWe
Then-Current $/kWe

COE, Constant aills/kWh
Then-Current mills/kWh

STARFIRE

1200

969

2400
3198

2000
2665

35.1
67.1

WILDCAT

Steady State

812

1497

3077
4099

3788
5048

62.8
122.1

Pulsed

849

1889

3844
5122

4528
6033

73.8
144.3

same factors are also the key reasons for the COE being increased by 79% and

1102 over the STARFIRE COE.
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7. SAFETY ASSESSMENT

A preliminary study of the safety and environmental aspects of the

WILDCAT design is presented in this chapter. The objective is to identify the

safety issues pertaining to WILDCAT, to assist with design tradeoffs, and to

ensure that safety considerations are incorporated in the conceptual design.

While a detailed safety analysis is beyond the scope of this study, safety

considerations have been considered in deciding key material and design

choices for WILDCAT. This design follows many of the safety-related prece-

dents which were established in the STARFIRE conceptual design. Wherever If.

is appropriate, comparisons or distinctions are made between the two designs.

Fusion power will have several significant safety advantages compared to

current methods of generating electricity. The nuclear aspects of safety are

decidedly improved when compared to fission reactors. The problems of acci-

dental criticality and of prompt criticality are not applicable. Prospects

and consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident are considerably less. The

biological hazard of radioisotopes in the plant is much lower. Radiation

doses to the general public due to routine or accidental releases of radio-

activity are also reduced. Generally, the concerns regarding protection

against diversion of weapons-grade material, such as plutonium or or 235U are

eliminated. Radioactive waste storage and/or disposal requirements are less

complicated due to the absence of fission products and actinides.

Fusion, like fission, does not involve combustion of hydrocarbons in air;

thus the routine chemical releases are much lower than for fossil power

plants. The dangers due to fuel mining and other associated activities in-

cluding transportation are greatly reduced.

The public risk associated with different energy production concepts must

take into account the total fuel cycle. In this regard utilizing CAT-D for

fuel In fusion reactors ahould make such reactors preferable from the stand-

point of fuel resources and transportation considerations. The deuterium

involved is not radioactive. Only the initial, start-up requirements of trit-

ium (approximately 12 g) need to be shipped to the plant.

The incorporation of safety into the design at the conceptual stage is

done to ensure that the environmental and safety advantages inherent in fusion

are fully realised. The emphasis on safety must include concern for the gen-
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eral public, the plant personnel, and the plant itself — generally in that

order.

The primary approach in this safety assessment is based on deterministic

methods, rather than on probabilistic methods. It Is not possible to do a

quantified probabilistic risk assessment at this time, due to lack of suffi-

cient design detail, statistical operating data, and physical models pertain-

ing to hazard rates.

This chapter addresses the specific issues of concern and how they were

solved or resolved in Sec. 7.1. The methodology of the safety analyses is

briefly described in Sec. 7.2. The accident-related dose rate due to corro-

sion products in the primary coolant loop is given in Sec. 7.3. Tritium dose

rates are shown in Sec. 7.4. The engineered safety features of the WILDCAT

design are described in Sec. 7.5. The basic conclusions are reiterated in

Sec. 7.6.

7.1 Issues of Concern

Induced Activity — There will be induced radioactivity in the first

wall, blanket, and shield materials. No mechanism Which would cause melting

of the structural material has been identified as being credible. Since there

is a massive bulk shield around the blanket, the likelihood of this activity

becoming mobile in the event of a major loss-of-flow accident, even without

plasma shutdown, is not considered to be credible. Nevertheless, some of this

Induced activity in the form of corrosion products Imposes constraints on

access for maintenance and repair activities on the reactor internals, and

therefore it has a strong influence on the design of the reactor and the

choice of structural materials. This radioactivity, though not present at the

beginning of reactor operation, increases with time and reaches a significant

level for access considerations after only a few days of operation.

The amount of decay heat which would need to be dissipated following

reactor shutdown has been calculated and is shown for the total system in

Table 7-1 for the three primary regions (beryllium-coating, first wall, and

blanket) in Table 7-2. The first table indicates that the total system decay

heat of 39 MW at the time of shutdown in WILDCAT is less than half the value

determined for STARFIRE. This difference becomes even greater at longer times

after shutdown. Thus, the cooling of WILDCAT during maintenance or in the
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Table 7-1. System Decay Heat in WILDCAT Versus STARFIRE

Time
1(1..,.

Shutdown

0
1 min

10 min
1 hr
6 hr
24 hr
1 week

Decay Heat (MW)

WILDCAT

39
36
33
27
11
4.7
4.2

STARFIRE

88
70
65
61
52
39
14

Fraction of Operating
Nuclear Power**

WILDCAT

2.6
2.4
2.2
1.8
0.70
0.32 .
0.28

Fraction of Operating
Total Reactor Power*^

WILDCAT

1.3
1.2
1.1
0.92
0.36
0.16
0.14

aIntegral neutron wall load before reactor shutdown: 9 MW-y/m2.

''Total operating nuclear power: 1506 MM.

cTotal operating reactor power: 2915 MW.
dThe STARFIRE design with the Zr$Pb3 neutron Multiplier.

\X

Table 7-2. WILDCAT Zone Average Heating Rate (MW/m3)

Time After
Shutdown

During Operation*
0
1 min
10 Bin
1 hr
6 hr
24 hr
1 wk

Beryllium
Coating

6.9(0)
2.0(-l)*
2.2(-2)
2.0(-2)
1.7(-2)
7.9(-3)
4.7(-3)
4.3(-3)

First Wall

l.KD
1.7(-1)
1.5(-1)
1.4(-1)
l.K-1)
4.6(-2)
2.2(-2)
1.9(-2)

Blanket

2.6(0)
7.0(-2)
6.5(-2)
6.K-2)
4.9(-2)
1.9(-2)
8.7(-3)
7.6(-3)

aIntegral neutron wall load before reactor
shutdown: 9 MW-y/m*.

''Reads as 2.0 x 10~l.

case of an accident should be easier than for STARFIRE. The second table

shows the zone-average heating rate during operation due to decay heat after

shutdown.

Thus, the associated after heat is small, only about 1.3X of the operat-

ing thermal power at the beginning of shutdown, and drops to about 0.14% after
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f
one week. /These values of afterheat are much less than those of a pressurized

water reactor of comparable generating capacity and are distributed over a
much larger volume, thus easing the problem of ensuring adequate cooling in

i]
the case of emergency shutdowns.

For WILDCAT special effort was given to the selection of materials in

order to minimize both long-tern radioactivity in all components outside the

blanket and to minimize rad-waste storage. The reactor is also designed to be

accessible within 24 h after shutdown, even though completely remote opera-

tions are planned for all maintenance.

Pressurized Water Coolant — Pressurized (~2200 psig) water is used as

primary coolant. The minimum subcooling is that which exists at the outlet of

the first wall and amounts to ~30°C. In the event of sudden loss of pressure,

due either to a pipe break or due to failure of the primary coolant pumps, the

coolant would flash Into steam. This steam, if allowed to escape into the

plenum region, would raise the temperature and pressure in the vacuum bound-

ary. Such an environment in the vacuum vessel could act as a cause for a

common-mode failure. (Common-mode failures are those in which some single

event prevents multiple and identical components from performing in accordance

with design.)

Los8-of-Flow-Accident — The pressurized water coolant for removal of

heat in the first wall and blanket is subcooled to a minimum of 30*C. In the

event of a loss-of-flow accident such as a loss of pumping power or a loss of

pressurization, if the plasma were not shut down, the coolant would go into

nucleate boiling and subsequently to film boiling and would then burn out.

Although the first wall and the blanket have a large thermal inertia, if the

plasma were not shut down within a short time of occurrence of loss of flow,

ablation of the first wall beryllium coating would occur and would extinguish

the plasma. The decay heat is not sufficient to cause melting in the WILDCAT

design. The two independent primary coolant loops have been incorporated in

the WILDCAT design in order to significantly reduce the likelihood of either

complete loss-of-flow or loss-of-coolant accidents.

Loss-of-Coolant Accident — A condition which is even more critical than

a loss-of-flow accident is a loss-of-coolant accident. Such an event could

result from a pipe break, an inadvertent valve closure, or a coolant tube

blockage. If the loss of coolant were due to a break in the first wall
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panels, the coolant would interfere with the plasma and extinguish it. If the

break were internal to the blanket, adequate detection would be needed to dis-

cern from which of the two cooling loops the leak were occurring, and the

plasma would have to be extinguished as quickly as possible. The blanket

module walls are not designed to withstand primary coolant system pressure, so

adequate relief valves must be incorporated into the vacuum plenum boundary.

The leakage must be detectable: such a break could possibly cause a small

amount of tritium to escape into the reactor building and possibly into the

environment in the event of a common-mode failure of the reactor building.

The hypothetical break could also occur outside of the reactor in the headers,

piping, and valves of the primary coolant system, and even in the tubes in the

steam generator. In the event such an accident occured within the reactor,

the reactor would have to be repaired before it could be put back into

operation.

Tritium— On the average the steady-state tritium inventory in WILDCAT

would be about 120 Ci/MWth, or 36 g for 2915 MWth. Of this amount 0.40 Ci/day

would accumulate in the primary cooling water. Details about the tritium in

the coolant are given in Sec. 5. Being an isotope of hydrogen, tritium has a

high permeability in nost materials, especially at high temperature, and is

therefore difficult to contain. If the design is inadequate, tritium would

permeate through walls from one region of the system to another and could

reach the environment by many different paths. Thus, there exists a potential

for continuous release of tritium both as tritium gas (T2) and tritiated water

(HTO and T20). Pulsed releases of tritium are also possible as a result of

system failure, accidents, and fires.

The WILDCAT design effort to reduce the problems associated with tritium

has involved attempting to minimize the tritium inventory in the vacuum pumps

and fueling systems and using triple barriers wherever practical. The use of

a limiter/vacuum system greatly reduces the tritium throughput, and hence, in-

ventory of the fuel handling system. In addition, the use of parallel, redun-

dant systems has reduced the maximum tritium accidental release in a single

event to 0.56 g.

The startup tritium requirements for WILDCAT are much less than those for

STARFIRE (12 g vs. 10 kg). Thus, one LP-50 shipping container should be ade-

quate to ship the tritium to the plant.
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Cryogenic Liquid Helium — liquid helium is used for Maintaining cryo-

genic temperatures of the superconducting TF, OH, and EF coils, and also in

the cryopumps. In the event of a helium pipe break, the liquid helium would

be spilled into the reactor building, which is maintained at slightly negative

differential pressure. Then the liquid helium would flash into a two-phase

vapor liquid mixture. The presence of helium extracts the heat from reactor

structures and causes thermal strains in the structures and in the pressurized

water coolant piping. Although the volume of the reactor building is large, a

certain degree of pressurization results from the production of helium vapor,

and the design must ensure that this does not exceed the design pressure of

the reactor building. Thus, spilling of liquid helium into the reactor build-

ing represents a potential cause for a common-mode failure of the reactor.

Furthermore, if the superconducting coils are in operation, the loss of helium

would drive the conductor(s) normal. Because the coils are wound in series

and are in a common dewar, this event should not lead to an accident scenario.

Mechanisms and redundancy to prevent cryogenic failures and magnet acci-

dents have been employed in the WILDCAT design.

Plasma Disruption Onto the First Wall — When the plasma comes into sud-

den contact with the first wall, the plasma deposits its kinetic energy (-8.3

GJ), which is about ten times greater than the value for STARFIRE, on a part

of the wall. Such a deposition of energy at a very rapid rate could cause

ablation of the wall coating material in a very short time (milliseconds) over

a thickness on the order of the penetration length of hot ions.

Various plasma shutdown modes have been developed to prevent plasma dis-

ruptions (see Appen. B), but disruptions are a potential problem for WILDCAT.

The principal safety problem would be cleanup of the water and corrosion prod-

ucts if a first wall were to fail.

Hydrogen Detonations or Explosions — Deuterium and tritium as isotopes

of hydrogen are susceptible to combustion and detonation. The typical range

of concentrations for which hydrogen is flammable in air are from 4 vol-Z up

to 75 vol-Z. Hydrogen detonates in air at values from 18 to 50 vol Z.* Thus,

deuterium and tritium gas handling systems have to be designed to prevent air

in-leakage or gas out-leakage that would result in hazardous concentrations.

In order to reach the explosive limit in a large capacity reactor building,

large quantities of hydrogen isotopes would have to be released. However,
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snail pockets of an explosive mixture could be formed in a confined volume

Immediately adjacent to a V>2 or T2 leak. Hydrogen explosions represent

potential, but low probability, causes for common-mode failure of WILDCAT.

RF Heating — A preliminary assessment has been made of the biological

hazard due to the rf heating system. There should be no rf leakage unless

there is a crack in the rf plumbing. The effect of such a crack would be

readily detectable from changed system behavior. The permissible exposure to

rf waves is 10 MW/cm2. In addition, rf generation requires high voltages,

which produce X-rays as well as other hazards associated with high voltages.

Stored Energy In the Magnets — The amount of inductive energy stored in

the various magnet systems is quite large. The values which have been calcu-

lated are shown in Table 7-3. (Refer to Chap. 4 for more details about the

magnets.)

Table 7-3. Inductive Energy Stored in WILDCAT
and STARFIRE Magnet Systems

System

TF Coils
OH Coils
EF Coils

Energy Stored (GJ)

WILDCAT

(Steady State)

192.
0.415
20.9

(Pulsed)

179.
20.
21.6

STARFIRE

(Steady State)

50.
1.1
10.4

7.2 Methodology of the Safety Assessment

The safety assessment of the WILDCAT design draws upon experiences from

other technologies, such as the fission reactor industry, and upon earlier

assessments of conceptual fusion reactor designs including STARFIRE. ~ At

the present time there are basically two methods of analysis employed In the

safety evaluation of fission reactors, the deterministic method and the proba-

bilistic risk assessment method. These are not really two distinct methodolo-

gies, but rather they are complementary techniques for conducting a safety

analysis. Only the deterministic method has been utilized in the WILDCAT

study.
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Historically, the deterministic method of safety analysis has been

employed first in the licensing of fission power reactors, and it can be

thought of as the conventional method. In the deterministic method of safety

analysis the reactor plant is first studied to identify what conditions can

lead to accidents that can cause harm to the public.

The advantage of the deterministic method of safety analysis is that it

provides an evaluation of the worst situations. The disadvantage is that the

method has become somewhat formalized in the selection and treatment of poten-

tial accidents, and therefore, does not consider the wide range of possible

accident cases of relatively low consequence, but of relatively high

probability.

7.3 Accident-Related Dose Rates Due to Corrosion Products

The induced radioactivities in the first wall and the structural mate-

rials in the blanket and shield are major sources of radioactivities in com-

mercial fusion power plants and could produce an important contribution to the

dose rate if they were capable of being released in an accident. However, no

mechanisms have been found which could mobilize the radioactive structural

materials in the first-wall/blanket other than corrosion and erosion in the

coolant passages. Also, no mechanisms for volatilizing corrosion and erosion

products has been found.

The accidental release of radioactivity induced in the coolant per se is

not considered to be a problem with water coolant because the isotopes formed

have such short half-lives, e.g. 16N (7.2 s), 1?N (4.2 s), 1̂ 0 (29.0 s).

The structural material selected for WILDCAT is PCA (primary candidate

alloy), which is a titanium-modified Type 316 stainless steel. This portion

of the safety study relates to the use of realistic alloy compositions, in-

cluding typical impurities, and the use of appropriate neutron fluxes and

energy spectra for a detailed first-wall/blanket design. The compositions

used in the calculations are given in Table 7-4.

The specific activities (Ci/MWth) of these alloys have been calculated

for several design conditions both during reactor operation (from 1 s to 2 y)

and following reactor shutdown (from time zero to 1000 y). The computation

for the radioactivity-related parameters, such as biological hazard potential
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(BHP) and decay g/y spectrum, has been performed by using the RACC' code in

conjunction with the associated data libraries. (See Sec. 3.2. for more in-

formation on those calculations.)

Table 7-4. Structural Material Composition: PCA
Versus Type 316 Stainless Steel

Element

B
C
N
Al
Si
P
S
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
As
Nb
Mo
Ta

Stainless Steel

PCA

wt-%

0.005
0.050
0.010
0.030
0.500
0.010
0.005
0.300
0.100
14.000
2.000
64.880
0.030
16.000
0.020
0.020
0.030
2.000
0.010

atom/b-cm

2.188(-5)
1.971(-4)
3.380C-5)
5.264(-5)
8.427(-4)
1.528(-5)
7.382(-6)
2.965(-4)
9.292<-5)
1.274(-2)
1.723(-3)
5.499(-2)
2.410(-5)
1.290(-2)
1.490(-5)
1.264(-5)
1.529(-5)
9.868(-4)
5.453C-10)

Type 316

wt-%

0.058
0.007

0.460
0.026
0.011
0.040

16.700
1.430
64.440
0.030
13.900
0.060

2.840

atom/b-cm

2.286(-4)
2.366(-5)

7.752(-4)
3.974(-5)
1.624(-5)
3.953(-5)

1.520(-2)
1.232(-3)
5.462(-2)
2.410(-5)
1.212(-2)
4.470(-5)

1.40K-3)

Since the corrosion products in the primary coolant loop have been iden-

tified as the most likely means by which activated structural material in the

WILDCAT reactor could be released into the reactor building In the case of a

hypothetical accident, the nature of the corrosion products has been studied.

An evaluation of the importance of corrosion products in the WILDCAT primary

coolant is presented. Included for consideration are the appropriate water

chemistry conditions, necessary control equipment, and the associated corro-

sion product inventory and distribution. Although the data base for water

corrosion of reactor materials is generally more extensive than for any other

potential fusion reactor coolant, some information Is still lacking. Even

though WILDCAT has stronger magnetic fields than STARFIRE, the influence of
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magnetic fields on the corrosion process has been determined to be minor, pro-

vided that proper water chemistry conditions are maintained.

The proper water chemistry operating conditions have been determined to

be as follows: pH (? 25°C ~ 9.5; ~5 ppb of O2; ~5 ppm of H2; ~0.22 to 2.2 ppm

of 7Li from LiOH; and 0 to 1500 ppm of boron from boric acid. The WILDCAT

optimum conditions are similar to those for pressurized water reactors.

In Appendix G of the STARFIRE final report the methodology was presented

for calculating the activity levels in the coolant, the deposits on the tube

wall, and the transport of the corrosion products. The total potentially

releasable corrosion products from a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in

WILDCAT have been estimated for three different cases. The upper bound

release' estimate is obtained by assuming that the coolant in one of the two

independent primary coolant loops as well as the entire outer surface oxide

layer is released into the reactor building during the LOCA . The mass of

corrosion products involved would be 36 kg, and the associated activity would

be 2700 Ci. This corresponds to <0.001Z of the total blanket radioactivity

inventory. It is difficult to determine what fraction of the mobilized cor-

rosion product material could reach the environment by leaking from the reac-

tor building; however, deposition and settling should decrease the material by

about a factor of 10. Thus, the maximum corrosion product release to the

environment is probably 0.00012! of the blanket activity inventory. If the

break were to occur within the reactor itself, the bulk of the corrosion prod-

ucts would likely be contained within the shield. Thus, numerous barriers

exist.

The dominant difference between the WILDCAT and STARFIRE designs is the

decrease in the structural activity for WILDCAT. The structural activity is

approximately a factor of 10 lower for WILDCAT.

Using the same assumptions as were made in STARFIRE, the maximum release

in Ci (by isotope) would be:

60Co
55Fe
51tMn
58Co
59Fe
51Cr
51Mn
Total

85
2037
144
123
5

170
158
2722
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The atmospheric dispersion of structural material has been examined for

an accident based on a short-term uniform release from a point source. This

simple type of model has been utilized to determine external doses due to

structural material. The materials as corrosion products have been assumed to

be partially mobilized by a hypothetical reactor accident, leak from the reac-

tor into the reactor building, leak out of the reactor building, and then be

dispersed in a Gaussian plume. Regulatory Guide 1.48 methodology and worst

case conditions (such as Pasquill Type F, average wind velocity of 1 m/s, and

a ground-level release) have been used. Long-term, ingestion-type effects

have not been included.

It has been assumed that because of the nature of the reactor design and

the driving forces that would be involved in accident scenarios, the release

fraction of structural material into the containment would be only 0.0012 of

the structural material activity based on the assumption that corrosion prod-

uct release is the pathway. The leakage rate from the reactor building is

assumed to be 0.1 vol-Z/day for the post-accident pressurization condition.

The external doses due to structural material dispersion are shown in

Fig. 7-1. These doses are based on extremely conservative assumptions and are

for ground-level exposures at the centerline of the plume. The NRC guideline

is 20 rems whole-body dose in 2 h following an accidental release of radio-

active material.9 This guideline translates to an average value of 2.78

rarem/s, which is more than three orders of magnitude higher than the highest

doses shown in Fig. 7-1. This is one of the values used to establish the ten-

tative exclusion radius at the construction permit stage; 25 rem is used for

the final determination of the exculsion boundary at the operating license

stage. Even with these conservative assumptions, the releases and calculated

doses are far below current limits.

7.4 Tritium Dose Rates

The details regarding the calculation of tritium dose levels for WILDCAT

are presented. All tritium processing pipes and components are designed with

at least double containment walls. The buildings containing tritium inventory

all have leak-resistant steel liners. Thus, there are numerous barriers to

tritium leakage.
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Fig. 7-1. External dose rates due to an accidental
release of corrosion products.

The ease of handling tritium for WILDCAT has been generally improved

compared to that for STARFIRE1 because the tritium inventory is approximately

two orders of magnitude lower, even though the tritium handling systems are

similar for both designs. The tritium startup requirements are much less —

12 g for WILDCAT vs. 10 kg for STARFIRE. STARFIRE, being a D-T fueled device,

requires lithium as a breeder. A solid breeder material L1A102 was selected

for several reasons. That material may (significantly) increase the amount of

tritium contained in the blanket. Table 7-5, which compares the design goals

for tritium handling, illustrates the similarities and differences between the

two designs. The concentration of tritium in the primary cooling water is

expected to be sufficiently low that there will be no need to process it.

Another consideration is the maximum potential release of tritium due to

an accident. In the case of STARFIRE that value was 10 g. For WILDCAT the

maximum amount of tritium which would be held at any time on the cryopumps is

0.56 g. It is that portion of the tritium inventory which is considered to be

the maximum which would be released in case of an accident. In this case the

maximum release of tritium for WILDCAT is approximately one-twentieth of that
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Table 7-5. Design Goals for Tritium Handling

Specific Goal

Permeation through first wall

Generation due to 7Li corrosion inhibitor

Total tritium into coolant

Leakage across the steam generator

Fuel reprocessing

Tritiated solid waste

Building leakage

Total tritium into the environment

WILDCAT
(Ci/d)

0.21

0.19

0.40

0.20a

0.01

0.01

0.10

0.32

STARFIRE
(Ci/d)

10

1

11

10b

1

1

1

13

a0r 6.6

b0r 0.3 Qi.ll.

for STARFIRE. The doses to the public would be reduced proportionally. Even

the amount of tritium contained on the distillation columns in the tritium

handling facility is only 0.2 g for WILDCAT (or 13 g for the pulse<i; version)

compared to 50 g for STARFIRE. rjiJ

The methodology used in calculating tritium doses was presented in Appen.

B of the final STARFIRE report1 and is not repeated here. The major assump-

tions are as follows. Chronic exposures to the public are calculated on the

assumption the intake is by inhalation and by absorption through the skin.

The maximum dose is 1.4 mrem/y for routine releases of 117 Ci/y when the

releases are at ground level. However, since much of this routine emission is

expected to occur through the cooling towers, the maximum dose is much less.

Acute exposures to the public due to an accidental release of up to 5600 Ci

(0.56 g) of tritium also have been determined. A maximum acute dose of 4.0

rem occurs at 200 m from the reactor building. No building wake effects have

been considered. It must be noted that no credit was taken for containment of

the released tritium by the reactor building. Thus, the release of 0.56 g

outside the reactor building it a very conservative number.

A comparison of the effects of exposure to tritium gas and to tritium

oxide (HTO or T2O) has been made. In general, the hazards due to the gas are
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far less, so all of the tritium is assumed to be oxidized as a conservative

estimate. Various mitigating factors have been suggested by which the doses

could be reduced.

Tritium exposures to plant personnel have also been calculated. Any per-

sons going to either the reactor building or the tritium facility are antici-

pated to be in anti-contamination suits. Even in an atmosphere in which there

is a maximum permissable concentration of tritium for workers (5 pCi/m3), the

dose rate to a worker without an anti-contamination suite would only be 1.3

mrem/h. In case of an accidental release of 0.56 g of tritium while an unpro-

tected worker is in the reactor building, the acute dose rate would be 4.5

rem/h. A similar release in the smaller tritium building would be much higher

(96 rem/h).

The long-term effects of tritium releases on the public have also been

evaluated. Ingestion of contaminated food or drinking water in which tritium

is taken up directly or through food chain transfer is considered and found to

be minor when compared to inhalation or skin absorption.

An estimate of the world-wide population dose due to tritium releases to

the environment for 100 WILDCAT-type reactors each releasing 0.32 Ci of tritium

per day has been studied. The world dose is predicted to be from 0.026 to

0.038 mrem/y (one-fortieth of the value for STARFIRE).

The risks from tritium releases in transportation accidents and from

tritiated solid waste disposal have been assessed and have not been found to

significant.

7.5 Engineered Safety Features

The conceptual design of WILDCAT incorporates a number of features that

have been previously adopted for STARFIRE in an attempt to reduce or eliminate

various safety problems. Several of the most important safety features are

discussed in the following sections.

7.5.1 Inerting the Reactor Building Atmosphere

If air were used as the atmosphere in the reactor building of WILDCAT, it

would become activated due to the production of llfC, 16N, and ^Ar. The llfC

and 16N are due to (n,p) reactions with ll4N and 160, respectively, and the
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cones fro* radiative capture, I.e., (n,y) reaction, with '•"Ar. Candidate

gases for the reactor building atmosphere are helium, nitrogen, and carbon

dioxide. Helium has been eliminated from consideration based on the mass (30

tonnes) that would be needed of this resource limited material, the associated

expense (which is expected to increase with time), and the leakage problems.

Calculations have been made to determine the activity levels in CO2 and

N2 compared to air. With regards to the activation of the atmosphere within

the reactor building, the results for WILDCAT are more or less comparable to

the STARFIRE case. Table 7-6 shows the activation for several candidate

gases. It is seen that air achieves a saturated activity within several

hundred seconds after reactor startup, and after shutdown the air activation

remains almost constant at 1.14 x lO""13 MCi/m3 even beyond 1000 y. This long-

term activation is due to the 14N(n,p)11»C reaction and the long half life

(5730 y) of 1*»C. Thus, air should not be used for the WILDCAT reactor build-

ing atmosphere unless the atmosphere exchange for ventilation is much higher

than has been assumed for these calculations.

Both C02 and N2 could be considered for inerting the reactor building.

The C02 activity dies away relatively quickly after reactor shutdown. The

activity is less than the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) within a

minute after shutdown. The rapid decay is due to 16N which has a 7.1 s half

life. The activity for N2 gas is approximatey 50X greater than the MPC for

the general public. However, if the building atmosphere is partially venti-

lated periodically, the activity could be held below-the MPC. The MPC's shown

on the figure are those for the general public; the MPC's for workers are

somewhat higher.

For post-accident considerations where a breach of the reactor building

might be involved, a CO., atmosphere would seem to be preferable because it

would not add to the inventory of potentially released radioactive material.

Inerting the reactor building with C02 offers several advantages. The

possibility of a hydrogen fire or explosion is reduced, as is the possibility

of a fire due to other combustible sources. Production of 14C and 41Ar is

reduced. In addition, some components would last longer, building in-leakage

should be easier to detect, and tritium removal from the C02 should not be a

problem. The main disadvantages are that some components might have to be

modified to operate properly, and there would be the added cost of the

required C02 gas itself.
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Table 7-6. WILDCAT Reactor Building Atmospheric Activation (MCi/m3)

Operating

0
103
105

rH

6
1
5
15

Time After

0
1
10
1
6
24
1
1

i-H
10
100
1000

time:

s
s
BO

BO

y
y
y

Shutdown

•In
•in
h
h
h
wk
mo
y
y
y
y

co2

0.0 0.0
5.37(-13)b

5.37(-13)
5.37(-13)
5.37(-13)
5.37(-13)
5.37(-13)
5.37(-13)

5.37(-13)
1.67(-15)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.48(-19)
1.47(-19)
1.32(-19)

Aira

0.0
1.2K-13)
1.2K-13)
1.22(-13)
1.25(-13)
1.29(-13)
1.64(-13)
2.49(-13)

2.49(-13)
1.29(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.28(-13)
1.27(-13)
1.14(-13)

0.0
l«0(-2)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0(-12)
1.0C-12)
1.0(-12)

1.0 (-12)
1.0 (-12)
1.0 (-12)
1.0 (-12)
1.0 (-12)
negligible

3
3
8
5
1
5
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N2

.24(-19)

.24(-17)

.52(-16)
•1K-15)
•02(-14)
•10(-14)
.53(-13)

.53(-13)

.53(-13)

.53(-13)

.53(-13)

.53(-13)
•53(-13)
.53(-13)
.53(-13)
,53(-13)
.53(-13)
• 5K-13)
.36(-13)

MPC: (),
(for the public).

aDoes not Include ^Ar activation,

as 5.37 x 10~13.

7.5.2 Reactor Building Overpressurization Following a LOCA

Due to the fact that high-pressure water has been chosen as the priaary

coolant for WILDCAT and there is a substantial amount of radioactive material

present in the reactor, as well as some vulnerable tritium (-0.56 g); a con-

tainment-type reactor building is still envisioned as necessary. It has

a leak-resistant steel liner similar to the reactor building for STARFIRE-

The over-pressurizatlon of the reactor building resulting from a primary

coolant LOCA has been estimated on the basis of the similarities of WILDCAT

coolant pressures and temperatures to those of present-day pressurized water

reactors. For WILDCAT the reactor building volume is ~2.9 x 105 m3 , and the
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coolant volume In each of two primary loops Is 250 ma. The decision to locate

the steam generators In the reactor building Is based on safety considerations,

e.g., fewer penetrations and larger building volume. Based on the scaling of

a number of LWR accident scenarios, the differential pressure on the WILDCAT

reactor building walls Is 70 to 90 kPa (10 to 13 psig) depending on the loca-

tion and nature of the coolant system break. Generally it is conceded that if

a break occurs, especially in one of the coolant legs between the reactor and

the steam generator, the entire inventory of one of the two loops would escape

into the reactor building within 20 to 200 seconds. The two primary coolant

loops in WILDCAT are designed to be independent.

The principal difference between the over-pressurization of a LWR (typi-

cally ~415 kPa or 60 psi) and WILDCAT relates to the larger volume of the

building selected for the fusion device. The WILDCAT reactor building also

has post-accident building isolation and internal heat removal systems, simi-

lar to LWR's. One engineered safety feature which should not be needed for

fusion is a building spray system which is incorporated in LWR's to remove

iodine from the building atmosphere and to limit pressures following a LOCA.

7.5.3 Ventilation Stack

The merits of incorporating a 100-m stack into the WILDCAT design are

debatable. The value of having such a system in the STARFIRE design was

shown to be of some merit in handling larger quantities of accidental releases

of activated corrosion products or tritium in order to reduce the radiation

dose to the general public. In the case of WILDCAT, where the tritium acci-

dental release has been calculated to be twenty times lower and the activated

structural material somewhat lower, the need for a stack is reduced. For the

purpose of a conceptual design — considering the uncertainty In being able to

direct all of the radioactive material which might be released in any variety

of potential accidents into and up the stack (and in some instances not want-

ing to) — it has been decided not to incorporate a stack.

7.6 Conclusions

To summarize the results of this safety assessment, no runaway-type acci-

dents which would affect the public or the plant personnel have been identi-

fied. Although no method of generating electricity is capable of completely
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eliminating environmental impact and risk to society, the application of

fusion reduces the adverse effects and potential impacts to very low levels

when compared to other methods.

The following sources of hazards have been identified in Sec. 7.1 for the

WILDCAT design:

• Induced activity in the first wall, blanket, shield and

magnet structural materials.

• Pressurized water primary coolant.

• Corrosion products in the primary coolant.

• Tritium inventory.

• Stored energy in the superconducting magnet system.

• Cryogenic liquid helium.

• Plasma disruptions.

• Rf heating.

The following potential accidents has been indentified for WILDCAT:

a Release of activated structural material in the form of

corrosion products.

• Loss of flow to the first wall and/or blanket.

• Loss of coolant to the first wall and/or blanket.

• Tritium release, both in a continuous and a pulsed (e.g.,

startup and shutdown) mode.

• Loss cf cryogenic liquid helium.

• Failure of the first wall due to a plasma disruption.

• Hydrogen detonations or explosions.

• Rf heating system failure.

• Stored energy in the magnets.

Materials have been selected in order to minimize long-term radioactivity

in all components outside the blanket; those components represent over 90Z of

the total reactor mass. Efforts to reduce tritium-related problems have in-
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volved attempting to minimize the tritium inventory and using triple barriers

wherever practical. Two independent primary coolant loops have been incorpo-

rated to significantly reduce the likelihood of either complete loss-of-flow

or loss-of-coolant accidents. Mechanisms and redundancy to prevent cryogenic

failures and magnet accidents have been employed. Various plasma shutdown

modes have been developed to prevent plasma disruptions from damaging the

first wall. The rf heating system is designed such that it will not pose any

problems due to rf leakage, high voltages, or X—rays.

The approach applied in this safety assessment has been based upon deter-

ministic methods. ~

Although radioactivity is induced in the structural materials of the

WILDCAT reactor, only radioactive corrosion products in the coolant are con-

sidered to be vulnerable to release into the reactor building in the case of

certain, highly unlikely, accidents.

The nature of the corrosion products in the WILDCAT primary coolant loop

has been assessed. The optimum operating conditions for the primary loop are

similar to those for pressurized water reactors. The radioactivity of corro-

sion products which would be released according to the upper bound estimate

corresponds to ~0.001Z of the total blanket radioactivity inventory. The

accident-related dose rates due to activation products are based on this

information. ";

Tritium dose rates have been calculated for both routine and accidental

tritium releases for both the public and plant personnel. The maximum dose to

an individual is 1.4 mrem/y for routine releases of 117 Ci/y when the releases

are at ground level. However, much of this routine release is expected to go

through the cooling towers, resulting in a smaller dose for the individual.

This can be compared with a typical dose of ~100 mrem/y due to natural back-

ground radiation. The maximum acute inhalation and skin absorption dose to

the public, 4.0 rem from an accidental release of 0.56 g of tritium, occurs at

200 m from the reactor building. Workers unprotected by an anti-contamination

svIt could work in the reactor building or tritium facility, and their tritium

dc.se would be 1.3 mrem/h with all shields in place. The reactor building

maintenance, however, is designed to be fully remote. The long-term effects
ji'
6iV potential tritium releases have been studied and found to be minor. The

risks from tritium releases on a global scale, in transportation accidents,
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and fro* solid waste disposal have each been evaluated and found to be

insignificant.

A lumber of engineered safety features have resulted froa safety-related

decisions. These include inerting the reactor building, developing multiple

emergency plasma shut-down methods, and providing for containment of the

anticipated reactor building overpressure following a loss-of-coolant acci-

dent. A vent stack has been considered, but has been determined not to be

necessary for the design.

Since fusion power is still in such an early stage of development, the

licensing and regulatory requirements are difficult to predict. A fusion

reactor has inherent features, including a lack of fission products and acti-

nides and an absence of potential for runaway nuclear reactions, which

strongly suggest that the commercial application of fusion power may avoid a

lengthy and complicated licensing process. WILDCAT, although it utilizes some

tritium as fuel, is characterized by much lower inventories of tritium.

Although this study does not involve a detailed environmental impact

assessment, environmental issues have been considered in the design choices

for WILDCAT. The materials requirements (for only the reactor portion) of 100

reactors based on the WILDCAT design have briefly been considered and compared

to United States and world reserves and resources of elements. Tantalum and

tungsten in particular are predicted to be potential resource problems; how-

ever, these are optional materials for the limiter and inner shield, respec-

tively, and can be replaced by other materials. ,

No method of producing power in a central station on a commercial scale

is without some environmental impact However, it is felt that fusion will

reduce the adverse effects and potential impacts to very low levels. The

WILDCAT design should be representative of Cat-D fueled tokamak power plants

in terms of environmental impacts. The environmental impacts should be simi-

lar in nature and magnitude to those of the STARFIRE design, except for the

lithium resource requirement.
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Appendix A

THERMAL STORAGE SYSTEM (PULSED VERSION)

A preliminary design of a thermal storge system for the pulsed version of

WILDCAT has been made in order to focus on the design problems, engineering

implications, and costs for a system which sustains the thermal power to the

turbine of WILDCAT during the shutdown, dwell, and start-up portion of its

cycle. Toward this goal a number of thermal storage systems have been inves-

tigated including metals, ceramics, and heat transfer fluids, all of which

appear less promising than the pressurized water/steam system described here-

in. It should be noted that this is a conceptual design which appears to sat-

isfy all the apparent needs of the WILDCAT thermal storage in a safe and reli-

able manner using existing technology. Hbwever, additional detailed analyses

are necessary to assure its viability, adequacy, and desirability from both

the cost and operational viewpoints.

A.I Thermal Storage System

The thermal storage system selected is shown schematically in Fig. A-l.

This figure shows the components and methodology required for a stored energy

steam supply to supplement and sustain the reactor steam supply to the turbine

generator at the rated 2580 MWth gross during a zero power production period

whose reference interval is 30 s. There exists some thermal storage within

the reactor system which can be optimized and utilized to offset the losses

during the reactor low-power period. This stored energy is estimated to be

adequate to cover the shut-down and start-up periods (sectors A and C) in Fig.

A-2, which shows a simplified diagram of the reactor power profile. The ther-

mal storage supplies an amount of energy equal to sector B, although the

energy is supplied over the entire low-power period. In the thermal storage

system, pressurized water is stored just under saturation pressure (1600 psi)

in large vessels, heated to high temperature by a side stream from the main

reactor coolant system, and reintroduced into the steam generator inlet via a

heat exchanger arrangement which separates the two systems.

When called upon, the storage vessels discharge steam flashed from the

thermal storage into a high temperature turbine stage unit through a throttle

valve. Steam leaving the high pressure turbine flows through the remaining
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Fig. A-2. Reactor thermal power between pulses.

poi. ons of the turbine until it reaches the condenser, where it is stored as

liquid in low pressure tanks awaiting termination of the thermal storage

operation. After the operation is over, a booster pump in series with the

reactor steam generator feed water system recharges the thermal storage units

with water and makes them ready for the next cycle. The thermal storage and

the reactor steam systems are intermixed and feature the ability to operate

concurrently. The reactor cooling system is continuous during all operations

with only modest flow adjustments.

The system consists of six large thermal storage vessels with integral

heat exchange coils (comparable to LWR steam generators), two booster pumps, a

turbine stage capable of utilizing 1450-psi steam, low-pressure condensate

storage tanks, valves, piping, and instrumentation and controls. The cost of

the system is roughly estimated to be $150 million dollars. Additional ther-

mal storage capacity could be supplied at an estimated $4.0 M/s of reactor

downtime. This relatively expensive and complex system is needed only for

pulsed operation. The fact that it is not needed for steady-state operation

is one of the major benefits of steady-state operation.

A.2 Design Features

The major components along with some of the pertinent design features

are:

Storage Vessels: These vessels operate at a pressure of 1600 pal and

310°C stored water temperature. They are approximately 13 m high and 3.3 m in

diameter and contain an integral heating coil to carry the reactor primary

coolant. The storage capacity is ~13 GJ (-12 x 106 BTU).
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Turbine: High pressure add-on stages Co the present light water reactor

type turbine are required. These stages are capable of taking steam during

the thermal storage discharge at 1450 psi (vs. 950 psi for the reactor loop)

and at a slightly higher temperature.

Condensate Storage: These are low pressure (~10 psi storage tanks fed

from the thermal storage condenser tVrough valving and level controls.

Booster Pump; A multi-stage booster pump of 950-1600 psi capacity is

required to boost the side stream of preheated water from the boiler feed

pumps into the storage vessels.

The above major components are well within the realm of existing technol-

ogy and production. The system also has the following advantages:

• Low, if not lowest, degradation of overall power per-

formance is obtained during all periods of the cyclic

operation.

• The thermal storage system can be operated concurrently

with the reactor system for matching reactor power ramps.

• Less stored energy is required than if the water were

stored in the reactor primary coolant system.

• Relatively high deliverable specific thermal storage capac-

ity is provided; i.e, there is no degradation caused by a

heat transfer circuit.

• The thermal storage secondary loop is tritium free (as is

the reactor secondary loop).

• Existing fabrication techniques are used for all

components.

• The system can be used as a topping cycle.

• The system provides relatively low cost and safety in terms

of other methods considered.

The major disadvantages of this system are apparent in the overall mass

of material and number of components involved. This, however, is generic to

all thermal storage systems contemplated for this purpose.
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A.3 System Operation

A digest of the system operation is given as follows (refer to Fig. A-l):

Reactor Coolant System: The reactor coolant exits through a throttling

valve allowing a side stream to flow into the thermal storage vessel heater

controlled by a side stream throttling valve. After surrendering its heat to

thermal storage (maximum temperature 310°C), the side stream returns to the

steam generator inlet at a slightly degraded temperature, where it mixes with

the main flow stream. The main coolant system continues to circulate at its

normal flow rate at all times whether the reactor is operating or not. This

is a safety advantage, as no major switching of the reactor primary coolant

circuit is required. When the thermal capacity of the storage system is

reached, the bypass flow is throttled to a low level, and the system is ready

for operation.

Thermal Storage Operation: Assuming the system is filled at maximum

temperature and ready to operate, the following events occur: A throttle

valve at the outlet of the pressurized water thermal storage vessel (-1600

psi, 310°C) causes steam to be flashed and introduced to the high pressure

head of the turbine (~1450 psi). The reactor system (950 psi) is throttled

back as needed. Both systems deliver steam to the turbine, and both may be

controlled using water level/pressure regulation as required for stability and

safety. Steam discharge from the high pressure turbine then flows through
I'I

successive turbine stages in a normal fashion with adjustment to reheat as

necessary. Upon reaching the condensate receiver, the volume of water begins

to mount and is then transferred to storage tanks until the thermal storage

delivery cycle is completed. The above process continues until the end of the

dwell cycle is complete, when the reactor loop again provides sufficient heat

to control the steam supply. During the thermal storage delivery process most

of the stored pressurized water is used, leaving only a required minimum accu-

mulation for safe operation of the system components,

Thermal Storage Refill: At the termination of the thermal storage

delivery cycle the vessels are refilled one at a time using the booster feed

water pumping system, which adds water as needed from the condensate storage

tanks. Once the thermal storage vessels are filled with preheated water, the

reactor bypass heating valves are opened and the water is brought up to stored

energy conditions ready for the next cycle.
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Appendix B

PLASMA DISRUPTION EFFECTS

Plasma disruptions are a potential problem for all tokamak reactors.

Unfortunately they are not sufficiently well understood that accurate predic-

tions of the plasma behavior can be made. For this reason it is difficult to

assess the severity of the damage they might cause to the first wall or to

determine how many disruptions a particular device could take. Since WILDCAT

has substantially more stored energy (79 GJ, pulsed; 8.3 GJ, steady state) in

the plasma than other devices such as STARFIRE1 (1.0 GJ) or INTOR2 (240 HI),

the effects are in any event substantially worse than for smaller devices.

This appendix presents an assessment of the potential disruption problem for

WILDCAT.

B.I Disruption Characteristics

For the spatial energy deposition it is common to take the energy, U ,

stored in the plasma and to assume it is deposited on only a fraction, fw, of

the wall. In addition, the deposition over this fraction is not expected to

be uniform, and the nonuniformity is represented by a peaking factor, p, in

the one-dimensional calculations used to assess the response of the wall. The

maximum energy deposited per unit area is then J - pU /(f A ), where Â ^ is the

wall area. For WILDCAT the wall area is 1250 m2. The energy deposition would

be 630-660 J/cm2 if spread uniformly over the whole wall and 6300-6000 j/cm2

for a more realistic case with a peaking factor of 3 over 30Z of the wall.

The temporal energy deposition is also not well known. More sophisti-

cated models include a thermal quench and a current quench period, and various

temporal profiles can be used. For this analysis the deposition is assumed

uniform over the disruption time, At. A theory and a formula for the disrup-

tion time is given in Ref. 3 as:

At - 900 us[R0(m)
2 A^amu) n^lOlS m~3) B ^ T ) a(m)6 V(V)~3] 1 / 5 ,

where RQ is the major radius, A^ is the average ion mass, n^ is the average

ion density, Bfco is the toroidal field in the plasma, a is the minor radius,
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and V is the plasma voltage. Independently of the validity of the theory,

this formula gives a good empirical fit to existing devices for disruption

times from ~1 us to ~1 as. The predictions of this formula for the various

periods in the WILDCAT burn cycle are shown in Table B-l along with the energy

deposition. The inductive voltage corresponding to the current change was

taken for V except for the steady-state periods, where the resistive voltage

was used.

There is little or no empirical information on disruptions in steady-

state, rf-driven tokamaks. There may, in addition, be little reason to expect

the theory of Ref. 3 to apply for steady-state devices. The same considera-

tions may well apply to the flat-top portion of the burn cycle for the pulsed

case. The prediction of the long disruption times (<100 m e ) , then, may well

be inaccurate, since they are extrapolations of both the current data and the

current theory.

B.2 First-Wall Response Models

The energy deposited on the first wall during a plasma disruption can

lead to vaporization of the surface regions, melting of the surface regions,

and conduction of heat into the bulk material. The analyses for the materials
2 4responses are based on analytical models developed by Merrill ' and

Hassanien. Both models determine the extent of wall melting by solving equa-

tions which define the net energy content in the wall resulting from the

plasma disruption. Merrill's model solves the following energy equation for

the first-wall material:

p -&E-
3t

where:

E - material energy in J/kg

q - bulk heat rate density in W/m 3

k - thermal conductivity in (W/m)/K

T - material temperatue in K

p « material density in kg/m3.
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Table B-l. WILDCAT Disruption Times

r
CO

Pulsed version
Ohaic heating period
Main heating period
Steady-state period

Steady-state version
Ohaic heating period
Current Inducement period
Fusion power raap period
Steady-state period

UP
(GJ)

0.2
7.9
7.9

0.1
0.2
8.3
8.3

Ai
(amu)

2.0
2.2
2.2

2.0
2.0

' 2.2
2.2

ni
(1019 m-3)

5
20
20

2
2
21
21

V

(V)

21.4
4.2
0.02

2.6
0.2
0.1
0.03

Ja

(J/cm2)

150
6300
6300

50
210
6600
6600

At

(ms)

3
9

210

8
32
74
200

*Assualng a peaking factor of 3 with deposition on 30% of the wall.



This equation defines the tine and space-dependent energy content of the wall

material. Those wall regions predicted to have energies in excess of the

amount required to melt the Material represent the melt layer. A convective

mass term is added to this equation to account for the moving boundary at the

melt/vapor inteface. Subsequent to each solution time interval, the mode

structure at the back of the wall is restructured. This procedure conserves

both mass and energy during the evaporation process.

The Hassanein model solves separate conduction equations for the solid

and liquid phases:

Solid

•

Liquid

p

Equation

9T
C — - - V x k VT

s s s s

Equation

VT
p.

C V x K VT

where:

C - material specific heat in (J/kg)/K

T « material temprature in K

k - material conductivity in (W/a)/K

p » material density in kg/*3.

The subscripts s and I correspond to the solid and liquid phases. Two

interfaces exist for this model: the solid/aelt and melt/vapor interfaces.

The equations needed to specify the propagation across these interfaces are

the following energy balances:

Solid/Melt

3T 3T
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Me It/Vapor

where:

q " surface heat flux from plasma disruption in J/m2

Lf « material heat of fusion in J/kg

V » interface velocity in m/s

Ly - material latent heat of evaporation in J/kg

a " Stefan-Boltzmann constant in J/K

The subscripts s/m, m/v, and v correspond to the solid/melt, melt/vapor, and

vapor interfaces.

The solid/melt energy balance implies that the difference in the rate of

energy conducted to the interface by the liquid phase and that conducted away

from the interface by the solid phase produces melting. The rate of melting

is proportional to the material density and heat of fusion. The melt/vapor

energy balance provides the boundary condition for the liquid conduction

equation through the conductive term. The rate that energy from the plasma

disruption arrives at this interface is equal to the rate that energy leaves

the interface due to vaporization, conduction, and radiation. The last term

on the right-hand side of the equation represents the energy radiated away

from the surface. The material emissivity has not been considered.

The Merrill and Hassanein models both consider the kinetics of surface

evaporation. The Merrill model adopts the Schrage modified phase change

relationship:

UJPY/_M_\1/2/ro Jy_ _ o \ \

where

j - vaporization mass flux in (kg/m2)/s

M • vapor molecular weight in kg/mole
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P - vapor pressure, first-wall surface in N/m2v,s

Tv s - vapor temperature, first-wall surface in K

R - universal gas constant in (J/kg)/mole K

r>ac,ae • condensation or evaporation raitipliers.

The terras of this equation predict the rate of condensation and evaporation

respectively. The melt surface temperature and pressure for the evaporation

term are determined from saturation relationships and the predicted surface

energy. These same properties for the condensation term are obtained from a

solution of the vaporized-material transport equations. The boundary condi-

tion is that the surface heat flux for the first-wall energy equation is the

difference of the incident plasma flux and the convective vapor energy flux

(the product of vaporization rate and latent heat of evaporation).

The Hassanein model solves a similar equation for theevaporization

process:

-1 10
j (T ) - f2m»kT ) ' a P (T ] .Jel- v; *• vJ e s1- v;

The condensation term is based on transport calculations, which indicate that
i

the condensation rate asymptotically approaches 20Z of the evaporation rate

after 20 collision times. The resulting net vaporization rate is determined

to be:

j(t) - j [0.8 + 0.2 exp(-t/TR)] .

Vaporized material transport is addressed differently in these models.
i

The transport of the vaporized mterial away from the first-wall surface for

the Merrill model has been determined by a solution of the continuum theory

conservation equations:

Conservation of Mass

„ 0

at ax
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Conservation of Momentum

/3u 3u\ 3P
•p — + u — ) pg
\3t 3x/ 3x

Conservation of Energy

cos

3t 3x \3x>

where:

u « vapor velocity in m/s

P - vapor pressure in N/m2

E » vapor energy in J/kg

q « vapor heat rate density in W/m3

p » vapor density in kg/m3.

The solution of these equations provides the required vapor temperature and

pressure for the condensation term of the vaporization equation.

For the Hassanein model the influence of the vapor transport in the con-

densation term of the vaporization equation appears through the relaxation

time constant, T^. With this time constant the asymptotic condensation flux

reaches 98% of its asymptotic value after 20 collision times, and is given as:

where ft is the elastic scattering cross section.

The Hassanein model considers the effects of plasma attenuation by the

vaporized material stream. The adopted approach for this attenuation is based

on the premise that the vaporization of the quantity of material equivalent to

the peneration depth of 10 keV ions in the solid phase provides vapor shield

with an atom density sufficient to attenuate the incident plasma. As a

result, the mechanism of wall heating changes from one of deposition of ions

to radiation, and since this radiation is isotropic, only one-half is directed

toward the wall so that the intensity of wall heating is one-half the
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unattenuated value. The transition In intensity of heating is assumed to be

linear with vaporized depth until the depth exceeds that of the original pene-

tration depth of the ions.

B.3 First-Wall Response Analysis

Figures B-l and B-2 compare the predicted melt layer thicknesses and

vaporization depths for several materials as calculated with the Hassanein and

Merrill models as functions of plasma energy density for disruption times of 5

and 20 ms. As can be noted, good agreement results for the case of no vapor

shielding even though the modeling approaches differ. The predictions of melt

layer thickness at 5 ms are in closer agreement than at 20 ms. The opposite

is noted for vaporization depth. This would seem to imply that the different

modeling approaches for vaporized material transport are a major contributor

to this difference. Figures B-2 and B-3 illustrate the impact of the vapor

shield. For stainless steel the vaporized depth decreases by approximately an

order of magnitude, whereas the melt layer thicknesses are affected only

slightly.

Figures B-4 through B-10 contain predictions of melt layer thickness and

vaporized depth for beryllium, molybdenum, tungsten, and carbon. The results

for beryllium and tungsten are from the Merrill model and as a consequence do

not include the effects of vapor shielding. The results for melt layer thick-

ness, Figs. B-4 through B-6, suggest that a maximum value exists for a given

disruption time. This characteristic is a consequence of vaporization's

becoming more predominant as energy density is increased. The vaporized

depths in Figs. B-2 and B-7 through B-10 indicate that increased vaporization

occurs as a result of decreased disruption times at a given energy density. A

transition to a linear dependence of vaporized depth with energy density is

noted.

Table B-2 summarizes the required energy densities to produce melting,

one micron of vaporization, and the maximum melt layer thickness for the case

of no vapor shielding. These points have been interpolated or extrapolated

from Figs. B-l through B-10. The results for stainless steel and beryllium

are fairly similar with the differences becoming more pronounced at longer

disruption times. This similarity is attributed to the fact that the total

energy change (per unit mass) from the initial value of 573 K to vaporization
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Fig. B-l. Stainless steel Belting zone thickness
with no vapor shield as a function of
energy density. The curves- are for the
Hassanein model. The points are for the
Merrill aodel.
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Fig. B-2. Evaporation thickness of stainless steel
for 1000 disruptions for different energy
deposited. The curves are for the
Hassanein model. The points are for the
Merrill model.
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Fig. B-3. Stainless steel •elting zone thickness
with vapor shield as a function of
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Fig. B-4. Beryllium maxima aelt layer thickness
for plasma disruptions of 5, 20, and
60 us duration (Merrill model).
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Table B-2. Required Energy Densities for Several Phenomena*

Material °

Stainless steel

Beryllium

Molybdenum .

Tungsten

Disruption
Time
(-•)

5
20
60

5
20
60

5
20
60

5
20
60

Energy Density

Melting

90
170
300

100
200
360

280
560
b

360
700
1220

(J/C.2) Required to Cause

1 pa of
Vaporization

t

150
290
480

150
300
500

400
750
b

560
1080
1750

Maximum Melt
Layer Thickness

290
600
b

350
800
b

700

1000
1800

Maximum Melt
Layer Thickness

(»•)

120
260
b

120
220
350

210
b
b

220
400
b

*Results presented are for calculations without consideration of the effects
of the vapor shield.

bNot predicted.



is practically identical for these aaterials. The energy thresholds for

molybdenum and tungsten are significantly higher than for either stainless

steel or beryllium. The Maximum melt layer thicknesses during a 5-ms disrup-

tion for molybdenum and tungsten are both ~220 um, while those for stainless

steel and beryllium are ~120 pm- The latter materials are more volatile. On

the basis of these results tungsten would be the more resistant metal to ero-

sion by disruption due to the high total energy requirement for melting and

vaporization, the high thermal conductivity, and the moderate vapor pressure.

Should the aelt layer not be stable during this event, a metal with the same

characteristics but higher vapor pressure would be more desirable. It is

important to point out that the melt layer would exist for only a short time

(of the order of the disruption time) and that much of the layer would be mol-

ten only a fraction of this time.

Table B-3 summarizes the estimated vaporization erosion thicknesses for

the cases of 600 J/cm2 and 1200 J/cm2 with the vapor shielding.

Table B-3. Vaporiztion Thickness for a 60-ms
Disruption with Vapor Shielding

Wall Material

Beryllium
Stainless steel
Tungsten

Vaporization Thickness (um)

600 J/cm2

0.3a

0.3
0.

1200 J/cm2

00 00 O

Assuming shielding effect similar to graphite.

B.4 Conclusions

The calculations made to date have been for nearer-term devices and

unfortunately do not include the higher energy depositions and longer times

that are relevant to WILDCAT. It can be seen, however, that the melt-layer

thickness saturates with energy deposition and possibly even decreases. These

calculations are then adequate to predict the maximum melt-layer thicknesses

expected for WILDCAT provided the disruption times are less than ~60 ms. The

maximum melt-layer thicknesses for the beryllium cladding are shown in Table

B-2 for disruption times of less than 60 ms. Extrapolation of these data in-
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dicate the most severe Belt-layer thickness to be expected for WILDCAT is 400-

600 u»» which would occur if the disruption time is ~200 as, the maximum in-

dicated in Table B-l. Provided the melt layer does not move while it is mol-

ten, these thicknesses should prove no serious problem and would not extend

past the beryllium cladding except perhaps near the end of the wall lifetime,

when the cladding is thin as a result of sputtering.

Movement of the melt layer, however, could significantly increase first-

wall erosion. The behavior of the aelt layer is affected by such phenomena as

the induced magnetic forces, the plasma kinetic pressure and/or surface sput-

tering, and the acceleration force of the vapor during evaporation. Plasma/

vapor interactions should result in a change in the type and intensity of the

energy deposition experienced by the first-wall surface through energy absorp-

tion and reradiation by the vapor, ionization of the vapor, and increased

plasma radiative losses. The Hassanein model addresses this area, but both a

theory of plasma vapor interaction and experimental verification of models are

required.

Vaporization is more readily seen to be a deleterious effect of disrup-

tions. It can be seen from Fig. B-7 that the vaporization depth becomes

linear above 100 J/cm2. The vaporization depth can be seen to decrease for

higher disruption times. These data should hence be adequate to predict

vaporization depths for WILDCAT, at least for disruption times below 60 ms.

The largest amount of vaporization occurs for very short (<1 ms) disrup-

tion times, for which nearly all the energy from the plasma is dissipated by

vaporization. The calculations indicate that an energy density of ~6000 J/cm2

is required to vaporize 1 mm of beryllium, assuming no vapor shield. The

vapor shielding should be even more effective at the higher vaporization rates

and could be expected to provide an order-of-magnitude reduction in this ero-

sion. In addition, the tendency of the vaporization to saturate at very high

densities with the vapor shield indicates the vapor shield may be even more

protective for very severe or concentrated disruptions.

Since energy depositions in WILDCAT could easily be as much as 6000

j/cm2, these vaporization rates imply WILDCAT could not withstand a large num-

ber of disruptions. The normal plasma operation would have to be disruption-

free with any disruptions occurring as low probability accidents. The device

should be able to withstand a few severe disruptions without catastrophic
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damage, however, even in the worst case. These results, for example, indicate

it is unlikely that the integrity of a beryllium-clad wall would be lost under

a very serious disruption.

There are several factors which would indicate an ability to survive a

larger number of disruptions: (1) the probability is low that a concentrated

disruption would repeatedly occur on the same small area; (2) the vapor

barrier effects substantially reduce the maximum indicated vaporization; and

(3) the longer-time scale disruptions expected for WILDCAT correspond to

reduced vaporization.
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